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Abstract / résumé
Abstract (EN)
In order to ensure that certain ‘public services’ are guaranteed and available for the
public, Member States can impose specific obligations on public or private service
providers. The objective of this study is to assess how public services are financed and
when those arrangements may create competition problems. The two key tasks are:
(i) the identification of the provided public services and the development of a typology
of used financing models and (ii) the identification of (potential) competition and
efficiency problems for the selected sectors/countries and subsequent mapping to the
financing models. This study focuses on the service provision in three sectors (waste,
hospitals, broadband) within seven countries and is based on publically available
information. The identification and description of the provided public services and their
financing models (first key task) is primarily based on the assessment of the actual
public intervention. Beside the financial mechanisms, attention is also paid to
regulation and public ownership. With regard to the second key task, the main focus is
on the (risk of) overcompensation and cross-subsidisation. This is in line with the
general (state aid) principle that public service providers should not ‘profit’ from the
fact that they carry out this service.

Résumé (FR)
Pour veiller à ce que certains « services publics » soient garantis et disponibles
publiquement, les États membres peuvent imposer des obligations spécifiques aux
prestataires de services publics ou privés. Cette étude évalue comment les services
publics sont financés et quand ces modalités peuvent créer des problèmes de
concurrence. Les deux tâches clés sont : (i) identification des services publics fournis
et élaboration d’une typologie de modèles de financement utilisés, (ii) identification de
la concurrence (potentielle) et des problèmes d’efficacité pour les secteurs / pays
sélectionnés et cartographie des modèles de financement. Cette étude concerne la
prestation de services dans trois secteurs (déchets, hôpitaux, haut débit) dans sept
pays. Elle se base sur des informations publiquement disponibles. L’identification et la
description des services publics fournis et leurs modèles de financement (1ère tâche
clé) reposent principalement sur l’évaluation de l’intervention publique réelle. Outre
les mécanismes financiers, l’attention porte aussi sur la régulation et la propriété
publique. Concernant la seconde tâche clé, l’accent est mis sur la (le risque de)
surcompensation et les subventions croisées. Cela est en phase avec le principe
général (aides d’État) selon lequel les prestataires de services publics ne devraient pas
« profiter » du service qu’ils effectuent.
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Executive summary
I. Context and objectives of the study
Context – In order to ensure that certain ‘public services’ are guaranteed and
available for the public, Member States can impose specific obligations on service
providers, which can have a public or private status. In order to limit (the risk for)
distortion of competition, the European competition law framework pays specific
attention to the position and role of public undertakings and undertakings entrusted
with ‘services of general economic interest’ (SGEI). Member States have a high level
of discretion to determine these public services and how they are organised and
financed, which results in a broad variety and complexity of operating and funding
models. As a result of this diversity, the functioning of markets and the impact of the
financing on competition is complex and warrants further fact-finding.
Objectives and key tasks – The main objective of this study is to help understand
how public services, particularly services of general economic interest are financed
and when those financing arrangements may create competition problems. The Study
gives a broader overview of how the markets in the selected sectors function, what
Member States consider to be within their public remit and whether public services or
SGEIs have been set up and how they function. Two key tasks have been identified:
(i) the identification of the provided public services and the development of a typology
of financing models that can be found in practice and (ii) the identification of
(potential) competition and efficiency problems for the selected sectors/countries and
subsequent mapping to the financing models. For the purposes of this study, the term
public services refers to ‘services for the benefit of citizens as a whole that are not
sufficiently profitable on a market basis and that therefore require some form of
funding support from the State’. This definition is similar to the (legal) terminology
used in the context of SGEIs, but it is not the same and has a broader scope. While we
note this relationship, in this study the term public services has an economic meaning
in line with the definition provided.
Scope – Given the broad nature of the objective and research topic, some specific
choices were made. First of all, this study does not provide a legal analysis of the
compatibility of Member State public financing with the EU legal framework. The
assessment is carried out outside the scope of SGEI rules, for sectors where no SGEI
schemes have been put in place by the specific Member States. Secondly it is
important to note that this study is based only on information available in the public
domain. Furthermore, in relation to the competition and efficiency issues, the main
focus is on issues that relate to the financing of public services, for example
overcompensation or cross-subsidisation. Other competition issues are not the main
focus of the study. Finally, this study focuses on the provision of public services in
three sectors across seven Member States:
 Waste – Focusing on the main flow of (unsorted) municipal waste, which includes
waste from households and small commercial (non-household) organisations;
 Telecom (broadband 1) – Focusing on the deployment and operation of both basic
broadband networks and new generation access networks (NGAN), due to difference
in coverage;
 Health – Focusing on the provision of health care by hospitals. Where possible, we
excluded non-clinical activities (e.g. research and education), as well as mental and
long term care.
1
Compared to the other two sectors the provision of broadband has its own specificities: the services do not
classify as SGEIs in the sense of the general State aid framework. In fact, the study has not identified any
SGEIs in the strict sense of the word in the chosen Member States. See section 3.2.3 for more details.
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Methodology and approach – The identification and description of the provided
public services and their financing models (key task 1) is primarily based on the
assessment of the actual public intervention. We focus on the financial mechanisms,
but also pay attention to regulation and public ownership (public production) if it is
relevant in the broader context of the sector and/or the financing instruments. With
regard to the second key task, the main focus is on the (risk of) overcompensation
and cross-subsidisation, as well as existing methods to avoid this risk. This is in line
with the general (State aid) principle that public service providers should not ‘profit’
from the fact that they carry out this service. Typical competition issues are the
foreclosure of new entry (due to inefficient incumbents) and the leveraging of market
power towards adjacent markets. Please note that efficiency and competition issues
sometimes overlap. Beside that, there exist differences in interpretation when
analysing the ‘problem’ from an abstract, economic point of view, which could vary
from the legal (State aid) perspective. The main fact finding activities conducted in
this study include literature research, information gathering by sector experts (per
country), an analysis of EU public procurement data and, where necessary, interviews.

II. Waste – main findings and conclusions
Public services - In all selected Member States, the public authorities (mainly
municipalities) are legally responsible for providing waste services, although clear
differences exist. First, the (legal) coverage of the public service activities differs:
while in Germany, France and Poland the complete waste chain falls under the
responsibility of the public authorities, this scope is smaller in the other three
countries. Second, the definition of the waste flows under the public service differs.
While household waste is covered by the public service in all countries, commercial
waste is sometimes not covered (Germany, the Netherlands, Poland). A third
distinction can be made in relation to the organizational set-up of the public service
and the level of public/private involvement. In Poland and Spain the majority of the
municipalities outsource their task of waste collection to private companies (via public
tenders), while in France most of the household waste is collected by public entities.
In the Netherlands, Italy and Germany there exist a mix of public and private entities
active in the market.
Funding – Public production (public ownership) and direct financial payments are the
main supporting mechanisms for the provision of public waste services. Public
ownership is used in all fields of the value chain, but especially in relation to collection,
incineration and landfilling. The direct financial payments mainly relate to the direct
budget grants (public entities) and the remuneration of costs for tendered services
(private entities). Other forms of direct payments exist, but are less important.
Efficiency and competition issues – With regard to the efficiency and competition
issues specific attention needs to be paid to the risk of overcompensation and the
balance between public and private provision of the public services.
Based on our assessment we conclude that the risk of overcompensation seems
limited. This is based on two main arguments. First, our analysis showed that public
tendering (via ‘open contests’) is the main mechanism to select a service provider of
private (or sometimes public) origin. Given the widespread use of this mechanism and
the limited contract duration (often one to five years), we assess that this should, in
principle, lead to efficient outcomes in the market and thus a low risk of
overcompensation of the service providers. Of course, the adequate design and set-up
of the tender criteria is crucial in this respect, which in practice create some issues
(Poland, Italy). Secondly, we did not find any concrete evidence that the public
entities (often financed via direct budget support) perform worse than private entities
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and thus receive higher revenues to perform similar tasks. Despite this observation, it
is also clear that the incentives for public entities to critically review their own costs or
to operate a separate accounting system is often limited. Specific risks for
overcompensation relate to the system of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) and
originate from a lack of transparency regarding the selection procedure, the used
conditions and the financing mechanism (Italy, Spain, France).
Our assessment shows further that there is also a ‘tension’ between the public and
private provision of the public service, which creates a risk for efficient competition.
This tension exists at three different levels and mainly relates to the societal ‘view’ on
the role of the government. First, experiences show that public provision is often the
result of ‘tradition’ and not necessarily an explicit rational choice. For example, a
number of Dutch municipalities recently reconsidered and/or stopped their activities
pertaining to the collection of commercial waste due to the increased attention on
market distortion. Typical economic considerations, such as the existence of market
failures, are often not part of the rationale. Secondly, the analysis showed that certain
‘traditional’ public services in the value chain can also be partly performed by private
parties, such as incineration (The Netherlands, Poland) and recycling (Spain, the
Netherlands) . Finally, there exists tension in those parts of the market where both
public and private entities are active, such as in commercial waste (The Netherlands)
and in recycling (Italy, France). Due to a combination of market power, an unclear
scope of the public service and a general lack of attention for cost-based pricing, there
are clear risks for/of distortion of competition in the mentioned adjacent markets.

III. Telecom (broadband) – main findings and conclusions
Public services – For the deployment of broadband networks, public funding is made
available for necessary construction works, civil engineering and deployment of
passive infrastructure. Broadband communications services are covered by public
service obligations (universal service) only in one country (Spain).
Funding – As a typical public funding model for the provision of (primarily fixed)
broadband networks and services in six EU Member States (France, Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands, Poland, Spain) this chapter identifies investment funding (coded as
direct payments). National public funding schemes are designed taking into account
the requirements of the EU rules on competition and State aid and based on the
Commission’s guidelines on State aid for broadband. The study has not identified any
national public funding schemes based on EU SGEI or public service rules. The net cost
of the universal service provision in Spain is shared between electronic
communications operators (compensation of net cost) in line with the requirements of
the Universal Service Directive.
Efficiency and competition issues – Due to the recent adoption of national funding
schemes and the even more recent (start of) implementation of broadband
development projects, no actual efficiency or competition problems could be identified.
In addition, public funding schemes employ an anticipatory approach and aim to
minimise country-specific competition and efficiency risks by using a number of ex
ante and ex post (contractual) tools. It remains to be seen whether the identified
shortcomings of public funding schemes will manifest themselves in the predicted
efficiency and competition problems.
Potentially, efficiency concerns may arise with regard to overcompensation of and
cross-subsidisation
within
the
undertaking
that
receives
the
subsidy.
Overcompensation risks seem to be addressed in a more systematic manner across all
countries than cross-subsidisation risks. These problems appear to be addressed to a
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sufficient extent by a number of ex ante mechanisms (subsidy caps, competitive
selection procedures) and ex post contractual tools (clawback, requirement to pay
back the subsidy, accounting separation). Almost all contractual tools are designed on
the basis of instruments used by national regulatory authorities for sector-specific
regulation of electronic communications markets. To the universal service provider
only the net costs (plus reasonable profit) of the universal service provision can be
compensated and only if they represent an unfair burden for this particular provider.
While the effectiveness of some of these tools is contested (clawback), a combination
of them might be sufficient to reduce efficiency risks.
With regard to the deployment of broadband networks, the main adverse competition
effect is crowding out private investments, a risk that is particularly high in the case of
NGAN and when municipal companies are beneficiaries of public subsidies. Focusing
public funding exclusively on white areas reduces this risk considerably, but does not
eliminate it completely. However, three countries (Germany, Italy, Poland) allow
public funding of projects in grey and black broadband areas. Considering the
immaturity of the markets, such funding may have negative implications for the
development of infrastructure competition.
Foreclosure of infrastructure markets is also less of a competition concern if public
funding primarily targets white areas and if the awarding procedure is a competitive
one, which is the case in all countries. Due to the current market structure and strong
network effects, strengthening of the incumbent’s market power and leveraging into
adjacent markets as well as foreclosure of retail markets are real risks linked to public
funding. They can be adequately addressed ex ante by the appropriate design of
tendering procedures and also by contractual provisions. Awarding criteria combining
price and quality assessments and a precise definition of smaller geographic areas (ex
ante tools) are widely used in practice. Contractual obligations of open access and
competitive pricing are used in all countries, but unbundling and functional separation
of vertically integrated undertakings are only employed in a few Member States. In
the case of universal service, the requirement to calculate net cost (plus reasonable
profit) by taking into account all possible benefits to the designated undertaking and
to compensate only unfair burden appears to ensure a level playing field.

IV. Health – main findings and conclusions
Public services – In all selected Member States, the government takes responsibility
for providing health services to their citizens. As such, almost all hospital care
examined in the selected Member States can be considered as a public service in the
context of this study. However, there are substantial differences in the way
governments ensure access to hospital services. One of the major differences between
countries is the purchaser of health care. In countries such as the Netherlands and the
Czech Republic, the purchasing of health care is allocated to insurers, while in other
countries, such as Spain and Poland, it is the government or a health fund controlled
by the government that purchases care.
Funding – Even in countries with a major role for financing by insurers, there is still a
substantial role for funding by the government. Most funding concerns a direct
payment by the government. Governments use these direct payments to fund
operational costs and/or investments of hospitals, to fund care of hospitals that cannot
be provided cost-effectively based on standard tariffs/budgets or to fund the provision
of specific hospital functions. In addition to direct funding, the ex post funding of
deficits is a common phenomenon in all Member States that were assessed with the
exception of the Netherlands.
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Efficiency and competition issues – The main instrument that is used to avoid
cross-subsidization is an accounting separation obligation. It is often difficult to assess
costs of hospitals, and accounting separation obligations can be difficult to apply in
practice. This is especially the case if only certain areas of hospital care are publicly
funded. Tenders to allocate public funding are scarcely used. The only example in the
selected Member States is the tendering of public private partnerships in Spain. As a
result of efficiency issues, competition issues can arise. The country analyses show
that the number of (formal or informal) complaints regarding the anti-competitive
effects of public funding to hospitals is limited. Nevertheless some general conclusions
can be drawn based on a theoretical analysis of potential competition problems. Direct
payments can result in overcompensation, which might provide hospitals advantages
in other markets (other hospital services or services to other market segments such as
care for privately insured patients). Ex post deficit compensation could result in the
same problems. From a theoretical perspective, ex post compensation can have
negative effects on dynamic efficiency, for instance, as hospitals that do not operate
efficiently are not forced to leave the market and there are limited incentives to
increase efficiency. This is only the case if inefficiencies are the source of the deficit. If
there are other factors that explain the difference between costs and revenues (e.g.
too low ex ante budgets), deficit financing does not necessarily result in negative
competition effects.

V. Cross-sector synthesis
In this section we assess the relation between the different financing mechanisms and
competition and efficiency issues, which is summarized below. We start with the scope
of the public services.
Figure - Relationship between financing mechanisms and efficiency and competition issues

Note (*): Please note that the efficiency and competition issues sometimes overlap. Beside that: there may
exist a ‘problem’ from an abstract, economic point of view, while the legal (state aid) perspective can be
different.

Definition and scope of the public services – The analysis shows that there is
considerable uniformity in the definition of the particular public service (under the
wider definition used in this study) within a sector across the selected Member States,
especially for broadband. For the waste sector, the differences in the scope of the
public service mainly relate to the actual definition of the service (e.g. whether or not
recycling is covered) and the definition of the waste flow (e.g. whether or not
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commercial waste is covered). For the provision of hospital care, it is not always clear
what exactly is part of the public service and thus subject to public funding, due to the
substantial differences in the way hospitals are funded.
Financing mechanisms – The analysis shows that governments can use a number of
instruments to support public services. Besides public production and sector
regulation, our main focus is on financial support. The table below summarizes the
financing mechanisms that are used.
Table - Overview financing mechanisms
Mechanism

Supporting instruments

Waste

Broadband

Hospitals

Financing

Direct payments







Fiscal advantages
Compensation of net costs

 (ES)

Ex post deficit coverage

 (NL, landfill)

Guarantees and soft loans

 (PL)




Alternative market benefits

Note that an empty box in this table does not necessarily mean that the specific funding mechanism is not
used at all.

In all sectors, “direct funding” is the main support mechanism. This is a very broad
category: a direct payment can take many forms, ranging from a contribution to a
hospital in a single year to a long-term investment in broadband. Ex post deficit
coverage is often used for hospitals. Other financing mechanisms, like for example
compensation of net costs (plus reasonable profit) or guarantees and soft loans are
less common.
Efficiency issues – In a situation of overcompensation the compensation for the
provision of public services exceeds the net costs plus reasonable profit that are
necessary to deliver the services, which may further lead to the funding of activities
outside the scope of the public service (cross-subsidization). The analysis shows that
there exist various measures to reduce overcompensation and cross-subsidization.
While tendering and the accounting separation obligation are often used, the other
existing mechanisms (e.g. functional separation, the clawback mechanism and
reporting duties) are only used in one of the sectors included in this study. Whereas in
the waste and broadband sectors tenders are a common mechanism to select the
(private) entity that is entrusted with delivery of the public services, tenders are
scarcely used as a selection mechanism for the funding of hospitals (with the
exception of Spain). Tenders can be organised in many different forms and the
success of tenders in avoiding overcompensation and cross-subsidization depends on
the design of the tender procedure as well as the number of competitors that can
submit a credible bid. In the waste sector tenders are generally the only measure to
avoid efficiency issues. In broadband, governments apply a combination of ex ante
(tenders) and ex post instruments (such as the clawback mechanisms). For hospitals
and broadband, there is often an accounting separation obligation. However,
especially for hospitals it is difficult to assess on the basis of publicly available
information if they are applied in practice.
Competition issues – Our analysis shows that there are a number of ‘issues’ that
can be related to the two main financing models, i.e. direct payments and ex post
compensation. Please note that, while these issues can be seen as a ‘problem’ from an
abstract, economic point of view, the legal (state aid) perspective can be different and
does not have to result in any actual legal ‘problem’.
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Direct payments - The cross-sector analysis shows that competition and/or efficiency
issues mainly arise (i) at the moment a public service provider is selected or assigned
or (ii) after the public service provider has been selected and the service is
operational. For the first situation, the analysis shows that a competitive selection
mechanism is not always used (in certain cases, such as for hospitals, this is not
required by State aid law). Competitive tendering is used in the broadband sector and
in a large part of the waste sector (for private entities), but direct assignments are
common practice for hospitals and public waste entities. This often results in a static
situation: although there can be changes in the level of funding, there are few
changes in the actual allocation of public funding. The main competition issues we
observe in the waste sector relate to the existence and strengthening of market power
due to inadequate tender designs and the difficulty in creation of competitively neutral
tenders. Pertaining to the second situation, competition issues may arise in the market
at which the public funding is aimed and in other adjacent markets. Especially when
strong safeguard mechanism are lacking (e.g. separation of accounts), entities that
receive public funding can use the proceeds from overcompensation to compete in
those markets. Strengthened by public funding, companies may leverage their market
power towards adjacent markets or foreclose access to the market by competitors.
Ex post compensation – Ideally, the level of compensation is set on an ex ante basis
to stimulate an efficient operation. The fact that this is not always possible, does not
have to result in competition problems. However, if ‘inefficiencies’ in the operation are
the main source for apparent deficits, the ex post compensation may support
inefficient service providers and distort the overall level of efficient competition. From
an abstract, economic perspective, this may be a theoretical risk, but not an actual
legal (State aid) problem.
Lessons for policy development – Four specific lessons have been identified. First,
an analysis of the broader market environment is essential in the (economic)
assessment of efficiency and competition issues due to public funding. Second,
wherever necessary, the various methods to further limit the risk for
overcompensation can be strengthened (e.g. better definition of public services,
improved use of existing safeguarding measures and the competitive selection
procedure, if applicable). Third, the analytical framework developed in this report is a
suitable instrument to carry out similar analyses for other countries within these three
sectors. Finally, wherever necessary and possible, it would be worthwhile gathering
information in a more structured way in order to facilitate future assessments of
efficiency and competition issues as well as compliance with the State aid rules.
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Résumé analytique
I. Contexte et objectifs de l’étude
Contexte - Afin de veiller à ce que certains « services publics » soient garantis et
disponibles pour le public, les États membres peuvent imposer des obligations
spécifiques aux prestataires de services, qui peuvent avoir un statut public ou privé.
Dans le but de limiter la (le risque de) distorsion de concurrence, le cadre européen du
droit de la concurrence accorde une attention particulière à la position et au rôle des
entreprises publiques et des entreprises chargées de « services d’intérêt économique
général » (SIEG). Les États membres ont un niveau élevé de pouvoir discrétionnaire
afin de déterminer ces services publics et la façon dont ils sont organisés et financés,
ce qui se traduit par une grande variété et une complexité des modèles d’exploitation
et de financement. En raison de cette diversité, le fonctionnement des marchés et
l’impact du financement sur la concurrence sont complexes et méritent d’autres
enquêtes.
Objectifs et tâches clés - L’objectif principal de cette étude est d’aider à comprendre
comment les services publics, en particulier les services d’intérêt économique général,
sont financés et quand ces modalités de financement peuvent créer des problèmes de
concurrence. L’étude donne un aperçu plus large de la façon dont les marchés
fonctionnent dans les secteurs sélectionnés, ce que les États membres jugent comme
étant dans leur mission de service public, si des services publics ou des SIEG ont été
mis en place et comment ils fonctionnent. Deux tâches principales ont été identifiées :
(i) l’identification des services publics fournis et l’élaboration d’une typologie de
modèles de financement qui peuvent être trouvés en pratique et (ii) l’identification de
la concurrence (potentielle) et des problèmes d’efficacité pour les secteurs / pays
sélectionnés ainsi que la cartographie des modèles de financement. Aux fins de cette
étude, les services publics à long terme se réfèrent à des « services au profit de
l’ensemble des citoyens qui ne sont pas suffisamment rentables sur une base de
marché et qui nécessitent donc une certaine forme de soutien financier de l’État ».
Cette définition est similaire à la terminologie (juridique) utilisée dans le cadre des
SIEG, mais il ne s’agit pas de la même chose et elle a une portée plus large. Bien que
nous notions cette relation, dans cette étude, les services publics à long terme ont un
sens économique, conformément à la définition donnée.
Champ d’application - Compte tenu de la nature générale de l’objectif et du sujet de
la recherche, des choix spécifiques ont été faits. Tout d’abord, cette étude ne fournit
pas d’analyse juridique de la compatibilité du financement public de l’État membre
avec le cadre juridique de l’UE. L’évaluation est effectuée en dehors du champ
d’application des règles des SIEG, pour des secteurs où aucun régime de SIEG n’a été
mis en place par les États membres spécifiques. Deuxièmement, il est important de
noter que cette étude est basée uniquement sur des informations disponibles dans le
domaine public. En outre, en ce qui concerne les questions de concurrence et
d’efficacité, l’accent est mis sur les questions ayant trait au financement des services
publics, par exemple la surcompensation ou les subventions croisées. D’autres
questions de concurrence ne sont pas l’objet principal de l’étude. Enfin, cette étude se
concentre sur la prestation de services publics dans trois secteurs au sein de sept
États membres :
 Déchets - L’accent est mis sur le flux principal des déchets municipaux (non triés),
qui comprend les déchets des ménages et des petites organisations commerciales
(non résidentielles);
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 Télécommunications (haut débit 2) - L’accent est mis sur le déploiement et
l’exploitation de réseaux de base à haut débit et de réseaux d’accès nouvelle
génération (NGAN), en raison d’une différence de couverture;
 Santé - L’accent est mis sur la prestation de soins de santé par les hôpitaux.
Lorsque cela était possible, nous avons exclu des activités non cliniques (par ex.
recherche et éducation), ainsi que des soins de santé mentale et à long terme.
Méthodologie et approche - L’identification et la description des services publics
fournis et de leurs modèles de financement (tâche clé 1) reposent principalement sur
l’évaluation de l’intervention publique réelle. Nous nous concentrons sur les
mécanismes financiers, mais prêtons aussi attention à la réglementation et à la
propriété publique (production publique) si elle est pertinente dans le contexte plus
large du secteur et/ou les instruments de financement. En ce qui concerne la seconde
tâche clé, l’accent est mis sur la (le risque de) surcompensation et les subventions
croisées, ainsi que les méthodes existantes pour éviter ce risque. Cela est en phase
avec le principe général (sur les aides d’État) selon lequel les fournisseurs de services
publics ne devraient pas « profiter » du fait qu’ils effectuent ce service. Les questions
de concurrence typiques sont la forclusion d’une nouvelle entrée (due à des titulaires
inefficaces) et la mise à profit de la puissance du marché envers des marchés
adjacents. Il faut dans tous les cas rappeler que parfois les questions de concurrence
et d’efficacité se superposent. Toutefois, des différences existent au niveau
dinterprétation de la « question », selon que l’angle d’analyse soit économique abstrait
ou légal (se basant sur la législation sur les aides d’État). Les principales activités
d’information menées dans la recherche de cette étude comprennent la recherche
documentaire, la collecte d’informations par des experts du secteur (par pays), une
analyse des données sur les marchés publics de l’UE et, le cas échéant, des entretiens.

II. Déchets - Principales constatations et conclusions
Services publics - Dans tous les États membres sélectionnés, les pouvoirs publics
(principalement des municipalités) sont légalement responsables de la prestation de
services concernant les déchets, bien que de nettes différences existent.
Premièrement, la couverture (juridique) des activités de service public diffère : alors
qu’en Allemagne, en France et en Pologne la chaîne complète des déchets relève de la
responsabilité des pouvoirs publics, cette portée est plus faible dans les trois autres
pays. Deuxièmement, la définition du flux de déchets dans le cadre du service public
diffère. Tandis que les déchets ménagers sont couverts par les services publics dans
tous les pays, les déchets commerciaux ne sont parfois pas couverts (Allemagne,
Pays-Bas, Pologne). Une troisième distinction peut être faite par rapport à la structure
organisationnelle du service public et au niveau de participation public / privé. En
Pologne et en Espagne, la majorité des municipalités externalisent leur tâche de
collecte des déchets à des entreprises privées (via des marchés publics), tandis qu’en
France, la plupart des déchets ménagers sont collectés par des entités publiques. Aux
Pays-Bas, en Italie et en Allemagne, il existe une combinaison d’entités publiques et
privées actives sur le marché.
Financement - Une production publique (propriété publique) et des paiements
financiers directs sont les principaux mécanismes de soutien pour la prestation de
services relatifs aux déchets publics. La propriété publique est utilisée dans tous les
domaines de la chaîne de valeur, mais surtout concernant la collecte, l’incinération et
l’enfouissement. Les paiements financiers directs concernent principalement les
2
Par rapport aux deux autres secteurs, la fourniture de services à large bande a ses propres spécificités :
les services ne se classent pas comme des SIEG au sens du cadre général des aides d'État. En fait, l'étude
n'a pas identifié de SIEG au sens strict du mot dans les États membres choisis. Voir la section 3.2.3 pour
plus de détails.
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subventions directes du budget (entités publiques) et la rémunération des coûts pour
les services soumissionnés (entités privées). D’autres formes de paiements directs
existent, mais sont moins importantes.
Problèmes d’efficacité et de concurrence - En ce qui concerne les questions
d’efficacité et de concurrence, une attention particulière doit être accordée au risque
de surcompensation et à l’équilibre entre offres publique et privée des services
publics.
Selon notre évaluation, nous concluons que le risque de surcompensation semble
limité. Cela est basé sur deux arguments principaux. Premièrement, notre analyse a
montré que des appels d’offres publics (via des « concours ouverts ») est le
mécanisme principal de sélection d’un prestataire de services d’origine privée (ou
parfois publique). Compte tenu de l’utilisation généralisée de ce mécanisme et de la
durée limitée du contrat (souvent d’un à cinq ans), nous estimons que cela devrait, en
principe, aboutir à des résultats efficaces sur le marché et donc un faible risque de
surcompensation des prestataires de services. Bien entendu, la conception adéquate
et la mise en place des critères d’appel d’offres sont cruciales à cet égard, ce qui en
pratique crée des problèmes (Pologne, Italie). Deuxièmement, nous ne trouvons
aucune preuve concrète que les entités publiques (souvent financées par un soutien
budgétaire direct) produisent de moins bons résultats que les entités privées et sont
donc « surcompensées » pour des services similaires. En dépit de cette observation, il
est également clair que les mesures d’incitation pour les entités publiques à un
examen critique de leurs propres coûts ou à l’exploitation d’un système de
comptabilité distinct sont souvent limitées. Les risques spécifiques de surcompensation
se rapportent au système de Responsabilité Élargie des Producteurs (REP) et
proviennent d’un manque de transparence relatif à la procédure de sélection, aux
conditions utilisées et au mécanisme de financement (Italie, Espagne, France).
Notre évaluation montre en outre qu’il existe aussi une « tension » entre les
prestations publique et privée du service public, ce qui crée un risque pour une
concurrence efficace. Cette tension existe à trois niveaux différents et se rapporte
principalement à la « vision » de la société sur le rôle du gouvernement. Tout d’abord,
les expériences montrent que l’offre publique est souvent le résultat d’une « tradition
» et non pas nécessairement d’un choix rationnel explicite. Par exemple, un certain
nombre de municipalités néerlandaises ont récemment reconsidéré et/ou arrêté leurs
activités relatives à la collecte de déchets commerciaux en raison d’une attention
accrue sur la distorsion du marché. Des considérations économiques typiques, telles
que l’existence de défaillances du marché, ne font souvent pas partie de la raison.
Deuxièmement, l’analyse a montré que certains services publics « traditionnels » dans
la chaîne de valeur pouvaient également être partiellement exécutés par des parties
privées, comme l’incinération (Pays-Bas, Pologne) et le recyclage (Espagne, PaysBas). Enfin, il existe des tensions dans les parties du marché où des entités publiques
et privées sont toutes deux actives, comme les déchets commerciaux (Pays-Bas) et le
recyclage (Italie, France). En raison d’une combinaison de puissance du marché, d’une
portée vague du service public et d’un manque général d’attention aux prix en
fonction des coûts, il existe des risques évidents de distorsion de la concurrence sur
les marchés adjacents mentionnés.

III. Télécommunications (haut débit) - Principales constatations et
conclusions
Services publics - Pour le déploiement de réseaux à haut débit, un financement
public est mis à disposition pour les travaux de construction nécessaires, le génie civil
et le déploiement de l’infrastructure passive. Les services de communications à haut
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débit ne sont couverts par des obligations de service public (service universel) que
dans un seul pays (Espagne).
Financement - En tant que modèle typique de financement public pour la fourniture
de réseaux et de services à haut débit (principalement fixes) dans six États membres
(France, Allemagne, Italie, Pays-Bas, Pologne, Espagne), ce chapitre identifie le
financement des investissements (codés comme des paiements directs). Les systèmes
nationaux de financement public sont conçus en tenant compte des exigences des
règles de l’UE sur la concurrence, des aides d’État et sur la base des directives de la
Commission sur les aides d’État pour le haut débit. L’étude n’a pas identifié de plans
nationaux de financement public qui seraient fondés sur des SIEG de l’UE ou des
règles de service public. Le coût net de la prestation du service universel en Espagne
est partagé entre les opérateurs de communications électroniques (compensation du
coût net) en conformité avec les exigences de la Directive du Service Universel.
Problèmes d’efficacité et de concurrence - En raison de l’adoption récente de
plans nationaux de financement et de la mise en œuvre encore plus récente (début)
de projets de développement à haut débit, aucun problème réel d’efficacité ou de
concurrence n’a pu être identifié. En outre, les programmes de financement publics
emploient une approche anticipative et visent à réduire au minimum les risques liés à
la concurrence et à l’efficacité spécifiques à chaque pays en utilisant un certain
nombre d’outils ex ante et ex post (contractuels). Il reste à voir si les lacunes
identifiées des plans de financement public se manifesteront dans les problèmes
d’efficacité et de concurrence prévus.
Potentiellement, des problèmes d’efficacité peuvent survenir à l’égard de la
surcompensation et des subventions croisées au sein de l’entreprise qui reçoit la
subvention. Les risques de surcompensation semblent être abordés d’une manière
plus systématique dans tous les pays que les risques de subventions croisées. Ces
problèmes semblent être abordés dans une mesure suffisante par un certain nombre
de mécanismes ex ante (plafonnement des subventions, procédures de sélection de la
concurrence) et d’outils contractuels ex post (récupération, obligation de rembourser
la subvention, séparation comptable). Presque tous les outils contractuels sont conçus
sur la base d’instruments utilisés par les autorités réglementaires nationales pour une
régulation spécifique au secteur des marchés des communications électroniques. Pour
le prestataire de service universel, seuls les coûts nets de la prestation du service
universel peuvent être compensés et seulement s’ils représentent une charge
inéquitable pour ce prestataire particulier. Bien que l’efficacité de certains de ces outils
soit contestée (récupération), une combinaison de ceux-ci pourrait être suffisante pour
réduire les risques d’efficacité.
En ce qui concerne le déploiement de réseaux à haut débit, le principal effet d’une
concurrence défavorable est l’éviction d’investissements privés, un risque
particulièrement élevé dans le cas des NGAN et lorsque des entreprises municipales
sont bénéficiaires de subventions publiques. Un accent sur un financement public
exclusivement dans des zones blanches réduit considérablement ce risque, mais ne
l’élimine pas complètement. Toutefois, trois pays (Allemagne, Italie, Pologne)
permettent un financement public de projets dans des zones à haut débit grises et
noires. Compte tenu de l’immaturité des marchés, un tel financement peut avoir des
répercussions négatives sur le développement d’une concurrence des infrastructures.
La forclusion des marchés d’infrastructure est également moins un problème de
concurrence si un financement public vise principalement des zones blanches et si la
procédure d’attribution est compétitive, ce qui est le cas dans tous les pays. En raison
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de la structure actuelle du marché et des effets forts sur le réseau, un renforcement
du pouvoir de marché du titulaire et le fait de tirer parti des marchés adjacents, ainsi
qu’une forclusion des marchés de vente au détail sont les risques réels liés au
financement public. Ils peuvent être traités de manière adéquate ex ante par la
conception appropriée de procédures d’appel d’offres, ainsi que par des dispositions
contractuelles. Des critères d’attribution combinant des évaluations de prix et de
qualité ainsi qu’une définition précise de zones géographiques plus petites (outils ex
ante) sont largement utilisés dans la pratique. Des obligations contractuelles d’accès
libre et de prix compétitifs sont utilisées dans tous les pays, mais la séparation du
dégroupage et fonctionnelle d’entreprises verticalement intégrées n’est utilisée que
dans un petit nombre d’États membres. Dans le cas du service universel, l’exigence de
calculer le coût net en tenant compte de tous les avantages possibles pour l’entreprise
désignée et de ne compenser qu’une charge inéquitable semblent garantir des
conditions de concurrence équitables.

IV. Santé - Principales constatations et conclusions
Services publics - Dans tous les États membres sélectionnés, le gouvernement
assume la responsabilité de fourniture de services de santé à leurs citoyens. De ce
fait, presque tous les soins hospitaliers examinés dans les États membres sélectionnés
peuvent être considérés comme un service public dans le cadre de cette étude.
Cependant, il existe d’importantes différences dans la façon dont les gouvernements
assurent l’accès aux services hospitaliers. L’une des principales différences entre les
pays est l’acheteur des soins de santé. Dans des pays comme les Pays-Bas et la
République tchèque, l’achat des soins de santé est attribué aux assureurs, tandis que
dans d’autres pays, comme l’Espagne et la Pologne, c’est le gouvernement ou un
fonds de santé contrôlé par le gouvernement qui achète des soins.
Financement - Même dans les pays jouant un rôle majeur pour un financement par
des assureurs, il y a encore un rôle important pour un financement par le
gouvernement. La plupart des fonds concernent un paiement direct par le
gouvernement. Les gouvernements utilisent ces paiements directs pour financer des
coûts d’exploitation et/ou des investissements d’hôpitaux, pour financer des soins
d’hôpitaux qui ne peuvent pas être fournis de manière rentable sur la base de tarifs /
budgets standard ou pour financer la fourniture de fonctions spécifiques à l’hôpital. En
plus du financement direct, le financement ex post des déficits est un phénomène
courant dans tous les États membres qui ont été évalués, à l’exception des Pays-Bas.
Problèmes d’efficacité et de concurrence - Le principal instrument utilisé pour
éviter les subventions croisées est une obligation de séparation comptable. Il est
souvent difficile d’évaluer les coûts des hôpitaux, et les obligations de séparation de la
comptabilité peuvent être difficiles à appliquer dans la pratique. C’est particulièrement
le cas si seules certaines zones de soins hospitaliers sont financées par l’État. Les
appels d’offres pour allouer des fonds publics sont rarement utilisés. Le seul exemple
au sein des États membres sélectionnés est l’appel d’offres de partenariats publicsprivés en Espagne. En raison de problèmes d’efficacité, des questions de concurrence
peuvent surgir. Les analyses des pays montrent que le nombre de plaintes (formelles
ou informelles) concernant les effets anticoncurrentiels du financement public des
hôpitaux est limité. Néanmoins, certaines conclusions générales peuvent être tirées
sur la base d’une analyse théorique des problèmes potentiels de concurrence. Des
paiements directs peuvent donner lieu à une surcompensation, ce qui pourrait donner
aux hôpitaux des avantages sur d’autres marchés (autres services hospitaliers ou
services à d’autres segments de marché tels que les soins aux patients assurés en
privé). Une indemnisation du déficit ex post pourrait se traduire par les mêmes
problèmes. Du point de vue théorique, une indemnisation ex post peut avoir des effets
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négatifs sur l’efficacité dynamique, par exemple, les hôpitaux qui ne fonctionnent pas
de manière efficace ne sont pas contraints de quitter le marché et il y a peu
d’incitations à accroître l’efficacité. Ce n’est le cas que si les inefficacités sont la source
du déficit. S’il y a d’autres facteurs qui expliquent la différence entre les coûts et les
revenus (par ex. budgets ex ante trop faibles), le financement du déficit ne résulte pas
nécessairement en effets négatifs sur la concurrence.

V. Synthèse transsectorielle
Dans cette section, nous évaluons la relation entre les différents mécanismes de
financement et les problèmes de concurrence ainsi que d’efficacité, qui sont résumés
ci-dessous. Nous commençons par la portée des services publics.
Figure - Relation entre les mécanismes de financement et les problèmes d’efficacité et de
concurrence

Remarque (*) : Veuillez noter que les problèmes d’efficacité et de concurrence se chevauchent parfois. En
outre, il peut exister un « problème » d’un point de vue économique abstrait, tandis que la perspective
juridique (aides d’État) peut être différente.

Définition et portée des services publics - L’analyse montre qu’il y a beaucoup
d’uniformité dans la définition du service public particulier (dans la définition plus large
utilisée dans cette étude) dans un secteur au sein des États membres sélectionnés, en
particulier pour le haut débit. Pour le secteur des déchets, les différences du champ
d’application du service public se rapportent principalement à la définition même du
service (par ex. si oui ou non le recyclage est couvert) et à la définition du flux des
déchets (par ex. si oui ou non les déchets commerciaux sont couverts). Pour la
fourniture de soins hospitaliers, il n’est pas toujours évident de savoir ce qui fait
exactement partie du service public et est donc soumis à un financement public en
raison des différences importantes dans la façon dont les hôpitaux sont financés.
Mécanismes de financement - L’analyse montre que les gouvernements peuvent
utiliser un certain nombre d’instruments pour soutenir les services publics. Outre la
production publique et la réglementation du secteur, notre accent principal est mis sur
le soutien financier. Le tableau ci-dessous résume les mécanismes de financement qui
sont utilisés. Dans tous les secteurs, un « financement direct » est le principal
mécanisme de soutien. Il s’agit d’une catégorie très large : un paiement direct peut
prendre plusieurs formes, allant d’une contribution à un hôpital sur une seule année à
un investissement à long terme dans le haut débit. La couverture du déficit ex post est
souvent utilisée pour les hôpitaux. D’autres mécanismes de financement, comme par
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exemple une compensation des coûts nets ou des garanties et des prêts à taux réduit,
sont moins fréquents.

Tableau - Vue d’ensemble des mécanismes de financement
Mécanisme

Instruments de soutien

Déchets

Haut débit

Hôpitaux

Financement

Paiements directs







Avantages fiscaux
Compensation des coûts nets

 (ES)

Couverture de déficit ex post

 (NL, mise en décharge)

Garanties

 (PL)

et

prêts

à

taux

de

marché




réduit
Avantages



alternatif
Notez qu’une case vide dans ce tableau ne signifie pas nécessairement que le mécanisme de financement
spécifique ne sert pas du tout.

Problèmes d’efficacité - Dans une situation de surcompensation, la compensation
pour la prestation de services publics dépasse les coûts nets plus un bénéfice
raisonnable nécessaires à la prestation des services, ce qui peut en outre conduire au
financement d’activités en dehors de la portée du service public (subvention croisée).
L’analyse montre qu’il existe diverses mesures visant à réduire la surcompensation et
les subventions croisées. Alors que l’appel d’offres et l’obligation de séparation
comptable sont souvent utilisées, les autres mécanismes (par ex. séparation
fonctionnelle, mécanisme de récupération et obligations de rapport) existants ne sont
utilisés que dans un seul des secteurs inclus dans cette étude. Bien que dans les
secteurs des déchets et du haut débit les appels d’offres soient un mécanisme courant
pour sélectionner l’entité (privée) chargée de la prestation des services publics, les
appels d’offres sont rarement utilisés comme mécanisme de sélection pour le
financement d’hôpitaux (à l’exception de l’Espagne). Des appels d’offres peuvent être
organisés sous de nombreuses formes différentes et le succès des appels d’offres pour
éviter la surcompensation et les subventions croisées dépend de la conception de la
procédure d’appel d’offres, ainsi que du nombre de concurrents qui peuvent présenter
une offre crédible. Dans le secteur des déchets, les appels d’offres sont généralement
la seule mesure permettant d’éviter des problèmes d’efficacité. Dans le haut débit, les
gouvernements appliquent une combinaison d’instruments ex ante (appels d’offres) et
ex post (tels que les mécanismes de récupération). Pour les hôpitaux et le haut débit,
il y a souvent une obligation de séparation comptable. Toutefois, en particulier pour
les hôpitaux, il est difficile d’évaluer sur la base des informations publiquement
disponibles si elles sont appliquées dans la pratique.
Problèmes de concurrence - Notre analyse montre qu’il y a un certain nombre de «
problèmes » qui peuvent être liés aux deux principaux modèles de financement, à
savoir les paiements directs et la compensation ex post. Veuillez noter que, bien que
ces questions puissent être considérées comme un « problème » d’un point de vue
économique abstrait, la perspective juridique (aides d’État) peut être différente et n’a
pas besoin d’entraîner un « problème » juridique réel.
Paiements directs - L’analyse transsectorielle montre que des problèmes de
concurrence et/ou d’efficacité surviennent principalement (i) au moment où un
prestataire de service public est sélectionné ou affecté ou (ii) après que le prestataire
de service public a été sélectionné et que le service est opérationnel. Pour la première
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situation, l’analyse montre qu’un mécanisme de sélection concurrentielle n’est pas
toujours utilisé (dans certains cas, comme pour les hôpitaux, cela n’est pas requis par
la loi sur les aides d’État). La mise en concurrence est utilisée dans le secteur du haut
débit et dans une grande partie du secteur des déchets (pour des entités privées),
mais les affectations directes sont une pratique courante pour les hôpitaux ainsi que
les entités publiques en charge de la gestion des déchets. Il en résulte souvent une
situation statique : bien qu’il puisse y avoir des changements dans le niveau de
financement, il y a peu de changements dans la répartition effective du financement
public. Les principales questions de concurrence que nous observons dans le secteur
de la gestion des déchets concernent l’existence et le renforcement du pouvoir de
marché en raison de conceptions d’appels d’offres inadéquates et de la difficulté de
créer des offres neutres d’un point de vue concurrentiel. Concernant la deuxième
situation, des problèmes de concurrence peuvent survenir sur le marché visé par le
financement public et dans d’autres marchés adjacents. En particulier lorsqu’il manque
un mécanisme de protection fort (par ex. séparation des comptes), les entités qui
reçoivent des fonds publics peuvent utiliser le produit de la surcompensation pour
s’engager sur ces marchés. Renforcées par un financement public, les entreprises
peuvent tirer parti de leur pouvoir de marché vers des marchés adjacents ou fermer
l’accès au marché par des concurrents.
Compensation ex post - Idéalement, le niveau de compensation est établi sur une
base ex ante pour stimuler une opération efficace. Le fait que ce ne soit pas toujours
possible ne doit pas donner lieu à des problèmes de concurrence. Toutefois, si des «
inefficacités » dans l’opération sont la principale source de déficits apparents, la
compensation ex post peut soutenir des prestataires de services inefficaces et fausser
le niveau global de concurrence efficace. D’un point de vue économique abstrait, il
pourrait s’agir d’un risque théorique, mais pas d’un problème juridique réel (en cas
d’aides d’État).
Leçons pour l’élaboration des politiques - Quatre leçons spécifiques ont été
identifiées. Tout d’abord, une analyse de l’environnement du marché plus large est
essentielle dans l’évaluation (économique) des problèmes d’efficacité et de
concurrence en raison d’un financement public. Deuxièmement, chaque fois que cela
s’avère nécessaire, les différentes méthodes pour limiter davantage le risque de
surcompensation peuvent être renforcées (par ex. meilleure définition des services
publics, amélioration de l’utilisation des mesures de protection existantes et procédure
de sélection concurrentielle, le cas échéant). Troisièmement, le cadre analytique
développé dans ce rapport est un instrument approprié pour effectuer des analyses
similaires pour d’autres pays au sein de ces trois secteurs. Enfin, chaque fois que cela
est nécessaire et possible, il serait intéressant de collecter des informations d’une
manière plus structurée afin de faciliter les futures évaluations des problèmes
d’efficacité et de concurrence ainsi que la conformité avec les règles relatives aux
aides d’État.
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1. Introduction to this study
1.1. The financing of public services in the European Union
Within the set-up of the European competition law framework, specific attention is
paid to the position and role of public undertakings and undertakings entrusted with
the operation of services of general economic interest (SGEI). In relation to these
undertakings the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) determines
two things. First, Member States are required not to act contrary to the competition
rules. Secondly, undertakings entrusted with the operation of SGEIs fall under the
competition rules “in so far as the application of such rules does not obstruct the
performance (in law or in fact) of the particular tasks assigned to them”. 3 These
services of general economic interest are not explicitly defined in the TFEU or
secondary regulation. Nevertheless, it became clear that this terminology refers to
“services of an economic nature which the Member States or the Community subject
to specific public service obligations by virtue of a general interest criterion”. 4 These
‘public service obligations’ cover the requirements that public authorities impose on
service providers in order to ensure that specific public services are guaranteed and
available to the public. 5
In this specific study we focus on the concept of ‘public services’, which is similar to the (legal)
terminology used in the context of SGEIs, but has a broader scope. For the purposes of this study, the
term ‘public services’ refers to services provided for the benefit of citizens as a whole that are not
sufficiently profitable on a market basis and therefore require some form of funding support from the
State. 6

In practice, the Member States have a high level of discretion to determine these
SGEIs, as long as these services do not create distortions of competition and trade
which are contrary to the common European interest. Although the European Court
gave some guidance 7, Member States have quite some freedom and flexibility in
relation to the operation and financing of the SGEIs. This results in a broad variety
and complexity of operating and funding models among Member States as well as
among sectors and industries. Consequently, the functioning of markets and the
impact of the financing on competition is complex and warrants further fact-finding.

1.2. Main objective and key tasks
Main objective
The main objective of this study is to help understand (i) how public services,
particularly services of general economic interest are financed and (ii) when those
financing arrangements may create competition problems. To this end, the study aims
3

Article 106.2 TFEU: “Undertakings entrusted with the operation of services of general economic interest or
having the character of a revenue-producing monopoly shall be subject to the rules contained in the
Treaties, in particular to the rules on competition, in so far as the application of such rules does not obstruct
the performance, in law or in fact, of the particular tasks assigned to them. The development of trade must
not be affected to such an extent as would be contrary to the interests of the Union”.
4
European Commission, ‘Green paper on services of general interest’, COM(2003) 270 final.
5
The Green paper: “specific requirements that are imposed by public authorities on the provider of the
service in order to ensure that certain public interest objectives are met, for instance, in the matter of air,
rail and road transport and energy”.
6
This funding support may be given in a variety of ways, including: direct payments from public bodies,
exclusive rights, regulated user fees, ex post deficit coverage and compensation funds.
7
For example in the Altmark-case, Case C-280/00. One of the conditions is that the compensation cannot
exceed what is necessary to cover all or part of the costs needed for the implementation of the public
service obligation.
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to provide a picture of public funding and its impacts on competition and thereby help
the Commission to analyse future State aid case notifications regarding public services
in a more effective and efficient way. Furthermore the study gives a broader overview
of how the markets in three selected sectors (see later) function, what Member States
consider to be within their public remit and whether SGEIs have been set up and how
they function.
Key tasks
Two key tasks have been identified. The first key task refers to the development of a
typology of financing models that can be found in practice in each of the selected
sectors. More specifically, this covers:
 The description of the ‘public services’ which can be identified (per sector and per
country) and identification of any differences among Member States (task 1a);
 The development of a typology of financing models for each of the public services,
including a description of each model and an indication of its use (task 1b). 8
The second key task covers the identification of competition and efficiency
problems for the selected sectors/counties and subsequent mapping to the
financing models. More specifically this covers:
 A description of the extent to which the literature identifies competition or efficiency
problems in the field (task 2a);
 A mapping of the identified problems to the financing models in order to provide a
first indication of correlation between funding models and competition and efficiency
problems (task 2b);
 The provision of possible reasons for such problems (task 2c).

1.3. Methodological considerations
This section presents a number of methodological considerations regarding the
analysis that was carried out. In line with the objective and the key tasks, the overall
methodology consists of four main components. These are presented in the figure
below and discussed in the remainder of this section. We start, however, with some
specific considerations about the scope of the study (1.3.1).

8

Here the selected countries serve as minimum geographical scope.
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Figure 1.1 Overview methodology

1.3.1. Scope of the study
Given the broad nature of the objective and research topic, some specific choices were
made in relation to the scope of the study.
A first important choice is made pertaining the nature of the analysis. The study is
focused on fact finding and understanding of the operating and funding models. This
study does not provide a legal analysis of the compatibility of the Member State's
public financing with the EU legal framework, notably the SGEI rules. The assessment
is carried out outside the scope of SGEI rules, for sectors where no SGEI schemes
have been put in place by the specific Member States. Nevertheless it is clear that this
study is closely related to the (economic) ideas behind the SGEI-framework. As a
result we use the SGEI-framework as a starting point to build up our own
methodology to analyse the financing models of public services.
Furthermore, it is important to note that this study is based on information that is
available in the public domain. This means that Ecorys did not have access to
confidential material from the European Commission or other stakeholders. For fact
finding and validation purposes a very limited number of interviews were held with
stakeholders (see annex B). In relation to the competition and efficiency issues (task
2a and 2b), the main focus is on issues that relate to the financing of the public
services, for example overcompensation or cross-subsidies. Other competition issues,
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such as abuse of dominant position, illegal cartels or level-playing-field issues are not
the (main) focus of the study (for more details, see section 1.3.4).
Finally, this study focuses on the provision of public services in three sectors across
seven countries. The selected sectors cover the health sector, the
telecommunication sector (broadband) and the waste sector. The next table gives an
overview of sectors and countries which are covered in this report.
Countries/sectors

Health (5)

Telecom (6)

Waste (6)

Spain







Germany







Italy

--





Poland







Netherlands







Czech Republic



--

--

France

--





1.3.2. Task 1a: Identification of the provided public services
The identification and description of the public services provided is the starting point
for the three sector chapters (chapter 2-4). For each of the selected sectors and the
selected Member States, an inventory is made of ‘public services’ that comply with the
definition used in this report, i.e. services for the benefit of citizens as a whole that
are not sufficiently profitable on a market basis and that therefore require some form
of funding support from the State (see also section 1.1).
This inventory is primarily based on the assessment of public intervention in the form
of public funding, public ownership or imposed (legal) requirements and obligations,
which should ensure that specific public services are guaranteed and available to
society as a whole. Relevant questions in this respect are:
 Which imposed requirements or obligations for service providers can be identified?
 Is there a legal basis for the provided public services (or SGEIs) to which national
administrations refer and how are these services defined?
 Did the national authorities explicitly define the scope of the public services (or
SGEIs), for example in guidelines?
 Do there exist specific differences among the selected Member States?
Because the Member States have a large degree of freedom regarding how public
services (or SGEIs) are defined, it was necessary to scope the three selected sectors
in more detail in order to ensure the continued feasibility of the overall study:
 Waste (municipal) – For the waste sector, the study focuses primarily ion the
main flow of (unsorted) municipal waste, which includes waste from households and
small commercial (non-household) organisations. If specific waste flows fall under
the public service (e.g. waste paper or plastic) this will only be mentioned in the
broader sector description. Industrial waste is left outside the scope of the analysis,
unless it is relevant to discuss in the context of the analysis;
 Telecom (broadband 9) – Due to the difference in broadband coverage in the
countries under investigation, the focus in this study is on the deployment and
operation of both basic broadband networks and new generation access networks
(NGAN). The provision of mobile broadband networks is mainly left outside of the
9
Compared to the other two sectors the provision of broadband has its own specificities: the services fall
under the definition for this study, but do not always classify as SGEIs in the sense of the general state aid
framework. See section 3.2.3 for more details.
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scope because it is overwhelmingly provided by the market, and national broadband
plans and regulatory initiatives, while being technologically neutral, rely heavily on
the provision of fixed broadband, especially with regard to very high speed networks
(NGAN);
 Health care (hospitals) – The scope of the examined public services relates to the
provision of health care, more specifically hospital services. The main reason for this
choice is that hospitals are the most visible component of the national health care
system and health care spending. At the same time, hospitals form the centre of an
evolving health economy. Some hospitals may provide mental health care and
provide long term care. These services are excluded from the scope of the study, as
are non-clinical activities (where possible) such as emergency services and ancillary
services in, for example, research and education. However, in practice, it can be
difficult or impossible to make a distinction between the financing of clinical and
non-clinical hospital services, as they have strong links and are generally not
separately financed.
1.3.3. Task 1b: Public supporting mechanisms for unprofitable public services
The next task is focused on the identification of public supporting mechanisms for
unprofitable public services, and more specifically the development of a ‘typology of
financing models’ for the identified public services. For each of the models a
description needs to be given, as well as an indication of its use across the EU.
In relation to these funding mechanisms it is important to stress that the definition of
public services used in the frame of this study implies that the services in question are
‘not sufficiently profitable on a market basis’ and therefore need some type of public
support. This is also a fundamental principle underpinning the overall system of public
services and services of general (economic) interest: specific measures are necessary
in order to ensure the financial equilibrium of the service provider, due to the fact that
many services of general interest cannot be viably provided on the basis of market
mechanisms alone. 10 These specific supporting measures exist in a broad variety and
vary per sector or country. The design and implementation of the SGEIs over the last
two decades shows that Member States have a large degree of discretion regarding
how they organise these supporting measures, as long as the Community rules are
observed. 11 Only for some sectors there exist(ed) throughout the EU more or less
uniform supporting structures, which are a result of EU regulation (like for example in
the postal and transportation market).
It is important to notice that these supporting measures do not only cover ‘financial
support’, but also support via specific (sector-) regulation or the institutional set-up
(ownership) of the public service. These identified categories relate directly to the
standard types of state intervention in order to overcome specific market failures 12 on
efficiency and equity grounds: (i) regulation, (ii) public financing; (iii) public
production; and (iv) income transfers (Wolf Sauter, 2015). In this study, the focus is
on the financial mechanisms. However, we note that regulation and public
production (public ownership) may have an impact both on the way a service is
financed as well as on efficiency and competition issues. Therefore we will also pay
attention to regulation and public ownership if it is relevant in the broader context of
the sector and/or the financing instruments.
10

European Commission, ‘Green paper on services of general interest’, COM(2003) 270 final, section 4.2.
The 2012 EC-communication on SGEIs confirms this degree of freedom. See: European Commission,
‘Communication from the Commission on the application of the European Union State aid rules to
compensation granted for the provision of services of general economic interest’, 2012/C 8/02, under 3.
12
The public interest approach identified several potential grounds for state interventions. The most
important ‘market failures’ are the existence of (i) information problems, (ii) externalities, (iii) market
power, and (iv) the presence of public goods.
11
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1. Financing
The first mechanism is related to the direct financial support of public service
provision. Across countries and sectors there exist a wide range of different and
varying financing schemes. 13 Nevertheless, we identify a number of instruments that
cover the main types of financial compensation for the provided public services. The
next table provides an overview of the identified supporting mechanisms, which will be
discussed in more detail in the remainder of this section. It should be noted that (the)
different schemes may overlap with, or exist in combination with one another.
Table 1.1 Summary table of financing instruments
Financing instruments

Brief explanation

a. Direct payments

This instrument covers all forms of direct financial compensation for the
provided public services, for example, via direct budget grants, remuneration
of (tendered) service contracts, investments or subsidies.

b. Fiscal advantages

Compensation

via

fiscal

advantages,

for

example,

via

tax

reductions,

preferential fiscal treatment, or lower social security contributions.
c. Compensation of net

Compensation of the actual net costs of the service (often on an ex post

costs

basis). This can be arranged via a compensation fund to which market actors

(plus

reasonable

profit)

contribute.

d. Ex post deficit coverage

Instrument of direct compensation, often used in cases with funding based on
ex ante budget estimations.

e. Guarantees and soft

Support of the financial position of a service provider via guarantees or loans

loans

against better conditions than the market offers.

f.

Alternative

benefits

market

The provision of the services may create alternative financial (market)
benefits, which, in practice, reduce the need for financial support (e.g.
economic value of collected waste).

(a) Direct payments - This first type of financing instruments covers all forms of
direct financial compensation for the provided public services, for example via direct
budget grants, remuneration of (tendered) service contracts or subsidies. The direct
budget grants are relevant in case of direct public production (via public bodies like
municipalities) or indirect public production (via government-owned enterprises or
semi-public bodies). For third (private) parties the compensation is mainly related to
the contract remuneration or subsidies. There exists a variety in types of direct
payments, ranging from direct reimbursements of (operating) costs to investment
subsidies. 14 The origin of the direct financial compensation is often the (national or
local) public budget but may also originate from local taxation or mandatory fees.
(b) Fiscal advantages - Besides the direct payments compensation can be realised
via the creation of certain fiscal advantages for the public service providers. These
advantages may relate to, for example, tax reductions, preferential fiscal treatment,
or lower social security contributions (Biondi et al., 2004). The latter category is also
referred to as ‘solidarity-based financing’. 15

13

European Commission, ‘Green paper on services of general interest’, COM(2003) 270 final, section 2.
The case of the IRIS-network of public hospitals (state aid measure NN 54/2009) shows that a variety of
financing sources may exist: (i) insurance payments, (ii) full or partial restitution of the compensation paid
to hospital doctors, (iii) operating costs through a special budget that is based on reimbursement per
standard day of care provided, (iv) investment subsidies, (v) an indemnity awarded for costs with regard to
construction projects and (vi) additional funding to cover budget deficits.
15
European Commission, ‘Green paper on services of general interest’, COM(2003) 270 final, section 2.
14
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(c) Compensation of net costs– The compensation of net costs is a third instrument
that can be used. In this case, the service provider is compensated (on an ex post
basis) for the actual net costs of the service. This can be arranged, for example, via a
compensation fund, where the various market participants (often non-public service
providers) contribute to the fund in order to ensure the financial viability of the public
service. If the public service operator faces a loss on the operations, it can be
compensated (ex post) from this fund. These type of funds are used, for example, in
the postal and telecommunication markets. 16
(d) Ex post deficit coverage – This fourth instrument relates to direct financial
compensation and is often used in cases with funding based on ex ante budget
estimations. In case the demand for services is uncertain over a given year (for
example, in the health care sector), the service providers are compensated ex post.
(e) Guarantees and (soft) loans – These instruments support directly the financial
position of a service provider. Guarantees are provided by a public authority (or a
state-owned bank) and the beneficiary does not pay the regular market fee. Soft loans
refer to loans (by a public entity or private entity entrusted with this task) with an
interest rate below the regular market rates. The loans can also be provided for a
longer period of time (compared to the regular market conditions) and with a delayed
repayment.
(f) Alternative market benefits – It is possible that the provision of public services
also creates alternative financial (market) benefits, which, in practice reduce the need
for financial support for the public service. For example, this is the case in the waste
sector, where the collected waste also represents a (sometimes substantial) economic
value that can be monetized. This way of reasoning is also included in the calculation
of the ‘net cost’ of the universal service, as in the case of EU postal regulation.
Within this context, it is relevant to note that, from a state aid perspective, the
financing of the SGEIs is also important. In 2003 the European Court of Justice
determined in the Altmark ruling four (cumulative) criteria for a public service
measure not to be considered ‘state aid’.
The Altmark case significantly restricted the freedom of public entities to provide compensation to
undertakings (see below), and led to multiple court cases. In order to remove the legal uncertainty that
the Altmark ruling introduced, in 2005 the European Commission presented a package of measures to
provide guidance on SGEI (the “Package”), which was later replaced with the 2011 SGEI Package.
Taking the outcome of a public consultation into account 17, the 2011 Package improved upon its
predecessor by clarifying and simplifying the regulatory framework, as well as tailoring it to different
types of activities. A new document was adopted (the Communication) in which the Commission
elaborates on the concepts and definitions, with the Altmark ruling as a starting point. Importantly, the
Communication also highlights the role of efficiency and competition considerations in the treatment of
large-scale commercial services with a clear EU-wide dimension. Also, a clearer distinction is made in
the rules for different types of services, with simplified rules for hospitals, social housing and social
services, highlighting that aid in these sectors is expected to have less impact on competition and trade
than aid in other sectors.
The Altmark criteria need to be cumulatively met for a measure not to be considered state aid:
16

European Commission, ‘Green paper on services of general interest’, COM(2003) 270 final, section 2.
Commission Staff Working Paper, “The Application of EU State Aid Rules on Services of General Economic
Interest since 2005 and the Outcome of the Public Consultation”, 23.03.2011, Brussels.
17
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1. The recipient undertaking must actually have public service obligations to discharge, and the
obligations must be clearly defined;
2. The parameters on the basis of which the compensation is calculated must be established in advance
in an objective and transparent manner, to avoid it conferring an economic advantage which may
favour the recipient undertaking over competing undertakings;
3. The compensation cannot exceed what is necessary to cover all or part of the costs incurred in the
discharge of public service obligations, taking into account the relevant receipts and a reasonable profit
for discharging those obligations. Compliance with such a condition is essential to ensure that the
recipient undertaking is not given any advantage which distorts or threatens to distort competition by
strengthening that undertaking's competitive position;
4. Where the undertaking which is to discharge public service obligations, in a specific case, is not
chosen pursuant to a public procurement procedure which would allow for the selection of the tenderer
capable of providing those services at the least cost to the community, the level of compensation
needed must be determined on the basis of an analysis of the costs which a typical undertaking, well
run and adequately provided with means of transport so as to be able to meet the necessary public
service requirements, would have incurred in discharging those obligations, taking into account the
relevant receipts and a reasonable profit for discharging the obligations.

2/3. Ownership (public production) and regulation
In addition to the financing mechanisms, we also take into consideration the public
ownership and regulatory framework, which are often used as supporting instruments
to ensure provision of the public service. The next table presents a brief summary of
these two mechanisms, which will be discussed in more detail below.
Table 1.2 Summary table of potential supporting instruments
Mechanism

Supporting instruments

Brief explanation

1.

Advantages due to public

Advantages may relate to, for example, a lower risk profile

ownership

of the service providers due to public ownership, resulting

Ownership

(public
production)

in lower financing costs. Other advantages may relate to
the use of public property (e.g. buildings or equipment). In
some cases the property (or infrastructure) is public and is
operated

by

a

private

operator,

resulting

in

lower

operating costs.
2. Regulation

Exclusive or special rights

Granting of exclusive or special rights in order to create
(temporary) ‘monopolies’ as a compensation for the
provision of public services.

Price

e.g.

Regulation of prices in order to ensure a fair compensation

regulated end-user fees or

regulation,

for the provision of public services. The regulation can

tariff averaging

have different angles.

Universal

service

obligation
Obligation
contract

Regulation obliges service providers to carry out certain
public services.

to

enter

into

Regulation

obliges

end-users

(or

intermediaries)

to

contract certain service providers (e.g. insurers are forced
to contract certain rural hospitals).

Public production implies that a (national) public authority decides to take over the
production of a certain service. Public production often relates to the presence of
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public goods 18, which have two special characteristics that distinguish them from
private goods: non-rivalling consumption and non-exclusion. If a product is a public
good, the market sometimes does not (or does not sufficiently) produce the product in
an optimal societal quantity. Moreover, people will generally not be willing to pay for a
public good if they can ‘free ride’ on the payment by others. This public production can
be organised either directly via public bodies (e.g. via a municipality) or indirectly via
government-owned enterprises. An alternative way is to entrust a third (private) party
with the production of the services or to purchase these services via a public
procurement tender. 19
Within the (legal) framework of the SGEIs the term ‘undertaking’ is relevant, which includes all legal
entities (or persons) that carry out an economic activity. Neither the legal status nor the form of
financing is relevant in this respect. This implies that when ‘market activities’ are carried out by a public
entity, this part of the organisation is seen as an undertaking and therefore subject to the competition
rules (even in-house service providers). 20 In relation to ‘public undertakings’, it was determined that
these include every undertaking over which the public authorities may exercise, either directly or
indirectly, a dominant influence by virtue of ownership of it, their financial participation in it or the rules
which govern it. 21

It is important to address that the (legitimate) choice for public production may also
result in ‘advantages’ for these public service operators in comparison with regular
(private) market actors.
The most obvious advantage (or synergy) is related to improving the risk profile
(which may result in, for example, lower cost of capital) by lowering the perceived risk
of bankruptcy. Beside that there may exist advantages related to the purchase or
sharing of buildings and equipment.
For this study, it is important to note that, especially in the waste and health sector,
actual public production exists in different forms in the market. In the waste sector,
for example, we see operating units that fall directly under the municipal (or regional)
authorities but also separate legal entities, which are still owned by a municipality or a
group of municipalities (sometimes these entities even have a private legal status).
The ‘distance’ (in terms of control, influence and share of ownership) of municipalities
towards these legal entities differs. In the health care sector we also observe
variations in terms of public ownership, influence and control. There are for example
public hospitals under the full control of (local) authorities but also ‘corporatized’
public hospitals that have more autonomy. Generally speaking, public provision and
funding plays a larger role in the health care than in the waste sector. Even when
hospitals are privately owned, public authorities can have substantial influence and
control over the management of the hospitals.
Regulation is often used to directly intervene in markets or sectors and to prescribe,
for example, pricing mechanisms or the access conditions to networks. Regulation
often occurs in a sector-specific context, such as in the telecommunications and
18
In this context also the other ‘market failures’ are relevant, like for example the existence of externalities.
Externalities are relevant for the health and waste sector (e.g. in avoiding epidemic diseases), but also for
the telecom sector (broadband as driver for economic growth).
19
European Commission, ‘Green paper on services of general interest’, COM(2003) 270 final, under point 79
and 80.
20
European Commission, ‘Green paper on services of general interest’, COM(2003) 270 final, under point 79
and 80.
21
Commission Directive 80/723/EEC on the transparency of financial relations between Member States and
public undertakings, OJ L 195, 29.7.1980, p. 35.
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hospital sectors. Within the context of (unprofitable) public services there are a
number of instruments that directly support the funding and provision of these
services. A first instrument is the granting of exclusive rights, which reserves the
provision of a specific service (within a given geographical area) to a specific
undertaking. These (temporary) monopolies serve as a compensation for the provision
of the public services. Typical examples are (were) the reserved area in the postal
market and the long-term concessions of the main railway infrastructure. The granting
of special rights is a similar instrument. In this case, only a few undertakings are
designated to provide specific services to the public. Besides these exclusive or special
rights, there exist a variety of other instruments that, to some extent, relate to the
financing mechanism (see point 1). Examples are the regulation of end-user fees,
which ensures that the costs for the provided services are compensated, and the
averaging of tariffs across the country, which prevents price competition and
ensures uniform tariffs despite existing cost-differences. For example, tariff averaging
and end-user fee regulation are (or were) used in the traditional network industries
(energy, telecom, health care, post). Another regulatory instrument is the
requirement to ensure a minimum universal service. This is the case in the health
sector, where regulation can demand that ‘first aid’ units are present in certain
(urban) areas, provided that certain criteria are fulfilled. Another instrument is the
obligation to enter into contract with certain service providers. This is also the case in
the health sector: in some countries, insurance providers can be obliged to contract
certain rural hospitals.
1.3.4. Task 2: Identification of efficiency & competition issues
The second key task covers the identification of ‘competition and efficiency issues’ and
the subsequent mapping to the identified financing models. From a state aid
perspective the main attention should be paid to the (risk of) overcompensation of
public services and to (the risk of) cross-subsidisation. In the sector studies we will
focus on these two elements and link them to related efficiency and competition
issues.
Within the scope of this study, DG Competition explicitly requested the identification of as many
(potential) efficiency and competition issues as possible. This implies that not only ‘official’ legal
decisions from a competition authority or court are included, but also other ‘soft signals’ (position
papers, articles in newspapers, etc.). Please note that this study does not include a legal analysis of the
provision of public services (SGEIs) or any legal issues related to the distortion of competition.
Nevertheless we use the main economic concepts that are also used in the state aid framework. 22

In order to avoid overcompensation, it is important that the compensation for a
service provider does not exceed what is necessary to cover the costs related to the
provision of the public service. This implies that only the costs directly associated with
the provision of the public service can be taken into account, which normally covers
the net costs, including a reasonable profit. 23 This is also in line with the Altmark-case
(criterion 3 and 4). The main reason for this is that public service providers should not
‘profit’ from the fact that they carry out this service and use this advantage against
other competitors, thus distorting the competitive process. At the same time,
overcompensation can distort the regular market dynamics, which forces companies to
run an efficient operation and keep innovating. The same reasoning is applicable to
22

The 2011 SGEI package consists of three main documents: (i) a new communication, (ii) a revised
decision, (iii) a revised framework and (iv) a new proposal for a de minimis regulation. See:
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/legislation/sgei.html.
23
See for example the SGEI-communication (under 56-57and 60-61) and the SGEI-framework (under 1516 and under 21-22).
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the avoidance of cross-subsidisation: the other (market) activities of public service
providers should not benefit from the fact that a public service is carried out.
Identification of efficiency issues
Within our assessment of efficiency issues, we first assess whether or not there is
publicly available information that identifies or highlights existing situations of
inefficient production and operations. In addition to this, we discuss the theoretical
risks for the efficient provision of services. In order to evaluate the risks for efficiency,
it is important to assess whether some of the following elements are included in the
identified financing models:
 Are there methods to avoid overcompensation? This may relate to, for example,
separate accounts for the public service in order to be able to trace the costs and
revenues associated with its provision;
 Are there efficiency incentives to stimulate productive efficiency? Incentives can
relate to, for example, (i) the upfront definition of a fixed compensation level which
anticipates and incorporates expected efficiency gains and (ii) the definition of
productive efficiency targets which determine the level of the overall
compensation. 24
Additionally, the public procurement mechanism (if applicable) that is used may be
relevant in the context of an efficient provision of the public service. In general, the
use of the public procurement mechanism should lead to the selection of an efficient
service provider and to the most efficient solution for society as a whole (see also the
fourth Altmark-criterion). The open procedure (and, to some extent, the restricted
procedure as well) are seen as the most suitable and efficient tender procedures.
Other available procedures are considered less suitable (e.g. a competitive dialogue or
a negotiated procedure with prior publication). In terms of award criteria, the ‘lowest
price’ and the ‘most economically advantageous tender’ are considered the most
suitable and efficient. 25
The efficiency issues are linked to the identified supporting mechanisms, in particular
to the financing instruments, but also to public ownership or regulation, where
relevant. These may be important channels through which efficiency and competition
issues arise. Typical examples are the ex post deficit financing, where inefficiencies in
operation do not result in lower returns, but in more funding of the activity concerned.
A lack of efficiency can also be the result of excessive capital accumulation, an effect
well known from rate of return regulation, often called the Averch-Johnson effect
(Averch et all., 1962) or “gold-plating”. This illustrates that the type of regulation can
also have an impact on efficiency, as rate ceilings or CPI-X (or RPI-X) rate regulatory
schemes provide more efficiency incentives than cost-plus and rate of return
regulation. The public ownership of entities providing public services can also have a
negative impact on efficiency, for example, if it results in ex post deficit coverage (also
known as a “soft” budget constraint, as opposed to a “hard” constraint).
B - Identification of competition issues
In the case of public support to public service providers, the most commonly
expressed concerns refer to potential distortions of competition and cross-border
trade. 26 Within this study, the focus will be on elements that reduce or distort
effective competition. Given the objective of this study, these distortive elements
24

See the SGEI-framework, under 44-45.
See for example the SGEI-framework, under 63-67.
26
In line with the wording of the Treaty (article 106.2 TFEU) traditionally the most attention is paid to the
relation between SGEIs and the (potential) distortion of competition and trade.
25
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should directly relate to the set-up and financing of the public service. This implies
that typical competition issues which relate to mergers and anti-trust (e.g. cartelagreements, abuse of a dominant position, high market concentration, etc.) fall
outside the scope of the study.

In the sector studies, we assess which competition issues (related to financing) are
already identified and mentioned in the public domain and in public information. We
additionally put this question in a broader perspective: What can be said about
(theoretical) risks for the provision of effective competition?
From the perspective of public services and state aid, a number of typical risks for
distortion of competition can be mentioned. The following risks have been
highlighted in the SGEI-framework: 27 (i) an unjustifiably long duration of the
entrustment, (ii) bundling of a series of tasks, (iii) the set-up of a public service in an
already existing market, without a competitive selection procedure, (iv) granting
special or exclusive rights that seriously restrict competition, and (v) the creation of
an un-replicable infrastructure that enables market foreclosure. Not all of these
examples relate directly to the financing of public services, but they nevertheless
illustrate that especially the ‘design’ of a public service (including the financing model)
may create risks of distortions of competition. With regard to the financing
mechanisms
for
public
services,
typical
competition
issues
relate to
overcompensation or cross-subsidisation. This may lead to unfair competition towards
other competitors (with a higher cost-structure) and higher market shares for the
overcompensated firm. At the same time, competition issues may be linked to other
types of support, such as public production. This is the case where public producers
operate on the same market as (potential) private competitors, and public producers
have certain advantages. Such an unequal playing field can be caused by certain
financial benefits that public producers may have, such as ex post deficit coverage or
lower costs levels. The latter could relate both to financing costs or to operational
costs. Public service producers can also have advantages due to existing regulations,
e.g. an unequal tax treatment of public and private entities (i.e. private entities need
to pay VAT while government entities do not).
1.3.5. Research approach
The main fact finding activities conducted in this study included literature research,
information gathering by country experts (see annex A for an overview), an analysis
of the public procurement database (Tenders Electronic Daily, or ‘TED’) and
interviews. The information obtained from these activities provided insights on the
potential competition and efficiency issues. These insights were used for the mapping
exercise and further analysis in order to draw conclusions per sector and across
sectors.
The literature used in this study is mainly related to the general topics within the
sectors, namely the market environment, the funding mechanisms and the general
competition and efficiency issues in waste, health (hospitals) and telecom. There is
less literature available related to the specific topic of this study, such as the funding
mechanisms of public services and their effect on competition and efficiency issues.
The research questions of this study cannot be answered solely based solely on a
review of the literature, given that more specific research on the (theoretical and

27
See the SGEI-framework, under 51-58. See also: Pesaresi, N., et all, ‘The new state aid rules for SGEI:
the Commission decision and Framework of 20 December 2011’, p. 12.
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practical) impact of financing mechanisms on competition, overcompensation and
cross-subsidisation is lacking.
The information collected by the country experts is mostly related to the specific
circumstances, within the sectors in the Member States. Country experts were able to
provide detailed insights into the sectors and the role of public financing. The country
experts have all-round knowledge on the topic and provided detailed insights into the
context in which the public services operate (e.g. the jurisdiction, specifics of the
national market, entities on the market, etc.).
Based on the literature and input from the country experts, financing mechanisms
have been identified. The analysis of efficiency and competition issues started with the
measures that Member States take to avoid or reduce their impact. Examples of these
measures are tender procedures and accounting separation obligations. As part of this
analysis, the TED-database was used to get insight into the use of public tenders in
the waste and telecom sector. For more information on the procurement data we refer
to annex C. Additionally, the results from the literature review and the input from the
country experts was used to identify remaining efficiency and competition issues.
The analysis of the individual sectors examined in this report was initially done
separately, after which similarities and difference between the sectors were identified.
Generalisation of the results is difficult considering the specific circumstances in the
sectors. Moreover, the number of sectors and Member States that are covered by the
study is insufficient to draw conclusion for all other sectors and Member States.
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2. Waste Sector
2.1. Summary and main conclusions
Public services - In all selected Member States, the public authorities (mainly
municipalities) are legally responsible for providing waste services, although clear
differences exist. First, the (legal) coverage of the public service activities differs:
while in Germany, France and Poland the complete waste chain falls under the
responsibility of the public authorities, this scope is smaller in the other three
countries. Second, the definition of the waste flows under the public service differs.
While household waste is covered by the public service in all countries, commercial
waste is sometimes not covered (Germany, the Netherlands, Poland). A third
distinction can be made in relation to the organizational set-up of the public service
and the level of public/private involvement. In Poland and Spain the majority of the
municipalities outsource their task of waste collection to private companies (via public
tenders), while in France most of the household waste is collected by public entities.
In the Netherlands, Italy and Germany there exist a mix of public and private entities
active in the market.
Funding – Public production (public ownership) and direct financial payments are the
main supporting mechanisms for the provision of public waste services. Public
ownership is used in all fields of the value chain, but especially in relation to collection,
incineration and landfilling. The direct financial payments mainly relate to the direct
budget grants (public entities) and the remuneration of costs for tendered services
(private entities). Other forms of direct payments exist, but are less important.
Efficiency and competition issues – With regard to the efficiency and competition
issues specific attention needs to be paid to the risk of overcompensation and the
balance between public and private provision of the public services.
Based on our assessment we conclude that the risk of overcompensation seems
limited. This is based on two main arguments. First, our analysis showed that public
tendering (via ‘open contests’) is the main mechanism to select a service provider of
private (or sometimes public) origin. Given the widespread use of this mechanism and
the limited contract duration (often one to five years), we assess that this should, in
principle, lead to efficient outcomes in the market and thus a low risk of
overcompensation of the service providers. Of course, the adequate design and set-up
of the tender criteria is crucial in this respect, which in practice create some issues
(Poland, Italy). Secondly, we did not find any concrete evidence that the public
entities (often financed via direct budget support) perform worse than private entities
and thus receive higher revenues to perform similar tasks. Despite this observation, it
is also clear that the incentives for public entities to critically review their own costs or
to operate a separate accounting system is often limited. Specific risks for
overcompensation relate to the system of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) and
originate from a lack of transparency regarding the selection procedure, the used
conditions and the financing mechanism (Italy, Spain, France).
Our assessment shows further that there is also a ‘tension’ between the public and
private provision of the public service, which creates a risk for efficient competition.
This tension exists at three different levels and mainly relates to the societal ‘view’ on
the role of the government. First, experiences show that public provision is often the
result of ‘tradition’ and not necessarily an explicit rational choice. For example, a
number of Dutch municipalities recently reconsidered and/or stopped their activities
pertaining to the collection of commercial waste due to the increased attention on
market distortion. Typical economic considerations, such as the existence of market
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failures, are often not part of the rationale. Secondly, the analysis showed that certain
‘traditional’ public services in the value chain can also be partly performed by private
parties, such as incineration (The Netherlands, Poland) and recycling (Spain, the
Netherlands) . Finally, there exists tension in those parts of the market where both
public and private entities are active, such as in commercial waste (The Netherlands)
and in recycling (Italy, France). Due to a combination of market power, an unclear
scope of the public service and a general lack of attention for cost-based pricing, there
are clear risks for/of distortion of competition in the mentioned adjacent markets.

2.2. Introduction to the sector
2.2.1. Introduction
Waste is an important sector within the European economy. EU-industry provides 1,3
million jobs and processes, on average, 247 Mt of municipal waste per year at the
European level, which implies an average of 492 kg of municipal waste per inhabitant
per year. 28 Since 2007, the overall amount of waste is shrinking (see table below),
while landfilling and disposal are also decreasing. This is in line with the priorities of
EU policy towards more and more prevention, recycling and recovery of waste and the
stimulation of a ‘circular economy’.
Table 0.1 Municipal waste (EU-27, in million tonnes 29)
1995

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

144

109

108

106

99

96

92

84

78

73

Incineration *

32

48

51

52

55

56

57

60

59

62

Recycling

25

52

54

59

60

61

62

64

66

66

Composting

14

29

31

32

35

35

34

34

36

36

Other

10

16

13

11

10

7

7

6

6

5

Landfill/Disposal

Total
242
225
254
257
260
259
255
252
248
245
Source: Eurostat, http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Municipal_waste_statistics.
Note: (*) incineration includes here energy recovery.

Standardised waste value chain
The European waste market is very diverse due to the fact that many different waste
flows exist, often with their own regulation and market characteristics. The different
value chains, however, are characterised by more or less the same elements. For this
study, we will use a standardised waste value chain, which is presented in the next
figure. In this type of value chain, the material (or waste) path starts from new
products being consumed by industry and households, which leads to the generation
of waste that is then collected. Subsequently, the waste can be processed and
recycled into raw materials that can be used again by industry for the production of
new products. The red boxes reflect the disposal of waste (landfilling) and energy
recovery (incineration). Traditionally, the presence of a public service obligation is
strong in the segment of waste collection, especially in relation to the collection of
municipal (or household) waste. In the other segments (e.g. waste handling or
recycling), the involvement of public services or sector regulation is less strong. In this
study, we will use the following sector segmentation:
 Collection of waste;
 Waste handling (sorting, transport, processing and treatment, such as, e.g.
crushing);
28
Eurostat, http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Municipal_waste_statistics;
Jaarboek Afval, May 2014, F.K. Noordhoek, published by Uitgeverij Noordhoek B.V, page 10.
29
Here the use of ‘tonnes’ refers to the metric tons, i.e. 1,000 kilograms.
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 Recycling;
 Disposal (incineration and landfilling) and (energy) recovery.
Figure 2.1 Waste value chain (perspective of a the circular economy)

Source: Ecorys/DTI, ‘Treating Waste as a Resource for EU Industry: Analysis of Various Waste Markets’,
May 2013.
Note: here the perspective of the circular economy is presented. To some extent this figure reflects the EU
waste hierarchy which should be applied in waste prevention and waste management legislation and policy,
as included in the Waste Framework Directive. 30 The waste hierarchy consists of a) prevention, b) preparing
for re-use, c) recycling, d) other recovery, e.g. energy recovery; and e) disposal.

Differences in the market environment across Europe
For this study, it is important to make a few observations regarding the already /
previously existing differences in the market environment across the EU Member
States. First of all, there are large differences between Member States in the
organisational set-up and financing of the sector, despite the harmonisation at EU
level. 31 In addition to this, differences exist in the ‘sector profile’ and relative size of
the different segments. For example, in some Member States it is already the case
that 70% of the waste is recycled or recovered, while other Member States still landfill
more than 75% of their municipal waste. 32 Regarding the former, this is often related
to national policy or regulation, driven by the pressure of EU regulation to further
reduce landfilling and an increased use of recycling (or recovery) methodologies.
Differences also exist within the selected six national waste markets, varying from a
high level of landfilling (ES) to a complete ban on landfilling (NL). 33
Spain is the ‘front-runner’ in landfilling waste on the European market: in 2013 Spain had 175 dumps,
of which 140 were used for dumping municipal waste. Poland is in the process of transitioning to a new
waste management system, the so-called ‘waste revolution’. The central aim of these changes is to
improve the collection of sorted waste and achieve the EU compulsory target of 50% recyclable rate by
2020. The dominant method of waste management is currently dumping waste (63% of the waste is

30

Directive 2008/98/EC.
A large part of the national laws and rules with regard to the waste sector are based on European
legislation. However, taxation and enforcement are for example still national competences.
32
Jaarboek Afval, May 2014, F.K. Noordhoek, published by Uitgeverij Noordhoek B.V, page 10.
33
Jaarboek Afval, May 2014, F.K. Noordhoek, published by Uitgeverij Noordhoek B.V, page 171-194.
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still landfilled and only 1% of the waste is incinerated). The range of tasks and responsibilities of Polish
municipalities in organizing and overseeing the management of municipal waste is growing, which in
practice leads to difficulties since municipalities are often unhappy with their additional responsibilities.
In France, municipalities are obliged since 2014 to include some sort of Diftar system (variable tariffs
for waste volumes) and household waste needs to be recycled in 45% of the time. In Italy, strong
differences are visible with mandatory separation of waste and a focus on recycling in the north and a
predominance of landfilling in the south. In Germany and The Netherlands, the recycling market is
growing, whereas the waste collection, sorting and treatment market is shrinking. A specific remark
needs to be made about the import of waste to The Netherlands. Over the period 2009-2013, the total
volume of imported waste grew from nearly zero (2009) to 1.6 million tonnes (2013), which amounts to
approximately 20% of the incinerated waste in the Netherlands. The majority of the imported waste
originates from the United Kingdom (77%), followed by Ireland (11%), Italy (5%), Germany (4%) and
Belgium (3%). 34 One of the main drivers behind this increased import of waste is the existence of
overcapacity in the Dutch incinerators. Drivers for export to The Netherlands can be attributed to, for
example, the introduction of a landfill tax (i.e. the UK) or the lack of incineration capacity (or the lack of
incinerators that comply with European legislation). 35 Over this period, the tariffs for incineration
decreased from between € 80 to€100 per tonne (2009) to € 40 per tonne (2012-2014). 36

A next observation can be made in relation to the type of actors and activities in
the EU market. Traditionally, the presence of public enterprises is strong in the waste
market. However, due to market reforms and overall changes in the market, this
situation is changing. The market is increasingly dominated by large (international)
private players and large public entities, which arise from the combination of multiple
municipal entities (and are owned by them). More focus is placed on high-value
adding services (e.g. treatment, recovery) instead of only labour intensive, low-value
collection services. In other words: there is more attention for vertical integration and
extension of the services from (only) household waste collection to more elements
within the waste value chain. Later in this chapter we discuss in more detail the
market situation per selected Member State.
2.2.2. Identification of provided public services
The identification of the provided public services is an important first analytical step in
the overall analysis (see section 1.3.2). In this section we determine for each of the
six selected countries which imposed requirements or obligations for service providers
can be identified. Specific attention is given to the legal basis of the provided public
services as well as the scope and definition of the services. This section closes with an
assessment of the involvement of public, semi-public and private entities in the
market.
Identified public services across the value chain
The identified responsibilities and related public services differ per Member State,
which are summarised in the table below. The collection of household waste is a
responsibility of public bodies in all selected Member States. In Germany, France and
Poland the complete waste chain (including recycling) falls under the responsibility of
municipalities. In Spain, recycling/recovery services are the only services that do not
34

Rebel, ‘Toekomstscenario's voor afvalverbranding in Nederland 2015 – 2022’ (future scenario’s
incineration), study for the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, January 2015, see:
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/binaries/rijksoverheid/documenten/rapporten/2015/12/03/toekomstscenarios-voor-afvalverbranding-in-nederland-2015-2022/toekomstscenario-s-voor-afvalverbranding-in-nederland2015-2022.pdf.
35
Jaarboek Afval, May 2014, F.K. Noordhoek, published by Uitgeverij Noordhoek B.V, page 104.
36
KVP, http://www.kplusv.nl/over-kplusv/artikelen/waar-moet-al-dat-afval-heen/.
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fall under the competence of the municipalities. In Italy, no public service for
recyclables exists and the collector is legally responsible to find a destination for the
collected waste when not determined by regional plants. In the Netherlands,
municipalities are legally (only) responsible for municipal waste collection, whereas in
practice municipalities extended their responsibilities to the complete waste
management chain. The country-specific details are described under the table. Please
note that these identified public services are often directly related to the legal SGEIframework.

DE









recovery

Disposal

Recycling

Handling

Country

Collection

+

Table 2.2 Overview of public services per country

Remarks
In Germany the complete waste chain falls under the
responsibility of municipalities.

ES







In Spain the responsibility of the municipalities is quite broad,
but does not cover recycling.

FR





IT









In

France

the

complete

waste

chain

falls

under

the

responsibility of municipalities/communes.
*

In Italy (*) regional plans identify the destination of collected
materials, whereas implementation of these plans Is devoted
to OMAs. The collector continuous to be legally responsible for
the destination for the collected waste and with insufficient
implementation of the plans need to build treatments plants
or search for spot-market solutions.

NL

Municipalities are legally only responsible for municipal waste



collection, but extended their activities.
PL









In

Poland

the

complete

waste

chain

falls

under

the

responsibility of municipalities.
Source: Ecorys, based on the country-reports.

Germany - In Germany, the identified public services for waste relate directly to the
SGEI-framework. The services are mentioned in the national monitoring reports as
“other SGEI compensation not exceeding €15 million per year”, and include measures
in the area of energy and water supply, sewage disposal, waste management and
urban development. The public services provided within the German waste sector are
to be carried out by public bodies responsible for waste management (so called
“öffentlich-rechtliche Entsorgungsträger” (örE) and comprise the entire chain of
collection, handling, recycling and disposal (mainly incineration) of waste falling under
the handover obligation 37.
Spain - According to the Spanish law, municipalities are obliged to provide the service
of collection, transportation and treatment (mainly disposal by landfilling) of domestic
waste generated in homes, shops and services in the way they establish their
respective local regulations in the legal framework. Recycling/recovery does not fall

37
The handover-obligations covers (in short) the obligation for producers or holders of waste from private
households to give such waste to the legal persons (public bodies responsible for waste management, örE)
which are obliged to carry out waste management insofar as they are unable, or do not intend, to carry out
recovery themselves on the land used by them for their private lives.
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under the competence of the municipalities. There is no legal definition or guideline in
relation to SGEIs.
France – The General Local Authorities Code (article L224-13) in France entrusts the
household waste collection and treatment of the waste to the communes. Elements
that fall under the public service are collection, handling, recycling and disposal
(landfilling and incineration). In France there is no legal definition for SGEI.
Italy - Italian law assigns each waste owner the responsibility to handle waste
according to the priorities, criteria and regulation set by the legislation. In the case of
municipal waste, the “owner” corresponds to the municipalities. As a result, the
municipalities have the legal duty to organise waste collection. The responsibility of
treatment relies on the regional plans, which are responsible for identifying the
destination of the collected materials. The plans single out authorized facilities,
promote their realization and settle obligations and duties. When plans are not
effectively made or implemented, municipalities are legally responsible to find a
destination for the collected waste. The recycling market is organised according to the
EPR philosophy and a national mandatory system is created for packaging waste called
CONAI. CONAI does not provide a public service in the traditional sense. Adherence to
CONAI is compulsory for all producers and users of new packaging. Municipalities are
obliged to organize the collection of separate waste flows and are free to decide to
transfer the collected waste to CONAI or decide on more profitable alternatives.
The Netherlands - The collection of household waste is identified as a ‘pure’
government service of public interest (i.e. not being an economic service) and is
considered as a public task by law. Municipalities took further responsibility for the
waste management including disposal and recycling of the collected household waste
streams. These duties stem from the responsibility for the collection of household
waste and the responsibility for safe, clean and habitable public property/municipality.
Poland – In Poland municipalities are responsible for running the following public
services: (i) to establish a waste management system according to the definition in
the Act on Waste, (ii) to establish and manage regional processing centres as well as
sorting and collection points for municipal waste. As a result, the municipalities are
responsible for collection and waste management, which includes waste handling,
sorting, transportation, processing, treatment and disposal. Furthermore waste
recycling also falls under the responsibilities of municipalities. Property owners were
previously responsible for municipal waste until the Act on maintaining cleanliness and
order in municipalities transferred this responsibility to the municipalities.
The next overview tables provides more details about the (legal) scope and definition
of the public services. Where relevant, the link to the SGEI-framework is made.
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Table 2.3 Overview of public services in the waste sector
Legal

definition

for

public

service
DE

No

legal

definition

of

Legal basis

public Circular

services is included in the law

No legal definition for SGEIs

Economy

Act, KrWG
Law

ES

Collection

No

22/2011

legal

definition

for

SGEI,

are used.

The public services comprise the entire chain of collection, handling, recycling and disposal of waste
(mainly incineration) falling under the ‘hand over obligation’, these responsibilities fall on the

on The actual provision of public waste management services is carried out by municipalities and includes

waste

definitions of the EC-White Book

Recycling & Disposal

municipalities.

and collection, transport and treatment, which includes recovery and disposal (incineration and landfilling

contaminated soils.

FR

Handling, Sorting, Transport

General

37%) of domestic waste. Recycling is not a task of municipalities and is carried out by private actors.

local The public services comprise the entire chain of collection, handling, recycling (33%) and disposal

Authorities Code

(incineration 30%, landfilling 35%) of waste. These responsibilities fall on the communes.
Municipalities have the legal duty to organize waste collection. Regions have the duty to elaborate waste
management plans which identify the waste destination (mainly landfilling 45-50%, incineration 18%

A law defining which sectors are Legislative
IT

Decree and recycling 21%). A public service obligation for recycling is lying on the CONAI.

classified as SGEI existed (Ronchi 152/2006,
Law-Decree 135/09)

22/1999

Law

Treatment and disposal responsibilities lie on regional plans that
The

public

service

is

mainly single

concerned with collection.

out

authorized

facilities,

when

not

determined

the

responsibility to find a proper destination of the waste remains on
the operators. For recyclables there is no public service.

Municipalities are primarily responsible for the collection of household waste, municipalities took further
responsibilities for waste management including recycling and disposal (mainly incineration) of the
collected household waste streams.
NL

Guidance on SGEI is provided by
the ministry of internal affairs

Wet Milieubeheer

Municipalities
The
waste

collection
is

a

of

pure

further

government and transport, stemming from the SGEI, supplied in competition

service of public interest.

responsibility for the collection of by various suppliers.
household waste.
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Legal
service

definition

for

public

Legal basis

Collection

Handling, Sorting, Transport

Recycling & Disposal

Act on Waste of 14
December 2012 and
PL

Polish report on SGEIs (August the
2014)

Act

on

the

Protection

of

the

Environment
April 2001

38

of

27

Municipal authorities are responsible for running public services relating to the establishment of a waste
management system, regional processing centres and collection points. This entails collection, sorting,
recycling and disposal (mainly landfilling 63%, only 1% is incinerated).
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2.2.3. Scope of the relevant waste flows
In addition to the identification of the provided public services, it is important to
determine the actual scope of the public services. The focus of this study is on the
main (unsorted) waste flow from households and (small) non-households
organizations. Our analysis shows, however, that across the Member States various
qualifications and definitions are used for the scope of the public services.
Two major categories can be identified, but the definitions are not very strict. 38

The

first categorisation

relates to the actual collection: municipal and non-municipal waste. Municipal waste includes the
waste collected by the local authority (municipality), which mostly comprises household waste but could
also include commercial and industrial waste as well. Non-municipal waste normally includes
commercial and industrial waste streams, since those are often not considered to fall under the
responsibility of municipalities. A second categorisation can be based on the origin of the waste:
household waste, commercial waste and industrial waste. Household waste includes waste from
domestic properties, while commercial waste covers waste from premises that are predominantly used
for trade, business, sport, recreation or entertainment. Industrial waste includes waste from factories,
postal and communication services or waste related to public transport, supply of gas, water, electricity
services.

The table below presents an overview of the waste flows falling under the public
service and shows that in all six Member States ‘household waste’ falls under the
public service. The main differences between the Member States relate to the
definition of the (various types of) commercial/industrial waste flows. With regard to
the identification of the competition issues (section 2.4), two remarks can be made.
First, the definitions of the various waste flows are not always clearly defined, which
can result in uncertainty about the scope of the activities of the public service
providers. In addition to that, the tables shows that in some countries (ES, IT) the
public service operators also cover commercial waste flows, which in other countries
are part of the private market. If overcompensation or cross-subsidization is not
safeguarded, this may lead to unfair competition on the adjacent market of
commercial waste (see also section 2.4.3). The exact waste streams that fall under
the public service are described in more detail below the table.

DE





conditions

- specific

Commercial waste

Commercial waste

Country

Household waste

Table 2.4 Overview of the waste definition falling under the public service

Remarks
In Germany the public service covers household waste, which includes
municipal waste (mostly mixed) and bulky waste (unsorted, sorted
and recyclable waste). Commercial waste falls under the public
service when it is covered by the ‘handover obligation’.

ES





In Spain the public service covers municipal waste, which includes
commercial

waste

and

assimilated

‘urban

waste’

from

small

38
Definitions of the University of Aberdeen are used, available at
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:oeeq4nQ0DgQJ:https://www.abdn.ac.uk/environ
ment/waste/documents/Wastedefinitionsandclassification.pdf+&cd=1&hl=nl&ct=clnk&gl=nl.
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Remarks
industries.

FR





IT





In France ‘municipal waste’ falls under the service obligation and
includes household waste and assimilated commercial waste.
In Italy the public service covers household waste, orphan waste and
assimilated waste (definitions are not always clear).

NL





In

the

Netherlands

municipal

waste

originates

mostly

from

households, though similar waste forms can be included (under
restrictions set by legislation).
PL





In Poland municipal waste includes unsorted, sorted and recyclable
waste. Commercial waste falls under the public service (under special
local resolutions or individual contract) containing unsorted and sorted

waste.
Source: Ecorys, based on the country-reports.

Germany - In Germany, a similar construction exists and municipal waste (mostly
mixed) and bulky waste (which can be unsorted, sorted and recyclable waste) fall
under waste streams from private households. Furthermore, commercial waste (i.e.
unsorted waste for disposal) can fall under the public service when it falls under the
handover obligation. Commercial (sorted) and recyclable waste do not fall under the
handover obligation (although theoretically can be treated in a treatment facility
operated by a public body responsible for waste management).
Spain In Spain, municipal waste falls under the obligation and includes commercial
waste and assimilated ‘urban waste’ from small industries. According to the Law
22/2011, ‘municipal waste’ includes both household and commercial waste,
these are often called ‘urban waste’ or ‘general municipal waste’. These terms refer to
the waste produced as a result of normal consumption in private households, which is
to be equated with waste from shops, offices and services (this includes waste
generated in the various commercial activities, shops, markets, stores, malls, public
buildings, etc.). The remaining flows (from sanitaria’s, hospitals and small industries)
are also urban waste and therefore fall under municipal jurisdiction (assimilated
urban waste’).
France - In France, municipal waste falls under the service obligation of the
municipality and includes household waste, including bulky, hazardous special waste
and assimilated commercial waste similar to household waste. Street cleaning,
collective sanitation and green waste are also included.
Italy - In Italy, the municipal duty concerns “municipal waste” (Fifiuti urbani), a
category that, according to law (art. 184.2 of Leg. Decree 152/2006), includes waste
originated from households, orphan waste lying or collected in public spaces, organic
waste from green spaces and assimilated waste (special waste) that municipalities
decide to include in the definition of municipal waste. The latter category is vaguely
defined and still waits for further clarification (e.g. via a Ministerial Decree). As a
result, municipalities have the right to assimilate these special waste flows to the
municipal waste flow (virtually without limits).
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The Netherlands - In the Netherlands, the main flow of municipal waste includes
household waste. However municipalities can decide to include assimilated forms of
commercial waste.
Poland - In Poland, municipal waste includes unsorted, sorted and recyclable waste.
Furthermore, commercial waste can fall under the public services containing unsorted
and sorted waste, depending on the local regulations or individual contracts. It is
forbidden to process unsorted municipal waste beyond the region of origin.
2.2.4. Involvement of public, semi-public and private entities
The public or private character of public service providers determines to a large extent
the use of the different supporting mechanisms (see section 4.4). Therefore it is
important to know which players are active at the different levels of the waste chain.
General overview (waste collection)
The analysis shows that, given the responsibility of the municipalities, there exist
variations in the way municipalities apply their responsibility over the waste value
chain, i.e. municipalities outsource all waste management activities, parts of it or
carry it out themselves via public or semi-public enterprises. A general overview of the
market players (private, public, combination) in waste collection is given in the figure
below. In Poland, the majority of the municipalities outsource their public task of
waste collection to private companies via public procurement tenders. Approximately
70% of the municipal waste is collected by private companies. Furthermore, one third
of the players in the waste market are of foreign origin and their market share
accounted for 40% of the total value of the signed contracts in 2014. In Spain, a
similar division can be observed and approximately 75% of the waste collection (but
also treatment and disposal) is done by private entities. In The Netherlands, Italy
and Germany there exists more variety: a substantial part of the (large)
municipalities keep the collection ‘in-house’, often via the set-up of a joint waste
collection organisation (semi-public or private). A specific point of attention is the
vertical integration of some of the (public and private) market players: they also own
incinerators and landfills. In France, 75% of household waste is collected by public
services and 25% by the private sector.
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Figure 2.2 Collection - involvement of (semi-) public and private entities

Source: Ecorys country research; rough approximation of the division between public and private entities.
Note: the percentages refer to different indicators: percentage of total municipalities (NL), amount/volume
of household waste (ES, FR, PL), breakdown of SWM operators by typology in the waste collection segment
(IT, DE).

Country specific overview
Germany - The German waste market is dominated by the strong presence of public
regional entities on the transport and treatment market. Public entities collect 46% of
the German waste, private entities around 39% and 12% is done by public-private
entities. 39 In case of outsourcing under public procurement law, often large German
companies such as Alba GmbH, Remondis AG & CO.KG, or Veolio Umweltservice
GmbH carry out the specific tasks. In the treatment/disposal segment, 45% of the
facilities are owned by public entities, 18% by private companies and 25% are publicprivate entities. 40
Spain - In
entities and
the private
composition

Spain, approximately 76% of the waste collection is done by private
24% by municipalities (in terms of volume). The three main players on
market are FCC (40%), Urbaser (20%) and Cespa (15%). A similar
and concentration is seen on the treatment and disposal market. 41

Italy - Actors on the Italian waste collection market include public multi-utilities
(>50% owned by municipalities; players include Hera, A2A, Iren), public in-house
companies, public –private partnerships and outsourcing to external private parties. 42
In-house solutions concern 37% of the cases, with an additional 16% of the
municipalities making agreements with in-house companies of other municipalities.
Nearly 10% of the cases are served by quoted multi-utilities. 43 On the recycling
market a national mandatory system has been created (CONAI): municipalities are not
39
Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung und VKS im VKU: In- und Outsourcing in der kommunalen Abfallwirtschaft. Studie
über Make-or-Buy-Entscheidungen / In- and Outsourcing in municipal waste management. Study on makeor-buy decisions. VKS-Information 75, Berlin 2010.
40
Jaarboek Afval, May 2014, F.K. Noordhoek, published by Uitgeverij Noordhoek B.V., p. 175.
41
Jaarboek Afval, May 2014, F.K. Noordhoek, published by Uitgeverij Noordhoek B.V.
42
Cassa Depositi e Prestiti (2014). Rifiuti – Obiettivo Discarica Zero, Studio di settore 05, Cassa Depositi e
Prestiti, Roma.
43
Bases on un weighted averages.
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obliged to give waste to CONAI, however 70% of packaging waste from municipal
waste streams is managed by CONAI. Around 45% - 50% of municipal waste ends in
landfills, 17,5%is incinerated, 12,5% is composted and the remaining 20,8% is
recycled and down cycled.
Poland - In 2013, 62% of the municipal waste was collected by private companies in
Poland. Furthermore, 33% of the players in the waste market in Poland are foreign
companies and their market share accounted for 40% of the total value of signed
contracts in 2014. The ten largest players (Remondis, ALBA, MPO, SITA, PPH-U
Lekaro, Toensmeier, PHK Trans-Formers, ASA, Veolia, Chemeko-System) in the
market of waste collection and management have over 50% of the total market share
of the total value of contracts. 44 Waste management in Poland includes waste
handling, sorting, transportation, processing and treatment. Only waste collection is
not included within the terminology of waste management. Waste management is
organized by Regional Plants for Municipal Waste Treatment (RIPOKs). The waste
management market is 70% public and 30% private. Waste disposal is mainly done by
landfilling: 63% of the waste was landfilled in 2013. Landfill sites are predominantly in
the hands of municipalities, while some private sites linked to private RIPOK facilities
also exist. Only 1% of the waste is incinerated and there is only one incineration plant
operating in Poland.
The Netherlands – The Dutch market is characterised by the presence of large
private enterprises (e.g. Van Gansewinkel, Sita, Shanks, Atero) and public enterprises
owned by municipalities (e.g. HVC, AEB, Omrin and Twence). In around 63% of the
Dutch municipalities, the collection is done by public enterprises, in 33% by private
operators and in 4% by a combination of private-public partnership. 45 The market for
commercial waste is mainly covered by private actors (90-95%). 46 Of all household
waste collected in 2012, around 30% was re-used, 36% incinerated, 20% composted
and 14% separated. Waste is incinerated in 13 incinerators, which are owned by
public and private actors.
France - In France, waste collection is mostly done by means of direct public
management. Two companies dominate the waste market in France, namely Veolia
Environment Services and Sita, both participating along the complete waste chain.
Around 75% of household waste is collected by public services and 25% by the private
sector. 47 The waste management market for household waste is somewhat equally
divided between private and public parties. Most of the time, the role for public
entities stops at the waste collection. Sorting and transforming operations are often
done by private entities. Landfills can be operated either by private or public entities,
but the trend seems to be more towards private entities. Half of the landfills (47%)
are owned by collectivities and the remaining ones by private companies. In terms of
tonnage, almost 90% is landfilled by private companies; in terms of number of
landfills, 26% of the landfills are managed directly by public bodies, 4% under
concession and 16% under lease.
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HSM Polska Sp. z o.o. „Rynek gospodarki odpadami po wprowadzeniu rewolucji śmieciowej”, stan na
wrzesień 2014 r.
http://www.belownica.com.pl/files/upload/Rynek_gospodarki_odpadami_po_wprowadzeniu_rewolucji_mieci
owej.pdf.
45
Jaarboek Afval, May 2014, F.K. Noordhoek, published by Uitgeverij Noordhoek B.V., pp. 109-155.
46
Nulmeting wet markt en overhead, eindrapport, 1 mei 2013, Kwink. Group, beschikbaar op
http://www.bnr.nl/incoming/612573-1305/achtergrondrapportage-nulmeting-markt-enoverheid.pdf/BINARY/achtergrondrapportage-nulmeting-markt-en-overheid.pdf.
47
http://www.villesdefrance.fr/upload/document/doc_201309040821120.pdf.
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2.3. Classifying financing and supporting mechanisms
In this section, we focus on the identification and classification of the mechanisms that
support the provision of the public services. These supporting measures not only cover
‘financial support’, but also support via specific (sector-) regulation or the institutional
set-up of the public service (public production/ public ownership), as is described in
more detail in section 1.3.3.
Within this context, it is important to notice that different sources exist for the overall
financing of the public waste services. The main sources relate to specific fees, taxes
and tariffs for waste management and in particular for waste collection. In addition,
there are landfill taxes and general taxes, which are levied by national or regional
authorities (as part of the general budget). Waste fees are mostly charged directly on
the waste producers (e.g. households, commercial entities, factory owners, etc.) and
are based, for example, on the number of inhabitants, the size and normalized value
of land properties, the amount of waste or operating costs (e.g. the price of waste
treatment and administrative costs). Most waste fees, taxes and tariffs are focused on
full cost recovery and are compulsory.
2.3.1. Regulation and public ownership
In the waste sector, public ownership is a very important mechanism to guarantee
the provision of the public services, especially in the field of collection. As described
previously, the municipalities fulfil their responsibilities often via operating services
that fall directly under the municipal (or regional) authorities or via separate legal
entities (public or private), which are still owned and controlled by a single
municipality or group of municipalities. In the next table we summarize the state of
play. The table shows that public ownership is present in all fields of the value chain,
but especially in relation to collection, incineration and landfilling. Landfill sites are
often owned by a public entity, but operated by a private operator (selected via a
tender procedure).
Country

Public ownership

NL

•

Waste collection and handling– In around 63% of the Dutch municipalities (and 80% of
all households), the collection is done by public entities. This is arranged via (i) municipal inhouse services (28% of all households) or via public joined cooperation entities (52% of all
households). Examples of the latter category are HVC (48 municipalities) and AEB (19
municipalities). Waste handling is often combined with collection and disposal. As a result,
public entities play an important role in this field;

•

Waste disposal – Incineration (energy recovery) is the main form of disposal. Five of the 13
incinerators are in public hands (2x HVC, AEB, Twence, Omrin). Public enterprises are also
active in recycling, but this is not their core activity.

PL

•

Waste collection – Dominated by private actors (60% of waste volume). The mechanism of
public ownership is weakened, as also public entities (in-house services) fall under the
procurement law and need to tender. The ownership and control of municipalities over
privatised companies (former public enterprises) is limited;

•

Waste handling and disposal - This part of the waste value chain is dominated by public
actors, as the waste management is organised through RIPOKs (Regional Plants for Municipal
Waste), which are often in public hands. In addition, public entities (in-house services) fall
under the procurement law and need to tender.

ES

•

Waste collection – Dominated by private actors (75% of total volume), such as FCC,
Urbaser and Cespa. The remainder is done by municipalities themselves (in-house services).
Limited role for public ownership. In certain cases, the municipalities stay the owner of the
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Country

Public ownership
used equipment;
•

Waste handling and disposal – More or less the same situation as in waste collection:
limited role for public ownership. In most cases, the dumping sites are the property of the
municipality or regional government but are operated by private enterprises (selected via a
tender procedure).

DE

•

Waste collection (and transport) – This segment is mainly done by private companies (in
54% of the regions, or örE), while the role of public entities is much smaller (24%). Public
entities are mainly active in larger regions (with more inhabitants);

•

Waste handling and disposal – Both public and private entities are active in this field. The
70 incinerators are owned by public (31%), private (31%) or public-private operators (38%).

IT

•

Waste collection – The waste collection is dominated by public entities (53% of total
volume) and quoted multi-utilities (10%). The ownership of these multi-utilities is often in
the hands of dozens of municipalities. The level of public control depends on the concession
conditions;

•

Handling and disposal – Waste treatment facilities are mainly owned and operated by
public entities and the large multi-utilities, but also private entities are active. Landfill sites
are owned by both public and private operators. For recycling, the main responsibility lies
with the producers via an EPR-scheme (e.g. CONAI).

FR

•

Waste collection – Public ownership is very important: approximately 75% of household
waste is collected by public entities, which fall directly under the municipal authority;

•

Handling and disposal – Handling, waste treatment and recycling are often entrusted to
private entities, often to major players like Veolia and Suez Environment. The public
ownership of incinerators is limited (only 8%). Approximately 50% of the landfill sites are
owned by public entities, but often operated by private entities (26%). In terms of tonnage,
almost 90% is covered by private operators.

The financing of the public entities is most often based on annual or multi-annual
budgets, like other municipal in-house services. This is applicable for the municipal inhouse services, but also for operating units that are placed at a certain distance of the
municipality or operate as a joint cooperation with other municipalities. We found
limited information about the actual set-up of these budgets, but the country research
showed, however, that specifically in relation to waste, the municipalities often try to
cover the full costs of the public service via specific waste fees, taxes and tariffs. This
implies that, contrary to other municipal services, there is a relatively direct link
between costs and the budgets. In the Netherlands, for example, the municipalities
cover nearly 98% of the costs via specific waste related fees, taxes and tariffs. In
Spain, the gap between costs and income is much bigger (30%).
Support of the public service via specific regulation is limited in the waste sector. It
is not common to create a universal service obligation or to grant exclusive or special
rights. The only exception occurs in Poland, where the RIPOKs have a kind of regional
monopoly to handle and treat the collected waste. Regulation of prices is also not very
common, aside from the regulation of the gate fees for landfills (e.g. in Italy). One
specific example that we found relates to the ‘extraordinary administration’
(commissarioamento staordinario”) in Italy. This instrument can be used to support
regional authorities that are unable to fulfil their duties, as was the case during the
waste crisis in Naples in 2009-2012. This administration is empowered to solve the
problem, also via bypassing national and regional regulations.
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2.3.2. Financing
Besides support via public ownership and regulation, specific attention is paid to
financial support mechanisms. Given the set of available financial supporting
instruments (see section 1.3.3), it became clear that ‘direct payments’ are by far the
most important instrument for the provision of public services (see also the table
below). Other supporting mechanisms exists but are less important. The different
instruments are described below, with particular attention on the direct payments.
Mechanism

Supporting instruments

DE

ES

FR

IT

NL

PL

Financing

Direct payments













Fiscal advantages
Compensation of net costs
Ex post deficit coverage



Guarantees and soft loans
Alternative market benefits














Direct payments
This instrument covers all forms of direct financial compensation for the public
services provided, for example, via the remuneration of costs for (tendered) service
contracts, investments or subsidies. We already discussed the financing of public
entities before, but in fact direct budget grants can also be seen as a form of direct
payments.
Public tendering (TED data)
The previous sections already illustrated that, in addition to public ownership, the
public tendering of services is a very important and commonly used instrument.
Public tendering is used throughout the value chain and ranges from waste collection
and waste transport to incineration and the operation of landfill sites. As part of this
study, we carried out an assessment of the available European procurement data. The
main results of this analysis are presented in the next section (2.4) and described in
more detail in annex C.
In Germany, public-private enterprises controlled by the örE are excluded from public procurement
law; forms of public-private partnerships can be subject to public procurement law whereas private
enterprises are subject of procurement law. The örE prepare tenders in line with EU public procurement
law including specifications on tasks to be fulfilled and maximum budget. In Italy, tendering is required
in case the entity in charge is different from a 100% public (in-house) subject, including for the choice
of partners in PPPs. In Poland, municipal waste collection services are based on public tendering under
the Public Procurement Law with entities from a register. If municipality budgetary units want to carry
out waste collection services on behalf of the municipality they need to change their legal status to a
company and participate in public tenders to win the right to provide waste collection services. When
the public service in France is delegated to a private company, it can be done by public procurement,
as well as by concession (e.g. the contractor invests in the installations and exploits it) or by lease (the
contractor does not build the installations but is responsible for maintenance and/or extension; the
contract period is generally shorter: 7 to 12 years). In Spain, public services are ensured through
service contracting. These contracts can differ in terms of time and modalities and are usually based on
concession contracts. Tender procedures on waste management may cover the entire management
chain, from collection and, transportation of the waste to incineration and/or disposal in landfilling sites.
They may also cover one or several elements of the waste chain. Most commonly, however, they cover
the complete waste management chain. Municipalities determine the costs of household waste
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management, thereby including the real costs of collecting, transporting and treating waste, including
supervision of the operations and care of disposal sites.

Remuneration of costs for (tendered) service contracts
In case of public tendering, the service providers are compensated for their services
by the procurement bodies. The TED-procurement data shows that, in most cases, the
services are tendered by local or regional authorities, which have a high level of
discretion to design the contract according to their own preferences. As a result it
turned out to be very difficult to assess how exactly these compensation schemes are
designed (e.g. lump sum, volume based, etc.).
Remuneration of costs
Germany

The public entities outsource services to private entities with public procurement contracts
in line with EU law. Awarding of the contract is based on quality and price of the
proposals.

Spain

When the services are outsourced, usually based on concession contracts, payments are
made directly in accordance with the price pre-established in the awarding contract (direct
payment). Payment schemes are usually arranged ex ante and specified in the tender
contracts. The payment of service contracts (for example, landfilling) are usually made
annually. According to the law, the price for the landfill management service shall cover at
least the costs of establishment and operation, the costs of the guarantees, as well as the
estimated costs of the closure and subsequent maintenance of the installation and location
during the period set by the authority, which can be no less than thirty years. Ex post
control systems are implemented in order to ensure the efficiency of the provided
services, however this is usually only the case in bigger municipalities which have
sufficient resources to oversee the outsourced waste management services. 48

Italy

Waste tariffs can be allowed only where a measurement of actual quantities of waste is in
place. On the recycle market, CONAI is funded by a mandatory fee paid by members.
CONAI signs a national contract with municipalities on the recycling market, defining a
guaranteed withdrawal price paid for separate collected materials, FOB (transport costs lie
on the consortium). Treatment facilities operators receive gate fees (especially for
incinerators) or recover the costs directly through tariff/bulk payments following
contractual arrangements. Contracts are often based on cost-plus and rate-of return
schemes. The gate fees are regulated by planning authorities or implicitly calculated on a
cost-recovery base when the collection entity is vertically integrated.

Poland

Tender procedures are in place for municipalities for the collection and/or municipal waste
management. In accordance with the HSM Polska Sp. z o.o. report in 2014, the value of
contracts with the entities involved in municipal waste collection or both collection and
management, was at the level of approx. 3.3 billion PLN. In 2014 after the successive
organisation of public tenders by municipalities (some of them had only a year duration or
18 months), the value of contracts increased by 2% 49. It should be stressed that approx.

48
Guía Técnica para la Gestioón de Residuos Municipales y Limpieza Viaria, Federación Espanola de
Municipios y Provincias.
49
HSM Polska Sp. z o.o. „Rynek gospodarki odpadami po wprowadzeniu rewolucji śmieciowej” („Market of
waste management after introduction of waste revolution”), situation in April 2014.
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80% of the tenders concern waste collection and management. Conditions for the tenders
are set out by the municipalities separately.
Netherlands Tender procedure contracts differ in terms of compensation schemes, for example, by
annual compensation or fee per household. According to the Court, governments have
room to determine the parameters of the costs of services of general economic interest,
which could be based on variable costs or the amount of collected waste. 50 An example is
the efficiency scheme of the service agreement between the municipality and AVR: the
budget is related to an efficiency target and price index. 51 Procurement criteria for
contracts with incineration facilities include, for example, price, CO2 performance, energy
efficiency of installations and transport distance. Municipalities are free to set efficiency
requirements in their arrangements.

In Poland, financing of the services can be done, for example ,via an advanced
monthly fee for waste management (the fees vary widely among various
municipalities as they have the full responsibility for determining them). Around 40%
of waste management is done by public entities through public tender procedures set
by municipalities separately for each tender. Tenders are also often won on the basis
of the lowest price (lump sum or fee per ton) for waste collection services. In the
Netherlands, the assignment of the task is often based on the lowest price, since the
required tasks tend to be highly standardized on / in this market and large differences
in quality are not expected. Agreements often cover yearly periods but can be longer
(e.g. 4,5 years) when e.g. investments in garbage trucks and registration equipment
need to be recovered. Furthermore the content, dimension, quantities, timetable and
amounts are often specified in detail for the different waste streams (e.g. organic
waste, paper and plastic). The next box shows what type of information is included in
an individual tender document.
NL - Example(s) of public procurement relating to the collection of municipal waste
Aanbestedingskalender

52

provides various examples of public procurement assignments. One of the

examples relates to a procurement notice for household waste collection within the municipality “Capelle
aan

den

den

IJssel”.

The

collection

relates

to

waste

remaining

after

recycling,

organic

waste/biodegradable waste, paper, glass and plastics (CPV code 90511200). After the initial awarding,
the contract can be renewed annually for up to two years. The procurement criteria clearly defines the
requirements for the household bins/containers and the necessary locations for the collection of the
different waste streams, and it and will be awarded to the “one” entity with the lowest price. Legal,
economic, financial and technical requirements include inter alia; a bank guarantee of 5% of the entry
fees, a social return obligation (labour participation, public activities, compensation assignments),
references (previous assignment for >10.000 households). Awarding takes place based on the lowest
price since the required tasks are highly standardized on the market, large differences in quality are not
expected and the content and dimension is univocally secured.

http://www.belownica.com.pl/files/upload/Rynek_gospodarki_odpadami_po_wprowadzeniu_rewolucji_mieci
owej.pdf.
50
The Court of Middelburg, 13 August 2010, Zeeland Seaports/ Martens Havenontvangstinstallaties B.V.,
LJN, BN9817.
51
“Evaluatie Samenwerkingsovereenkomst Gemeente/AVR inzake de afvalverwijdering van de Gemeente
Den Haag, 1 july 2005.
52
http://aanbestedingskalender.nl/aankondigingen/detail/519683-europese-aanbesteding-inzamelinghuishoudelijk-afval-eu-r40-2015-022.
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Other agreements cover longer periods of time (for example four to five years) to be able to recover
investments for garbage trucks and registration equipment, which are necessary to fulfil the
obligations. To fulfil the target of separate collection of household waste, the procurement is separated
between (i) organic waste, (ii) paper and (iii) plastic. Awarding takes place according to the lowest
price assignment based on price (70) and sustainability (30). 53
ES - Example(s) of contracts relating to the collection of municipal waste
City of Madrid: 54 the Department of Environment and Mobility launched a tender for the selection of a
waste collection provider. All concession conditions, price calculation methodologies and staff
requirements are described in detail in the tender documents. In summary, this contract for CPV code
90500000 refuse and waste related services is awarded based on the most economically advantageous
proposal taking account of the weighting of the award criteria. The offered price dropped around 10%
compared to the unit price of the tender, including some additional improvements relating to the
amount of garbage trucks, fuel pumps, and an installation of 18207.63 square meters. Due to the delay
of the start of the contract, the unit price per ton is lowered as well. City of Barcelona: 55 The
Department of Environment of the City Council is responsible for municipal waste management. The
service is developed by the utility company FCC through the granting of a concession contract since
2012. 56

The analysis of the TED-procurement data shows that the value of the tendered
services differs across the selected Member States and the specific services. Within
the main CPV-category (all waste services) the average price in 2014 varied from € 1
million (NL) to € 7.1 million (IT). Most of the contracts have a duration of one to five
years, with an overall average of 36.6 months. If we only look at ‘refuse incineration
services’ and ‘landfill management services’, the average contract duration is almost
11 years. An overview per country for the period 2010-2014 is provided in annex C.
Other direct payments
Financial aid - Other forms of direct payments relate to financial grants, state aid
and subsidies. These direct payments can be used to subsidize the complete waste
management chain or in order to cover investment expenditures. Covered costs
include the significant costs that occur when building or expanding infrastructure
within waste management (e.g. building of treatment and disposal operators).
Investment financing can be done through the use of public funds, including local
budgets, grants, state budget funds for environmental protection and water
management, EU funds, preferential loans, municipal bonds; or by private and/or
mixed funds, such as business sources, commercial bank loans, projects implemented
in the form of public-private partnerships and alternative forms of financing.
Investment funds and other forms of direct payments can be used to restructure
treatment/disposal facilities and landfilling facilities to fulfil environmental and

53

https://www.tenderned.nl/tendernedweb/aankondiging/detail/publicatie/akid/96e43db986d185a246e71b4d6d852dd0/pageId/D909A/huidigemen
u/aankondigingen/cid/124448/cvp/join.
54
Tendering procedures documents and awarding resolution:
http://www.madrid.es/portales/munimadrid/es/Inicio/El-Ayuntamiento/Hacienda/Perfil-deContratante/Gestion-del-servicio-publico-de-recogida-y-transporte-de-residuos-en-la-zona-periferica-de-laciudad-de-Madrid?vgnextfmt=default&vgnextoid=7ba7078206c67410VgnVCM2000000c205a0aRCRD&vgnextchannel=e378ee
0cc5488110VgnVCM100000c90da8c0RCRD.
55
City of Barcelona, see: https://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2015/07/27/pdfs/BOE-B-2015-23696.pdf.
56
Guía para la implantación de la recogida separada y el tratamiento de la fracción orgánica, 2013,
Ministerio de Agricultura, Alimentación y Medio Ambiente.
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restructurings goals. Other forms of subsidization include specific subsidies relating to,
for example, renewable energy solutions.
In Germany, according to a scientific investigation (by ifW 2015 (Laaser, C.F,
Rosenschoon, 2015), € 1.08 billion in financial aids (defined as payments to
companies, non-profit organizations and private households that are granted free of
charge, increasing government spending (tax breaks are not included)) have been
granted by municipalities in the water supply/wastewater disposal and waste
management sector in 2013. In the past, EU structural funds and possibly other funds
provided by the State and Länder level are used to subsidize the construction and
maintenance of waste treatment infrastructure. However, the regular operations of the
waste treatment facilities falling under the handover obligation are completely
financed by waste fees. In Italy, some national subsidies relate to renewable energy
subsidies, whereas estimates show that out of a total turnover of € 8,35 billion, 2,2%
comes from subsidized electricity prices produced by WtE plants (A. Massarutto,
2011). In Spain, the Ministry of Environment approved a Royal Decree in 2009, for
which grants were awarded to the Autonomous Communities for the urgent
implementation of measures to comply with the legislation of landfills, including the
closure of illegal landfills (Royal Decree 1823/2009). 57
Gate fees- Gate fees 58 are an important instrument to cover (part of) the costs of
treatment and disposal facilities. These fees are determined and influenced by
different factors, and as a result it is difficult to assess the actual fee. First of all, the
gate fees do not always cover similar costs within the Member States, as this strongly
depends on the financing of capital. Previous research shows that when treatment
facilitates are mainly financed by central governments or via structural funds, the gate
fees often represent only payments to cover the operating expenditures. 59
Secondly, the gate fees are influenced by the market circumstances, such as the
available capacity for incineration, the presence of (a) cost-effective alternative
facility(ies), the market price for the sale of recovered materials and the quality of the
waste input. Moreover, there exists regulation that influences the gate fees, such as
mandatory prices and territorial (shipment) restrictions. In Italy, for example, regional
plans identify the treatment facilities that should be used by the municipal waste
collectors and furthermore define the gate fees. Only when facilities are owned by
third parties (which include other municipalities or municipal companies) can gate fees
be negotiated with parties that deliver waste flows directly. As a result, the gate fees
vary between the selected Member States, between regions and between type of
waste. In Italy, for example, the gate fees for incinerators in ten regions varied
between € 82 and € 153 per tonne (2012). 60 In the Netherlands, the average gate
fees for the thirteen incinerators dropped from € 80 - € 100 per tonne in 2009 to € 40
per tonne in the period 2012-2014. 61 In France, on the other hand, the gate fees for
incinerations in 2012 varied between € 77 and € 121 per tonne (due to differences per
region). 62
Member ship fees - Direct payments are further used in the form of membership
fees. These are used in Italy, for example, to fund the CONAI, which is a mandatory
recycling system for packaging (unless producers/users can demonstrate that they can
57

Royal Decree 1823/2009: http://noticias.juridicas.com/base_datos/Admin/rd1823-2009.html.
The gate fees are usually a unit price per ton.
59
Eunomia, ‘Costs for Municipal Waste Management in the EU’, 2002.
60
Moretto, ‘Tariffe degli impianti di trattamento e smaltimento rifiuti urbani, benchmark nazionale e Regione
Veneto’, presented at LabMeeting, Ravenna, September 2012.
61
KPV, July 2015, see: http://www.kplusv.nl/over-kplusv/artikelen/waar-moet-al-dat-afval-heen/.
62
Actu Environnement, ‘Les coûts de gestion des déchets ménagers explosent’, November 2012.
58
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achieve their share of the national target independently). The membership fee is
compulsory for all producers and utilizers of new packaging depending on the quantity
and quality of virgin packaging. CONAI membership fees are actually a tax levied on
all new and imported packaging and are negotiated among members. CONAI signs a
national contract with municipalities, defining a guaranteed withdrawal price paid for
separate collected materials. Governance rules ensure a balance between different
materials, considering that each material implies different handling costs. The cost
sharing method leads to an equal division of the costs, however risks of hegemonies of
some material industries can arise. CONAI allocates the funds to the operational
consortia, which are in charge for handling the materials. The budgets are used to pay
municipalities for the quantities of separated-collected materials they deliver to the
consortia premises. The “fob” prices (excluding transport) are negotiated at the
national level between CONAI and the national association of municipalities (ANCI).
Furthermore, the funds are used to pay treatment facilities (in case that plastic, glass
and paper already include a market price in their status of being separately collected).
CONAI selects facilities by tender procedure or sells the (plastic) materials to
treatment operators who will treat the material and resell them again (intermediate
options are also possible).
Other financial supporting instruments
Ex post deficit coverage – This instrument of direct compensation is often used in
cases with funding based on ex ante budget estimations. This is the case in the
Netherlands, where landfilling facilities are structurally making losses, on top of which
it is difficult to exit this particular market. Therefore investments are made by the
government to think together with municipalities, provinces and the waste sector of a
structural solution, for example to put a public utility company in place.
Guarantees and soft loans – The financial position of a service provider can be
supported via guarantees or loans that have better conditions than the market offers.
On the Polish market, preferential loans, municipals bonds and commercial bank loans
are used to fund investment expenditures. Investment expenditures include
expenditures on modernization and construction of new waste treatment facilities,
equipment and installations for the collection, transportation, processing, sorting,
storage, recovery, disposal and recycling of municipal waste. Furthermore. these cover
costs of any liabilities incurred in the implementation of investments, such as the
repayment of interest and the redemption of bonds. The National Fund for
Environment Protection and Water Management (NFEP) supports waste management
primarily by offering preferential loans, whereas in the past, the NFEP allocated more
grants. Beneficiaries of the loans can be private and public sector representatives.
More information on the National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management
To achieve the aims of selective waste collection and management, NFEP in 2014 has signed the
following new contracts:
•

31 grant contracts regarding selective municipal waste collection for 10,2 million PLN (supporting

•

8 preferential loan contracts for construction or reconstruction of Regional Plants for Municipal

the creation of the Points of selectively collected municipal waste (PSZOK));
Waste Treatment (RIPOK) for 399,9 million PLN;
•

4 preferential loan contracts for construction or reconstruction of processing waste other than
municipal waste for 27,0 million PLN. 63

63
NFOŚiGW. Sprawozdanie z działalności 2014. (NFEP&WM. Report on the activities 2014), page 18.
http://nfosigw.gov.pl/gfx/nfosigw/userfiles/files/o_nfosigw/sprawozdania_z_dzialalnosci/2014/sprawozdanie
_z__dzialalnosci_nfosigw_w_2014_r.pdf.
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Alternative market benefits - The provision of the services may create alternative
financial (market) benefits which, in practice, reduce the need for financial support
due to the economic value of collected waste. This can be done in various ways, for
example by (i) the sales of the material collected, (ii) the sales of the energy
produced, or (iii) the sale of compost.
In Italy, the waste management is partly financed by the sales of materials, the energy produced
(regulated price reduction for incineration) and from compost-sales. Electric power produced by
incinerators (in Italy) is sold on the national electricity market, having price benefits due to the
subsidies for renewable energy sources. Steam and heat are sold locally at prices negotiated directly.
District heating is normally calculated based on the costs of the most convenient alternative source
(which is most often natural gas supplied from the public grid). Furthermore many municipalities prefer
to internalize the preparation for recycling, separation of the collected materials, selection and
treatment (instead of contracting with CONAI) in order to exploit the related margins and to sell the
recycled materials directly. In Poland, collected waste is typically sorted and treated by the RIPOK
facilities, whereas the sorted and unsorted waste are cleaned and sold to private sector recyclers or
other companies accepting the raw materials. In Spain, special bags for collecting remaining waste
streams are sold. These bags can be purchased in stores as of February 2010, with prices per bag
varying between € 0.35 and € 0.65 The sale-revenues are used to cover part of the costs of waste
collection and treatment.

2.4. Identification of efficiency and competition issues
In this section we present the efficiency and competition issues, which were identified
in the different countries and subsequently link them to the identified supporting
models. As described in chapter 1, this assessment will focus on the question of
whether the compensation for the service provider exceeds what is necessary to cover
the costs related to the provision of the public service or whether there is a risk of
overcompensation. Due to the specific characteristics of the sector (strong presence of
public entities) we assess the following elements:
 Efficiency issues in relation to the provision of public services by private entities
(or public entities, which need to be selected via a tender procedure);
 Efficiency issues in relation to the provision of public services by public entities;
 Competition issues in relation to the provision of public services by public
entities.
Please note that efficiency and competition issues sometimes overlap. Beside that, the
legal (State aid) perspective could be different from the more abstract economic point
of view, which is followed here.
Where relevant, we also discuss competition issues in relation to the public services
provision by private entities, but in most cases, this relates to ‘regular’ antitrust and
competition problems and therefore falls outside the scope of the study. In Germany,
for example, the German Federal Cartel Authority started a “sector inquiry for
household waste” because there were signals of potential distortions of competition
and maybe even intimidation of specific competitors. 64 Similarly, the Italian
competition authority (AGCM) started a sector inquiry in 2015 (still ongoing) and
intervened repeatedly in the sector in the last couple of years (mainly in relation to

64

http://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article147462916/Sind-die-Muellgebuehren-in-Deutschland-zu-hoch.html.
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cartels 65). The Polish competition authority indicated that in the period 2012-2015,
they received 60 complaints about potential abuse of a dominant position, bid-rigging
by tender participants and overpricing by regional waste processing facilities. This led
to nine ‘antitrust’ cases instituted by UOKiK. 66 In January 2015, the Spanish National
Commission of Markets and Competition (CNMC) reported illegal cartels (via tender
procedures) in the sectors of urban cleaning and paper/cardboard recovery. 67 In 2015
the CNMC warned specifically against the risk of distortion of competition in relation to
the new waste and contaminated soils law (IPN 49/10). 68 The main CNMC concern
relates to the public financing of the public services: CNMC recommends to first check
if there are other solutions with less impact on the market. In addition, the CNMC
points to the risk of territorial (transport) restrictions by autonomous regions and
recommends that these restrictions should be justified. Finally, the CNMC recommends
that competition regulation should be applicable to all EPR-producers, that their costs
should be clarified to participants and that the selection of the executor should be
transparent, competitive and on equal terms. In addition to the CNMC, the Spanish
Confederation of Employers' Organisations has lodged complaints related to unfair
licencing and unfair taxation. 69
2.4.1. Efficiency issues – private entity provision
As described in the previous sections, the selection (and financing) of private public
service providers (and in Poland, also public municipal waste units) is often done via a
tendering procedure. One of the key principles of public tendering is that, if the
design of the tender procedure is done well, the procedure should lead to the selection
of an efficient service provider and the highest value for money for the society as a
whole. The ‘open contest’ and (to some extent also) the ‘restricted contest’ are often
the most suitable and efficient tender procedures. 70
As part of this study, we carried out an assessment of the available European
procurement data (TED 71) over the period 2010-2014 for several waste related
services, such as waste collection, transport, treatment, disposal services and the
operation of landfill sites. 72 The details of this analysis are described in Annex C. Our
analysis shows that, for waste services, the majority of public tenders (> 90%) are an
‘open contest’ and should, in principle, lead to efficient outcomes. Nevertheless, a
number of critical observations can be made about the use of the public tender
mechanism (see below). We did not find any indications that, within public tenders,
the chosen system for remuneration of the service costs (e.g. lump sum, volume
based) created specific efficiency problems.

65
AGCM, see for example: http://www.agcm.it/en/newsroom/press-releases/2111-a476-antitrust-launchesinvestigation-into-the-conai-and-corepla-consortia-to-check-a-possible-abuse-of-dominant-position-in-themarket-for-recycling-waste-from-plastic-packaging.html and http://iar.agcm.it/article/viewFile/10201/9492.
66
Information received directly from UOKiK, January 2016.
67
Resolución de la CNMC, Expte. S/0429/12 RESIDUOS, 8 julio de 2015:
http://www.cnmc.es/Portals/0/Notas%20de%20prensa/Resolucion_S_429_12_RESIDUOS.pdf.
68
IPN 49/10 Anteproyecto de ley de residuos y suelos contaminados, weblink : http://www.cnmc.es/eses/promoción/informessobrenormativa.aspx?num=IPN%20049/10&ambito=Informes%20de%20Propuestas
%20Normativas&b=residuos&p=6&ambitos=Informes%20de%20Propuestas%20Normativas&estado=0&sec
tor=0&av=0.
69
Informe inventario de las distorsiones la unidad de mercado existentes en España, 30 de marzo de 2012,
CEOE.
70
See for example the SGEI-framework, under 63-67.
71
TED (Tenders Electronic Daily) is the 'Supplement to the Official Journal of the EU ("OJ S"), dedicated to
European public procurement. See: http://open-data.europa.eu/nl/data/dataset/ted-1.
72
This assessment is based on available uniform code for waste services (CPV-codes).These CPV-codes
refer to a uniform classification system used in procurement tender (CPV- Common Procurement
Vocabulary).
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Tendering - Assessment of the public procurement data (TED)
The TED-data show that the majority of the different waste services are tendered by
two categories of purchasing bodies: regional/ local authorities and ‘bodies
governed by public law’ (see table below). The latter category relates to, for example,
joint public entities (multiple municipalities) or the regional örE in Germany. The role
for national agencies or national government is very small.

Overview purchasing bodies (2010-2014)
Germany

Spain

France

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

1%

2%

5%

3%

3%

6%

Regional or Local authority

55%

38%

40%

39%

68%

53%

Body governed by public law

30%

10%

12%

21%

24%

18%

National agency or office

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

Regional or local agency or office

1%

5%

0%

2%

1%

2%

Total known

87%

55%

57%

65%

96%

80%

Other

13%

44%

17%

32%

3%

20%

Ministry

Not specified

0%

1%

26%

3%

2%

0%

Total (in %)

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Total number of observations
3.238
413
10.415
1.749
782
2.964
Source: Ecorys, based on TED-data. Note: for this assessment we used the selected CPV-codes (19.561
procurement contracts in total).

An important observation can be made in relation to the tender procedures that
were used: in almost all observed tenders, the ‘open contest’ was the preferred
procedure, varying from 86% (IT) to 98% (NL and ES). This percentage is lowest in
Italy, where the ‘restricted contest’ was also used several times (8%). This is shown in
the next table.
Procedure characteristics - type of procedure in 2010-2014
Germany

Spain

France

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Accelerated Negotiated

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

Accelerated Restricted

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

Awarded without prior publication

0%

0%

1%

1%

1%

2%

Competitive Dialogue

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Negotiated with competition

1%

0%

1%

0%

0%

0%

Negotiated without competition

1%

1%

1%

3%

0%

3%

97%

98%

96%

86%

98%

93%

1%

0%

0%

8%

1%

1%

Open Contest
Restricted Contest

Total number of observations
3.238
413
10.411
1.749
782
2.964
Source: Ecorys, based on TED-data. Note: for this assessment we used the selected CPV-codes (19.561
procurement contracts in total).

The analysis of the procurement data shows that Member States have a very different
approach in terms of procurement criteria. In Germany and Italy, the focus is placed
on ‘Economically advantageous’, while in Poland most procurement bodies use the
‘lowest price’ criterion. The table below gives an overview for three specific services.
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Procurement characteristics - criteria in 2010-2014
All

9050 - Refuse and

9051 - Refuse disposal

9053 - Operation of a

waste related services

and treatment

refuse site

2%

2%

4%

Germany (n=2977)
Lowest Price

2%

Ec. Advantageous

98%

98%

98%

96%

Lowest Price

46%

48%

43%

78%

Ec. Advantageous

54%

52%

57%

22%

Lowest Price

59%

65%

58%

75%

Ec. Advantageous

41%

35%

42%

25%

Lowest Price

17%

10%

19%

7%

Ec. Advantageous

83%

90%

81%

93%

Spain (n=355)

France (n=8139)

Italy (n=1520)

The Netherlands (n=773)
Lowest Price

45%

55%

44%

15%

Ec. Advantageous

55%

45%

56%

85%

95%

96%

97%

71%

Poland (n=2917)
Lowest Price

Ec. Advantageous
5%
4%
3%
29%
Source: Ecorys, based on TED-data. Note: for this assessment we used the selected CPV-codes (19.561
procurement contracts in total).

Critical observations
Based on the assessment of available literature, the country studies and the TEDprocurement data, a number of critical observations can be made in relation to the
assumed efficiency of the tendering mechanism.
Observation A: Inadequate tender design may create inefficient outcomes
The OECD Competition Committee (2013) indicates that the design of the tender
procedure is essential for effective competitive tendering. Beyond the minimum
requirements (good information, no preferential treatment, etc.), the OECD
emphasises that the duration of the contract is essential. The contracts should be
based on the length of time required to recover sunk costs: “if duration is too short
then the sunk costs must be recovered more quickly, resulting in higher prices. If
duration is too long, then some of the benefits of competition, e.g., dynamic
efficiency, are lost and entrants’ attainment of minimum efficient scale is delayed,
since fewer contracts are tendered during a given period”. In the country assessment
we found two specific examples.
In the Netherlands, there is one specific example related to long term contracts. In the early 1990s an
incinerator was built in Moerdijk, which is operated by Attero. 73 In order to ensure that the incinerator
would be remunerative in the long turn, long term agreements were closed between Attero and a group
of municipalities regarding the annual volumes that the municipalities would ‘guarantee’. Over the
period 2011-2014, the municipalities were no longer able to deliver the agreed amounts of waste due to
73
Attero used to be part of Essent and is since 2013 in the hands of Waterland private equity investments
(“Waterland”).
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increased recycling, resulting in substantial fines for the municipalities. In a court case the judge
decided that the fines were not justified due to the fact that the incinerator functioned at full capacity
(with waste from other sources). 74 In Italy, there still exist long term contracts between municipalities
and the large multi-utility operators, often originating from the time that these operators were still
directly linked to individual municipalities. In principle, the three large multi-utilities (A2A, Iren and
Hera) no longer qualify for a direct entrustment, yet they ‘inherited’ certain very long contracts from the
past. 75

Observation B: The tender design may limit the number of bidders
Related to the previous point is the fact that inadequate tender design may limit the
number of bidders, which may lead to inefficient outcomes. The country studies
provide several signals in support of this observation, specifically in relation to Poland,
Italy and Spain (see text box).
In Poland, the HMS reported that in approximately one third of the tenders only one offer was
submitted or only one offer was valid. 76 The bidders (and winners) of these tenders are often one of the
large international waste companies. Although there is no specific research available, this may be
related to the ‘broad design’ of tenders which has a deterrent effect on smaller companies. Also in
Spain the municipalities seem to broaden the scope of the tenders, resulting in a limited number of
tendering market players. Again, there is no specific documentation available to support this
observation. The competition authority NCMC recently fined a number of large private companies
because they collaborated in the public tender procedures. 77 Similar problems exist in Italy: the
procurement bodies seem to tender the different waste services more and more in very large (and
complex) tenders, which cover a large portion of the value chain at once (collection, treatment,
disposal). As a result, the number of bidders for these tenders is often limited, as only the large,
integrated multi-utilities (A2A, Hera and Iren) can offer these integrated services. There is no specific
documentation available to support this observation.

These indications are to some extent confirmed by the analysis of the TEDprocurement data (see table below). The data show that, especially in Italy and
Poland, but also France, the number of bidders is often limited (in 50% of the tenders
there are only 1-2 bidders). In Germany and The Netherlands the number of bidders
per tender is much higher (often 3-5 bidders).

74
See: http://www.attero.nl/nl/bedrijf-organisatie/nieuws/actueel/uitkomst-arbitrage-tussen-attero-enbrabantse-gemeenten-bekend/.
75
AGCM, communication to parliament, 2014.
76
HSM Polska Sp. z o.o. „Rynek gospodarki odpadami po wprowadzeniu rewolucji śmieciowej” („Market of
waste management after introduction of waste revolution”), situation in April 2014.
http://www.belownica.com.pl/files/upload/Rynek_gospodarki_odpadami_po_wprowadzeniu_rewolucji_mieci
owej.pdf.
77
Resolución de la CNMC, Expte. S/0429/12 RESIDUOS, 8 julio de 2015:
http://www.cnmc.es/Portals/0/Notas%20de%20prensa/Resolucion_S_429_12_RESIDUOS.pdf.
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Award characteristics - Number of bidders (in %, over the period 2010-2014)
Germany

Spain

France

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1

6%

15%

23%

30%

6%

38%

2

15%

15%

31%

25%

14%

25%

3

17%

22%

23%

16%

28%

16%

4

17%

20%

12%

11%

23%

10%

5

15%

9%

5%

6%

16%

6%

6

13%

7%

2%

4%

6%

3%

7

5%

3%

1%

3%

2%

1%

8

4%

6%

1%

2%

1%

0%

9

2%

1%

0%

1%

1%

0%

10

2%

1%

0%

1%

1%

0%

More than 10
3%
0%
1%
1%
2%
0%
Source: Ecorys, based on TED-data. Note: for this assessment we used the selected CPV-codes (19.561
procurement contracts in total). The number of observations per country are: Germany (2,562), Spain
(316), France (7,658), Italy (1,495), the Netherlands (744) and Poland (2,853).

Observation C: the focus on price only may lead to low quality (Poland)
In the case of Poland, there are specific signals about the low quality of the tenders
and of the services provided, which seem to relate to the focus on the lowest price
criterion. After the institutional reform in 2012, there was a general lack of experience
in organising tenders, resulting in several problems with the actual contracting.
Tenders were commonly organised only on the basis of the lowest price, leading to low
quality of service provision or inability to fulfil contractual obligations. One of the
problems was that there was not enough attention given to the quality requirements,
resulting in collected waste with a low quality. The Ministry of Environment developed
a legal document describing unified requirements for municipalities regarding sorted
waste in order to improve this situation. The overall feeling in the market is that the
tendering processes become increasingly better organised.
2.4.2. Efficiency issues – public entity provision
The previous sections showed that the presence and involvement of public entities is
substantial in the waste sector, especially in the field of collection and disposal.
Although the availability in the public domain of concrete examples is limited, several
(critical) observations can be made pertaining the efficient operation of these public
entities. To a large extent these critical remarks relate to the direct financing (via
public budgets) of these entities.
Observation A: General lack of incentives and methods to increase efficiency
There seems to be a general lack of incentives to avoid overcompensation of public
entities and increase the efficiency of public (in-house) services. The generation of
(tax) income and the related budget is often (only) designed to cover the actual costs
of the (in-house) service provision. While the periodic design and launch of a public
tender creates incentives to rethink and critically review the scope and costs of the
public service, these incentives seem weak for many of the public entities and depend
to a large extent on the (critical) self-review of municipal authorities. Within this
context, it is relevant to mention that there seems to be a lack of transparency and
methodology to critically self-review own costs and efficiency.
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In The Netherlands, the government introduced in 2012 the ‘Market and Government Act’, which was
aimed at creating a level-playing-field between public and private entities in the case of economic
(market) activities, for example in relation the collection of commercial waste. The baseline study
(2013) 78 and the recent evaluation (2015) 79 show that municipalities were often not able to distinguish
the costs of separate economic activities that were carried out. Only after three years (and with the
threat of enforcement by the competition authority) did most municipalities carry out assessments of
the applicable integrated costs.

Observation B: (potential) existence of inefficiencies in the public operations
As described before, most of the public entities are financed directly from the (multi-)
annual budget of the municipalities. Although the evidence base is rather small, there
are a number of different views on the existence of inefficiencies in the provision of
the public services by the public entities. Specific examples can be found in Germany
and Italy and relate to observed cost and price differences between municipalities.
Empirical research for the Netherlands, on the other hand, suggests that public
entities perform even better than private entities.
Based on panel data of municipalities in The Netherlands for the period 1998-2010, Dijkgraaf and
Gradus compared the cost effects of different institutional waste modes (private contracts, intermunicipal cooperation, public provision via a public company and own collection). 80 Their main
conclusion is that the cost advantage for private companies is substantially smaller and even nonsignificant if ‘municipal fixed effects’ are included. Dijkgraaf and Gradus argue that, although the early
literature (1990s) provides evidence that private production can result in an efficient provision of
services and lower costs, the current evidence for cost savings from private delivery is ‘mixed’ and does
not provide hard evidence for significant cost savings via private production (compared to public
production). 81 An important observation is that the observed effects might be time dependent: (i) the
level of (private) competition in market varies, (ii) in case of a long duration, public provision is the
most cost-saving opportunity (compared to private provision).
In Germany, the Federal Cartel Authority started a sector inquiry in 2015. One of the main reasons for
this inquiry is the fact that waste fee levels differ significantly between municipalities. 82 The German
Association of Municipal Companies (VKU) argued that there are several reasons for these fee
differences. The waste fees are based on container volume and collection frequency but also on the
(varying) range of services. In some municipalities, pick-up services for bulky waste are included in the
waste fee and provided free of charge, whereas other municipalities charge additional costs for such
services. Another argument is that the population density plays a significant role in the costs. 83 Based
on research in Germany, Bataille and Steinmetz 2014 question the efficiency of public entities. They
argue that the existing ‘public monopolies’ can not be justified from the perspective of efficiency or the
environment. In fact, they argue that the increasing share of municipal companies collecting mixed
municipal waste is not a result of efficient management but mainly supported by the handover
78

Kwink, ‘Nulmeting Wet Markt en Overheid, May 2013.
Ecorys, ‘Evaluatie Wet Mark ten Overheid 2012-2015, September 2015 (to be published).
80
Dijkgraaf and Gradus, ‘Efficiency effects of privatising refuse collection: be careful and alternatives
present’, discussion paper, November 2011. Later this article was published in Applied Economics Letters:
‘Cost advantage cooperations larger than private waste collectors’, Volume 20, Issue 7, 2013.
81
See also: Bel, Fageda, and Warner, ‘Is private production of public services cheaper than public
production? A meta-regression analysis of solid waste and water services’, 2010, Journal of Policy Analysis
and Management, issue 29 p. 553–577.
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http://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article147462916/Sind-die-Muellgebuehren-in-Deutschland-zu-hoch.html.
83
http://www.vku.de/presse/pressemitteilungen-liste/liste-pressemitteilung/pressemitteilung-8615-kopie1.html, accessed 20 October 2015.
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obligation and in-house awarding only, resulting in a decrease of competition and a lack of efficiency.
They suggest to increase the use of the public tender instrument.
Our Italian expert (Antonio Massorutto) indicates that there are several ‘soft’ signs and signals in Italy
of sub-optimal efficiency outcomes in the market. Many municipal companies face the typical problems
of a ‘traditional’ public entity (powerful labour unions, relatively high wages, etc.) and seem to operate
inefficiently. However, there is little empirical proof of such inefficiencies. Only a few applied
econometric studies seem to demonstrate that observed cost differentials can hardly be justified on the
basis of local specificities alone (as municipalities claim). Notwithstanding these remarks, the results of
public tenders seem to reveal that significant cost reductions are achievable, but empirical proof is
limited.

Observation C: public/private provision is not always an explicit choice
The service provision by a public entity rather consistently appears to be the result of
a situation that developed over time, rather than an explicit, well-founded choice. This
is specifically applicable for activities that fall outside the (narrow) scope of the public
service operation. Specific examples relate to The Netherlands and Poland.
The recent evaluation of the Dutch ‘Market and Government Act’ 84 show that municipalities often carry
out specific activities because they have already done that for decades, without an explicit evaluation of
this choice. Also for the collection of commercial waste (outside the strict scope of the public service),
the choice was often driven by practical reasons (there is equipment/capacity available) instead of a
rational (economic) choice. 85 Another example relates to the increasing share of commercial activities
(compared to the public activities) of one of the large publicly-owned waste companies in The
Netherlands. A study by several municipal audit commissions questions why HVC needs to continue
being a public entity considering the change of the market, the reduction of household waste
incineration and the increasing risks of commercial activities for the public service. 86 A specific example
was found in Poland, where an incinerator is built in a public-private partnership. Although the funding
of the project is based on both private and public sources, they incorporated the risk that EU funding
will not be granted. In the event that EU subsidies for the project will be granted, it will replace part of
the bank loans and reduce the final cost of the investment for the city and inhabitants. 87

2.4.3. Competition issues and some broader reflections
Although the distinction between the described efficiency issues is very thin, we
identified two major competition issues, which (also) relate to the main supporting
(financing) mechanisms: direct budgeting for public entities and public tendering
for private entities.
Observation A: risk of unfair competition due to cross-subsidisation or other
advantages
Specific competition issues (or risks) relate to the fact that certain public entities have
(due to the provision of the public services) cost advantages, which they use to win
tenders or cross-subsidize their activities in other markets, such as, for example, the
collection of commercial or industrial waste. This was an issue in The Netherlands (see
below). In addition, other advantages exist (VAT, tax advantages), which particularly
benefit the public entities and distort the level-playing-field.
84
85
86
87

Ecorys, ‘Evaluatie Wet Mark ten Overheid 2012-2015, September 2015 (not public yet).
Ecorys, ‘Evaluatie Wet Mark ten Overheid 2012-2015, September 2015 (not public yet).
See for example: http://www.rekenkamer.amsterdam.nl/afgerond-onderzoek/aijz-gemeenten-en-hvc/.
Weblink: http://www.sita-zielonaenergia.pl/ppp-in-poznan.html?lang=en.
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The OECD observes specific risks in relation to the absence of competitive neutrality: a public entity can
out-bid private competitors due to lower costs of capital, lower risks to be declared bankrupt and
(potentially) the ability to cover any revenue shortfall through general tax funds. 88 In the
Netherlands, the Dutch competition authority (ACM) carried out several assessments in relation to
(unfair) level-playing-field issues between public and private actors. The legal basis for these
assessments is related to the Market and Government Act, which requires that economic market
activities are carried out against integrated cost levels. While in 2013 severe risks were identified 89, the
recent case study for commercial waste shows that (for this economic activity) the situation improved
and that the risks of unfair competition are now limited. At the current moment, all nine public entities
assessed in this study use a separate accounting system or a system that links specific costs to the
provision of the public services. 90
For Germany, the BDI (Federation of German Industries), pointed out that the costs of the public
and private provision of services are distorted. Public entities enjoy a competitive advantage due to the
fact that in-house undertakings, municipal unions and public law corporations all do not have to pay
VAT. 91 A similar situation exists in The Netherlands, where private entities complain that public
entities have a cost advantage due to the fact that they are not required to pay corporate tax on their
activities (which also fall outside the public service). At the time of writing, the Parliament is discussing
a draft law that that would require government entities to pay corporate tax for (profitable) market
activities.

Observation B: creation of market power
Related to the previous point is the risk that the organisational set-up and the
supporting (financial) mechanism of the public service leads to increased market
power and inefficient market outcomes in the long run. We found specific signals of
competitive distortion in relation to the vertical integration of services (IT), the
creation of regional monopolies (PL) and the set-up of extended producer
responsibility schemes (FR and IT). These examples are presented below.
Vertical integration – In general terms, the OECD indicates that vertically integrated firms might
exploit their control over the infrastructure (e.g. over disposal facilities) and raise the costs for
competing firms. 92 This risk is also identified by Antonioli and Massarutto: the existence of large,
vertically integrated waste firms may result in the creation of market power that is difficult to control.
The ‘control mechanism’ of competitive tendering does not always function well, especially at the stage
of large tenders requiring integrated services. 93 In Italy, the role and position of the three large
88
OECD (2013), Policy Roundtables, Waste Management Services, Competition Law & Policy, OECD,
DAF/COMP (2013) 26; Competition issues relating to waste collection services, competition questions in
tender procedures, competition issues in disposal services, including incineration, competition issues
associated with producer responsibility, p. 6.
89
Kwink, ‘Nulmeting Wet Markt en Overheid, May 2013.
90
Sectorstudy Market & Government, ACM, available at
https://www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/publicatie/13959/Sectorstudies-Markt-en-Overheid/.
91
BDI (2007), Services of general interest; the state as beneficiary? For fair competition between state and
private sector, as well as more investment, greater efficiency and optimization of charging structures,
http://bdi.eu/media/presse/publikationen/Publikation_Daseinsvorsorge_-_Englische_Fassung.pdf; state aid,
distortions of competition, public procurement, individual services of general interest and other economic
sectors: waste.
92
OECD (2013), Policy Roundtables, Waste Management Services, Competition Law & Policy, OECD,
DAF/COMP (2013) 26; Competition issues relating to waste collection services, competition questions in
tender procedures, competition issues in disposal services, including incineration, competition issues
associated with producer responsibility, p. 6.
93
Antonioli B. and Massarutto A. (2011). The municipal waste management sector in Europe: shifting
boundaries between public service and the market, working paper Cieriec N. 2011/07; integrated
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integrated multi-utilities (A2A, Hera and Iren) is a specific point of attention. These utilities are the
result of market consolidation and originate from the 1990s when many municipal companies launched
vertical integration strategies as a way to solve inefficient and ineffective regional planning (resulting in
a dramatic shortage of treatment facilities). The consolidation led to vertical integration, rationalization
and also an increased level of efficiency. Despite the efficiency gains of vertical integration, the Italian
competition authority AGCM identified in the last couple of years specific threats to the overall level of
competition. The first concern relates to the still ‘favoured’ position of the three incumbents due to
existing long term contracts from the past (also mentioned before). The AGCM additionally indicates
that a policy of vertical integration leads to the extension of the public involvement downstream (e.g.,
treatment), but also towards markets outside the original scope of the public service (e.g. commercial
and industrial waste). These two developments may limit the level of ‘open competition’.
Regional monopolies – Due to the economies of scale and scope, there might be valuable reasons to
create small (geographical) monopolies, especially in relation to collection and disposal. The OECD
warns that especially restrictions on disposal can harm competition among disposal options:
“restrictions specifying in which facilities a municipality’s waste must be disposed and prohibitions on
the acceptance of waste originating from outside the local area, strengthen market power in disposal
markets”. The OECD suggest to keep a good balance between this ‘proximity principle’ and the welfare
losses from market power. 94 Specific signals originate from Poland in relation to the pre-determined
zones for waste management (RIPOKs, regional treatment facilities), which are created with the aim to
reduce unsorted waste and manage it close to the origin (according to the principle of proximity). Waste
can not be transported beyond these regions, and in the public tenders (for collection, transportation
and other waste management) only those companies that have (access to) a regional RIPOK facility in a
given area can participate. There are several complaints about this situation, especially in relation to
the (assumed too high) prices. 95 Within the context of this report, the Polish Office of Competition and
Consumer Protection (UOKiK) informed Ecorys that they warned the Polish parliament prior to the
introduction of the new waste legislation (2012) that the regional facilities may abuse their dominant
position due to the general prohibition against transporting waste outside the region. 96 This concern
materialised in the form of anticompetitive behaviour on the market, though in a limited way: in the
period 2012-2015 UOKiK conducted 17 preliminary proceedings regarding the abuse of a dominant
position by the regional facilities (RIPOKs), but only in two cases an antitrust decision was issued. 97

services/systems of waste management, criteria for competitive tendering, sources of financing the waste
management services.
94
OECD (2013), Policy Roundtables, Waste Management Services, Competition Law & Policy, OECD,
DAF/COMP (2013) 26; Competition issues relating to waste collection services, competition questions in
tender procedures, competition issues in disposal services, including incineration, competition issues
associated with producer responsibility, p. 6.
95
See for example a report issued by the Sobieski Insitute in 2014 on municipal waste collection rates:
‘Rynek gospodarowania odpadami komunalnymi w Polsce. Perspektywa 2030’,
http://www.sobieski.org.pl/wp-content/uploads/Stys-Foks-Rynek-gospodarowania-odpadami-PDF.pdf.
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Information received directly from UOKiK, January 2016.
97
In 2012-2013, following a number of complaints, UOKiK conducted a proceeding against ChemekoSystem Sp. z o.o., a monopolist operator of a waste processing facility (Case RWR – 17/2013). In August
2015, UOKiK decided that the waste management company in the city of Bielsko-Biała in the śląskie region
had abused its dominant position on the waste management market (Case RKT – 8/2015).
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Producer responsibility schemes (EPR) – The set-up of producer responsibility schemes are an
important mechanism to manage specific waste flows in Europe. 98 Nevertheless, there are specific risks
for the overall level of competition. Particular risks related to EPR, as stated by the OECD (2014) 99,
include (i) higher risks for collusive behaviour, (ii) the negative influence of exclusive arrangements on
the overall level of competition, and (iii) the risk of free riding when producers do not contribute
adequately to collection and recycling. When participation in an EPR waste management system is
obliged, there should be transparent and non-competition distorting rules to the membership
obligations (e.g. criteria’s, rules, fees, etc.) of the system, the same counts for public procurement,
whereas the awarding criteria should be transparent and not anti-competitive. Although there is no hard
evidence of distortions to competition, the competition authorities of Spain, France and Italy issued
explicit warnings in relation to the EPR schemes.
In Spain, the competition authority CNMC recently emphasised that the selection of the executor of the
EPR system should be based on equal conditions, transparency, competition and the obligation of costsharing of the EPR system between the public and participants. 100 In France, the competition authority
observed several risks in relation to the set-up of the ‘eco-organisms’ which are used to reach the
recycling and valorisation goals. Specific risks were identified in relation to: (i) the collection of sensitive
business information, (ii) providing biased advising/consultancy services for the collectivities, and (iii)
cross-subsidisation of other commercial activities. 101 In Italy, an important part of the (packaging)
waste recycling is arranged via the CONAI system. The national competition authority (AGCM) identified
already in 2008 several risks to competition in the relation to the institutional design of CONAI. 102 The
first main risk relates to the unclear separation between primary and secondary packaging streams, i.e.
streams arising from municipal and commercial waste collection. As CONAI is the responsible entity for
reaching the national recycling target, 103 and the law makes no distinction between primary, secondary
and tertiary packaging, CONAI can, in fact, “invade” the secondary and tertiary market. The second risk
relates to the risk of abuse of the dominant position of CONAI due to its market power. In this Italian
system the municipalities can opt out of the CONAI system, but in practice the dependency is high and
the opt-out option is only open for the largest operators (e.g. Hera). Since municipalities are obliged to
arrange separate collection, CONAI manages to pay a very low price. This price corresponds to the
difference between the unsorted waste disposal and separate collection costs. Since the disposal cost is
much higher in the north, municipalities in the north receive much stronger incentives to maximize
separate collection.

2.4.4. Some concluding remarks
At the end of this section on efficiency and competition issues we want to provide a
few broader reflections, especially with regard to (i) the risk of overcompensation and
(ii) the balance between public and private provision of the public services.

98
EPR schemas are for example required for packaging, WEEE (electronic waste), batteries and end of life
vehicles.
99
OECD (2014) The State of play on extended producer responsibility (EPR): opportunities and challenges,
http://www.oecd.org/environment/waste/Global%20Forum%20Tokyo%20Issues%20Paper%2030-52014.pdf.
100
IPN 49/10 Anteproyecto de ley de residuos y suelos contaminados, weblink : http://www.cnmc.es/eses/promoción/informessobrenormativa.aspx?num=IPN%20049/10&ambito=Informes%20de%20Propuestas
%20Normativas&b=residuos&p=6&ambitos=Informes%20de%20Propuestas%20Normativas&estado=0&sec
tor=0&av=0.
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Autorité de la concurrence, ‘Quelles limites à l’action des éco-organismes au regard du droit de la
concurrence?’, September 2013, Actu environnement.
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AGCM, ‘Indagine conoscitiva sul mercato dei rifiuti da imballaggio’, 2008, IC26.
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This is related to the recycling targets imposed at European level.
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Overcompensation – As described in chapter 1, the overall state aid (and SGEI)
framework tries to avoid that the compensation for a service provider exceeds what is
necessary to cover the costs related to the provision of the public service. Based on
our assessment, we conclude that the risk of overcompensation seems limited. This is
based on two main arguments. First, our analysis showed that public tendering (via
‘open contests’) is the main mechanism to select a service provider of private (or
sometimes public) origin. Given the widespread use of this mechanism and the
temporary duration (often one to five years), we assess that this should, in principle,
lead to efficient outcomes in the market and thus a low risk of overcompensation of
the service providers. Of course, the adequate design and set-up of the tender criteria
is crucial in this respect. Secondly, we did not find any concrete evidence that the
public entities (often financed via direct budget support) perform worse than private
entities and are thus ‘overcompensated’. Despite this observation, it is also clear that
the incentives for public entities to critically review their own costs or to operate a
separate accounting system is often limited. Specific risks for overcompensation relate
to the EPR-system and originate from intransparency regarding the selection
procedure, the conditions and the financing (IT, ES, FR).
Public and private provision – Our assessment shows that there is also a ‘tension’
between the public and private provision of the public service, which creates a risk for
efficient competition. This tension exists at three different levels and mainly relates to
the societal ‘view’ on the role of the government. First, experiences show that public
provision is often the result of ‘tradition’ and not necessarily an explicit rational choice.
For example, a number of Dutch municipalities recently reconsidered and/or stopped
their activities pertaining to the collection of commercial waste due to the increased
attention on market distortion. Typical economic reasoning, such as the existence of
market failures, is often not part of the rationale. Secondly, the analysis showed that
certain ‘traditional’ public services in the value chain can also be partly executed by
private parties, such as incineration (NL, PL) and recycling (ES, NL). Finally, there
exists tension in those parts of the market where both public and private entities are
active, such as in commercial waste (NL) and in recycling (IT, FR). Due to a
combination of market power, an unclear scope of the public service and a general
lack of attention for cost-based pricing, there are clear risks for / of distortion of
competition in the mentioned adjacent markets.
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3. Telecom Sector
3.1. Summary and main conclusions
Public services – For the deployment of broadband networks, public funding is made
available for necessary construction works, civil engineering and deployment of
passive infrastructure. Broadband communications services are covered by public
service obligations (universal service) only in one country (Spain).
Funding – As a typical public funding model for the provision of (primarily fixed)
broadband networks and services in six EU Member States (France, Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands, Poland, Spain) this chapter identifies investment funding (coded as
direct payments). National public funding schemes are designed taking into account
the requirements of the EU rules on competition and State aid and based on the
Commission’s guidelines on State aid for broadband. The study has not identified any
national public funding schemes based on EU SGEI or public service rules. The net cost
of the universal service provision in Spain is shared between electronic
communications operators (compensation of net cost) in line with the requirements of
the Universal Service Directive.
Efficiency and competition issues – Due to the recent adoption of national funding
schemes and the even more recent (start of) implementation of broadband
development projects, no actual efficiency or competition problems could be identified.
In addition, public funding schemes employ an anticipatory approach and aim to
minimise country-specific competition and efficiency risks by using a number of ex
ante and ex post (contractual) tools. It remains to be seen whether the identified
shortcomings of public funding schemes will manifest themselves in the predicted
efficiency and competition problems.
Potentially, efficiency concerns may arise with regard to overcompensation of and
cross-subsidisation
within
the
undertaking
that
receives
the
subsidy.
Overcompensation risks seem to be addressed in a more systematic manner across all
countries than cross-subsidisation risks. These problems appear to be addressed to a
sufficient extent by a number of ex ante mechanisms (subsidy caps, competitive
selection procedures) and ex post contractual tools (clawback, requirement to pay
back the subsidy, accounting separation). Almost all contractual tools are designed on
the basis of instruments used by national regulatory authorities for sector-specific
regulation of electronic communications markets. To the universal service provider
only the net costs (plus reasonable profit) of the universal service provision can be
compensated and only if they represent an unfair burden for this particular provider.
While the effectiveness of some of these tools is contested (clawback), a combination
of them might be sufficient to reduce efficiency risks.
With regard to the deployment of broadband networks, the main adverse competition
effect is crowding out private investments, a risk that is particularly high in the case of
NGAN and when municipal companies are beneficiaries of public subsidies. Focusing
public funding exclusively on white areas reduces this risk considerably, but does not
eliminate it completely. However, three countries (Germany, Italy, Poland) allow
public funding of projects in grey and black broadband areas. Considering the
immaturity of the markets, such funding may have negative implications for the
development of infrastructure competition.
Foreclosure of infrastructure markets is also less of a competition concern if public
funding primarily targets white areas and if the awarding procedure is a competitive
one, which is the case in all countries. Due to the current market structure and strong
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network effects, strengthening of the incumbent’s market power and leveraging into
adjacent markets as well as foreclosure of retail markets are real risks linked to public
funding. They can be adequately addressed ex ante by the appropriate design of
tendering procedures and also by contractual provisions. Awarding criteria combining
price and quality assessments and a precise definition of smaller geographic areas (ex
ante tools) are widely used in practice. Contractual obligations of open access and
competitive pricing are used in all countries, but unbundling and functional separation
of vertically integrated undertakings are only employed in a few Member States. In
the case of universal service, the requirement to calculate net cost (plus reasonable
profit) by taking into account all possible benefits to the designated undertaking and
to compensate only unfair burden appears to ensure a level playing field.

3.2. Broadband markets in Member States
3.2.1. Introduction to the sector
In the EU, the market for electronic communications was liberalised; exclusive and
special rights with regard to electronic communications services and networks were
abolished; and former state-owned telecom companies were privatised. Since 1998,
both services and infrastructure are provided completely by the market, 104 and public
intervention is possible only in the exceptional cases of market failure and to fulfil
public interest tasks.
With regard to electronic communications services governments may intervene and
impose universal service obligations where competitive markets fail to provide a
minimum set of basic services of a defined quality and at an affordable price. 105 The
provision of electronic communications infrastructure may be considered SGEI and
supported by public funding in the case of broadband networks. The development of
high-speed electronic communications infrastructure has become a priority under the
Digital Agenda for Europe that sets out three targets in terms of basic broadband and
new generation access networks (NGAN). All Europeans should have access to basic
broadband of 2 Mbps by 2013 and to 30 Mbps by 2020. Additionally, by 2020 50% or
more of European households should have subscriptions to connections above 100
Mbps. The deployment of the necessary broadband infrastructure shall be driven by
the market, however, “without strong public intervention there is a risk of a suboptimal outcome, with fast broadband networks concentrated in a few high-density
zones with significant entry costs and high prices”. 106
National broadband strategies were adopted on the basis of the Digital Agenda for
Europe and in line with its targets, and dedicated funding instruments were created on
the national scale in most countries.

104
Commission Directive 90/388/EEC of 28 June 1990 on competition in the markets for
telecommunications services, OJ L 192 of 24.07.1990; Commission Directive 96/19/EC of 13 March 1996
amending Directive 90/388/EEC with regard to the implementation of full competition in telecommunications
markets, OJ L 74 of 22.03.1996.
105
Directive 2002/22/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on universal
service and users’ rights relating to electronic communications networks and services, OJ L 108/51 of
24.04.2002.
106
European Commission (2010). A Digital Agenda for Europe. COM(2010) 245 of 26.08.2010, p. 19.
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Table 3.1 National broadband strategies
Broadband strategy/ year

National funding instrument 107/ year

France

2011

2010

Germany

2009 (revised in 2013)

2010 and 2015

Italy

2011 (revised in 2015)

2012 (revised in 2015)

Netherlands

2011

None

Poland

2013

2014

Spain

2013

2013

3.2.2. Broadband market environment
Broadband markets, especially those of NGAN, are a relatively new territory for
governments. On the one hand, these markets are exhibiting the same features as
other electronic communications markets (economies of scale and scope, high network
effects). Therefore, problems such as concentration, vertical integration, lock-in of
customers, lack of access for competitors and lack of service availability for consumers
are common. On the other hand, the role of content, access to broadband services as
well as quality of service requirements (net neutrality) are uniquely significant for
broadband markets. It is crucial to monitor and analyse the structures of relevant
software, applications, services and content markets as they influence the
development of infrastructure, including the choices of technology.
While the fixed broadband market grows continuously, differences between countries
with regard to availability and take-up of broadband persist, which can be explained
by differences in the population density and infrastructure endowments, costs of
network deployment, availability of various broadband offerings and end-users'
response to them. 108 The objective of 100% of basic broadband penetration has been
achieved in the EU as of October 2013 thanks to wireless broadband (ultimately,
satellite communications providers). 109 However, the availability of fixed basic
broadband has not yet reached 100% in almost all countries. Fixed NGAN of 30 Mbps
(and more in download) are far from being universally available in five countries, with
the notable exception of the Netherlands.
The digital divide between urban and rural areas can be observed in four countries
(Germany and the Netherlands excluded) in the case of basic broadband availability
and in all six countries in the case of NGAN availability. Typically, there is a large
discrepancy between the penetration of the infrastructure and its take-up, especially
in the case of NGAN, which has negative implications for market driven broadband
deployment. xDSL remains the leading broadband technology in all countries but the
Netherlands. Incumbents are still dominant providers and operators of broadband due
to their ownership of the nation-wide legacy infrastructure (copper wire) over which
xDSL is deployed. In most countries, infrastructure based competition is limited to
densely populated areas and is primarily driven by cable providers (in those countries
that have a developed cable infrastructure). It also drives deployment of fibre (fibreto-the-x (Fttx) where ‘x’ can be cabinet, curb, premises or home).

107
All national funding schemes followed closely the EU Guidelines for the application of state aid rules in
relation to the rapid deployment of broadband networks and were properly notified and approved by the
Commission. Prior to these dates public funding of broadband infrastructure projects was possible mainly
through various structural funds.
108
Lemstra, W., Melody. W. (eds). The dynamics of broadband markets in Europe: Realizing the 2020
Digital Agenda, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015, see esp. pp. 2-3, 355-358, 369.
109
Press release of the Commission of 17.10.2013: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-13968_en.htm.
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Table 3.2 Market environment - description per country
France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

100% / 98,5%

97% / 97%

100% / 90%

100% / 100%

85% / 80%

95% / 91,6%

42,6% / 20%

76% / 42%

36% / 0

100% / 97,7%

53% / 31%

73% / 23,6%

Broadband

74% total

74% total

51% total

30% to 30 Mbps

45% basic broadband

73% total

subscriptions

9% NGA

25% to 16-50 Mbps

2% NGA

16% to 100 Mbps

21,4% to 10-30 Mbps

16% NGA 110

Broadband

xDSL 56%

xDSL 73%

DSL 80% (of it xDSL

xDSL 75,6%

xDSL 64%

technology,

DOCSIS 30%

DOCSIS 21%

24%)

DOCSIS 39,5%

DOCSIS 18%

market share

FttP 14%

Fttx 6%

Fttx 20%

FttP 3%

FttH 16% 111

Competition

Copper v cable.

Copper v cable.

Copper providers.

BB

coverage

(total/

rural

households)
NGA

coverage

(total

/

rural

households

2,9% to >50 Mbps

5,2% to >100 Mbps

Effective

Copper

infrastructure
competition

based
btw

v

regional

fibre

all

Lively
the

competition
incumbent

btw
and

competitors.

three technologies.
Position

of

the

Dominant (xDSL).

incumbent

Dominant

(xDSL,

Dominant,

over

market

competition

40%

share).

fibre

only

xDSL
from
in

big

industrial centres.

by

the

incumbent
everywhere;

Dominant (xDSL over

Dominant

70% market share).

xDSL

cable

and

(over

40%,

increasingly

FTTH).

and fibre cover 97%
each.

Specific features

Investment in fibre is

Telcos

or trends

growing

life

(also

the incumbent).

from

extend
of

networks

the

legacy
delaying

investment

in

broadband. Fibre is
underdeveloped.

110
111

Complete

lack

of

All

three

types

of

Cable is the prevailing
technology for NGAN. All

network

lack of infrastructure

almost

the

market players prioritise

based

country; most areas

fibre, strong growth of

can

fibre over the last year.

competition

as a result.

are

present

cable infrastructure;

all

be

over

considered

“black”.

Calculations on the basis of the statistics by the Spanish regulator CNMC: http://data.cnmc.es/datagraph/jsp/inf_trim.jsp.
Calculation on the basis of the statistics of the Spanish regulator CNMC: http://data.cnmc.es/datagraph/jsp/inf_trim.jsp.
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3.2.3. Scope
This study deals with broadband communications services and the provision of
broadband networks that can be considered ‘public services’ in terms of the broad
definition used in this study (see sections 1.1 and 1.3.2): “services for the benefit of
citizens as a whole that are not sufficiently profitable on a market basis and that
therefore require some form of funding support from the State”. Compared to the
other two sectors, the provision of broadband has its own specificities: the services fall
under the definition for this study, but do not always classify as SGEIs in the sense of
the general state aid framework.
According to (i) the Commission’s Communication on the application of the State aid rules to
compensation granted for the provision of services of general economic interest 112 and (ii) the
Commission’s Guidelines for State aid in broadband 113 “in areas where private investors have already
invested in a broadband network infrastructure (or are further expanding the network) and are already
providing competitive broadband services with an adequate broadband coverage, setting up a parallel
competitive and publicly funded broadband infrastructure cannot be considered as an SGEI within the
meaning of Article 106(2) TFEU”. However, public service compensation may be granted to an
undertaking entrusted with the operation of an SGEI if it can be demonstrated that private investors
cannot provide adequate broadband coverage to all citizens or users in the near future, thus leaving a
significant part of the population unconnected. In order to be qualified as SGEI, the deployment and the
operation of a broadband infrastructure shall provide “all users in a given area with universal
connectivity, residential and business users alike. Support for connecting businesses only would not be
sufficient.” 114

Against this backdrop, broadband communications services do not have a public
service status in most countries due to (i) widespread availability and affordability of
various electronic communications services thanks to market liberalisation and
technological advances, as well as (ii) the conceptualisation of the universal service as
a safety net of the most basic services 115. Spain needs to be singled out among the six
countries because it legally defines telecommunications as services of general interest
that are provided in a system of free competition. Also, in Spain the “functional
Internet access” within the universal service scope amounts to broadband speeds
(min. 1 Mbps), which are, however, lower than the basic broadband under the Digital
Agenda for Europe. In other countries, the universal service obligation only covers
dial-up speeds. In the five remaining countries (France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands,
Poland), provision of public broadband infrastructure, which includes civil engineering
and construction works as well as rolling out networks, but not operating them, is
considered to be a public utility task within the remit (and jurisdiction) of local
authorities. Local authorities may either build the infrastructure themselves or
contract the works to private companies under the condition of their public funding in
the cases where the necessary infrastructure cannot be provided by the market or is
provided only insufficiently. In such cases, local authorities are to step in in order to
carry out their task to ensure the provision of the necessary public utility, which is
broadband communications networks.
112
Paras 48-49 of Communication from the Commission on the application of the European Union State aid
rules to compensation granted for the provision of services of general economic interest, 2012/C 8/02, OJ C
8 of 11.1.2012.
113
See esp. paras. 19-21 of the said Guidelines.
114
Para 21 Guidelines on State aid in broadband.
115
The electronic communications services included in the universal service scope are: access to a public
communications network at a fixed location and telephone service, telephone directory and directory
enquiry services and payphones (see Articles 4-6 of the Universal Service Directive).
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3.3. Classifying broadband financial systems
Provision of broadband under universal service
The provision of a 1 Mbps broadband connection in Spain is considered to be an
essential service and is provided with the help of universal service obligations. The
incumbent was designated as a universal service provider. The designation took place
via a public tender, in which only the incumbent participated. The provision of the
universal service is financed through contributions from telecommunications
companies. However, companies falling below the turnover threshold determined by
the regulator may be exempted from paying contributions. The funding mechanism
that is used is ‘compensation of the net cost’ 116 of the universal service provision. It
can only be activated if the regulatory body establishes that the net cost constitutes
an unfair burden on the designated undertaking.
Deployment of broadband networks
For the deployment of broadband networks, public funding can be used to a limited
extent, namely for construction of the infrastructure, not for its operation – even if the
project includes an operative part. Therefore, national funding schemes cover costs of
civil engineering and installation of passive infrastructure (ductwork, cables, dark
fibre, manholes etc.). A public subsidy is usually awarded to a private undertaking, but
in some countries, under exceptional conditions, it can be awarded to a municipal
undertaking.
The national budget is the main source of funding in most countries, however it is
usually flanked by the resources of EU structural funds and/or regional/ local budgets.
The notable exception is the Netherlands, where exclusively local funds are used for
broadband deployment. Table 3.3 summarises the different sources of public funding
for the deployment of broadband networks.
Table 3.3 Sources of funding for deployment of broadband networks
DE

ES

FR

IT

NL

EU structural funds











Federal budget











Regional and local budget



Banks





PL





Types of funding mechanisms
The main type of public funding used in all countries is investment funding (direct
payments). In Germany, France and the Netherlands there are also loans and
guarantees. In Spain, compensation of the net cost is used to finance the provision of
broadband universal service. Other types of financial support appear not to be used
(see Table 3.4).

116
Net cost is the difference between the cost that the operator bears when carrying out a universal service
obligation and the cost it would bear providing the same services without it. The calculation shall take into
account all benefits of the universal service provider in connection with its status, including non-monetary
advantages.
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Table 3.4 Funding mechanisms of broadband
Mechanism

Supporting instruments

Financing

Direct

payments

ES

DE

FR

IT

NL

PL

















(investment funding)
Fiscal advantages
Compensation of net costs



Ex post deficit coverage
Guarantees and soft loans
Alternative



market

benefits

Note on loans and guarantees
Specific attention needs to be paid to the bank loans provided by German and French
state-owned banks. Special, dedicated loans for infrastructure development (and
broadband deployment or network upgrade) are provided for longer periods of time
and at more favourable conditions. For instance, in Germany, loans under dedicated
financing lines can be provided for up to 10 to 30 years with a delayed repayment and
at a fixed interest rate. Borrowers of such loans are municipalities (and municipal
undertakings). In this manner municipalities usually secure their part of the financing,
which they need to provide additionally to the funds from the federal budget under the
conditions of some of the national schemes. Non-profit organisations can also apply in
order to deploy broadband networks for social projects. Obviously, loans provided to
municipalities and non-profit organisations are unlikely to present any competition
concerns. Soft loans to municipal undertakings may increase their competitive
advantage (especially where cost efficiency is the main criteria of award) over private
investors that are unable to obtain such loans and thus distort the level playing field.
The credit lines for businesses in Germany and in France that provide loans for
broadband deployment do not appear to provide any specific privileges: the terms and
conditions of the loan shall be negotiated with the commercial bank, which receives
the financing for this loan from the state-owned bank. All loans for broadband
development projects are capped per borrower and year. Remarkably, such loans can
be used by small and medium sized undertakings for construction or upgrading local
loop or even their individual connections.
In the Netherlands, guarantees and soft loans are provided by municipalities and not
by banks. Their conditions are similar to those of public investment funding.
Therefore, they do not need to be discussed separately.

3.4. Identification of efficiency and competition issues
In this section we present the efficiency and competition issues we identified in our
analysis. Please note that efficiency and competition issues sometimes overlap. Beside
that, the legal (State aid) perspective could be different from the more abstract
economic point of view, which is followed here.
3.4.1. Efficiency
Overcompensation
Overcompensation of the private company is a potential efficiency risk due to the
information asymmetry between the awarding public authority and market
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participants. Overcompensation is likely because the amount of subsidy granted for
individual projects is based on the company’s prediction of the market development, in
particular the demand level for broadband. While the risk of overcompensation is
mitigated when a competitive awarding procedure is employed, it does not disappear
completely and may further lead to cross-subsidisation and handicap market entrants.
The problem of overcompensation is thoroughly discussed in the literature on
financing of the universal service provision, also in relation to the Altmark criteria and
EU competition rules. 117 Where the calculation of compensation follows the
requirements of the Universal Service Directive as clarified by the Court of Justice of
the EU regarding the calculation of the net cost and the determination of unfair
burden, the risk of overcompensation is brought to a minimum. For the deployment of
broadband networks, an ex post claw-back mechanism is recommended by the
respective EU guidelines and used at the national level. Considering uncertainties
regarding future demand in broadband, especially NGAN, criticize the use of claw-back
mechanism as not providing a valid efficiency incentive. 118 The claw-back mechanism
caps profits, thus limiting the provider’s upside earning potential and leaving it with all
downside risks. Instead, they suggest the use of a linear profit-sharing mechanism. 119
The use of subsidy caps may be considered an ex ante tool for reducing the risk of
overcompensation as it forces both the responsible authority and the private investor
to be more efficient. In most countries (France, Germany, Netherlands, Spain), a
subsidy that can be granted per project is capped (for example, in Spain up to max. €
4 million). Additionally, in Germany, Italy and Poland, only a certain percentage of the
required investment for the project can be received as public money (for example,
under one of the German schemes, 90% of the eligible project expenditure can be
covered by a subsidy, but not more than € 500,000 per project).
Competitive selection procedures are used in all countries to award subsidies (see
below) as another ex ante instrument that helps to (partially) overcome the
information asymmetry between the private undertaking and the awarding authority
and reduces the risk of overcompensation. In the countries where municipal
undertakings can be beneficiaries of a subsidy to carry out a broadband construction
project (i.e. France, Germany, Italy and Poland), additional safeguards are used. The
municipal undertaking needs to submit a more cost efficient offer than private
investors. Subsequently, they should not operate the network, but rather they must
select a private operator via a competitive selection procedure.
Various contractual arrangements (see Table 3.5) applicable ex post are used as
safeguards against overcompensation. Clawback mechanisms do not seem to be very
popular yet and are introduced only in a few countries (i.e., in Italy and Germany and
only for subsidies exceeding a specific value). Additionally, there may be an obligation
to pay back the subsidy if the infrastructure built with the public money is not put in
operation for a longer period of time.
117

Gaultier A. and Wauthy X. (2012), Competitively Neutral Universal Service Obligations. Information
Economics and Policy 24: 254-261, CERRE (2013). Public service obligations and competition, Batura O.
(2015), Can a revision of the universal service scope result in substantive change? An analysis of the EU’s
universal service review mechanism’, Telecommunications Policy, Sauter W. (2015). Public services in the
EU. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
118
Gómez-Barroso J.L. and Feijóo C. (2012). Volition versus feasibility: state aid when aid is looked upon
favourably: the broadband example. European Journal of Law and Economics 34: 347-364, Marcus J. S. and
Elixmann D. (2013). Build it! ... But What If They Don't Come? SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2285113,
Briglauer W. and Holzleitner C. (2014). Efficient Contracts for Government Intervention in Promoting Next
Generation Communications Networks. ZEW Discussion Paper No. 14-022.
119
“The contract grants a subsidy that increases with the level of network expansion and imposes a sharing
of the accounting profits that are realized by the NGA provider from the operation of the constructed NGA
network. This means that the public authority receives a constant share of realized profits and takes up a
similar share of realized losses.” (Briglauer & Holzleitner 2014: 19).
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Reporting duties are imposed on the beneficiaries in some countries allowing the
awarding authority to monitor revenues and expenditures in relation to the subsidy
provided.

Table 0.1 Typical contract clauses - overcompensation
Contract provisions

DE

Clawback mechanism





Penalty if infrastructure is not operational





Reporting duties
Restrictions on the sale of the infrastructure

ES

FR

IT



NL

PL




In Spain, in order to avoid overcompensation for the provision of the universal service,
only the net cost is compensated, and only if it constitutes an unfair burden for
the provider. Net cost is the difference between the cost that the operator bears when
carrying out a universal service obligation and the cost it would bear providing the
same services without it. The calculation shall take into account all benefits of the
universal service provider in connection with its status, including non-monetary
advantages. The designation procedure of the universal service provider was used to
determine a cap for the net cost. Yet annually the regulator calculates the actual net
cost ex post.
Safeguards against overcompensation are supported by mechanisms preventing crosssubsidisation.
Cross-subsidisation
Calls for tenders for broadband deployment projects shall not be limited to
telecommunications companies, but remain open to all undertakings. 120 As the major
part of the costs relate to civil engineering and construction works, in particular utility
companies and real estate developers could submit competitive bids (due to synergies
on which they can rely). This increases, however, the risk of cross-subsidisation within
such undertakings, such that functional or even structural separation is advisable in
this case. 121 Moreover, where utility companies are municipal undertakings, they are
not allowed to make profits and are therefore forced to act in a way that is not neutral
to competition. 122
To prevent cross-subsidisation, in some cases the awarded contracts prescribe
separation of accounts (in particular for municipal undertakings and utility
120
Kühling, J. and Neumann, K. H. (2012), Ökonomische und rechtliche Rahmenbedingungen zum Ausbau
und zur Finanzierung von Breitband-Hochleistungsinfrastrukturen in dünn besiedelten Gebieten, Der Ausbau
neuer Netze in der Telekommunikation, Baden-Baden: Nomos, 165-226.
121
Monopolkommission (2011). Telekommunikation 2011: Investitionsanreize stärken, Wettbewerb sichern.
Sondergutachten 61.
122
Gillett S., Lehr W.H., and Osorio C. (2004) “Local Government Broadband Initiatives”,
Telecommunication Policy, 28(2004): 537-558, OECD (2014). Summary of discussion of the roundtable on
financing of roll-out of broadband netwokrs. Working party No.2 on Competition and Regulation.
DAF/COMP/WP2/M(2014)2/ANN2/FINAL, Briglauer W., Frübing S. and Vogelsang I. (2015). The Impact of
Alternative Public Policies on the Deployment of New Communications Infrastructure – A Survey. ZEW
Discussion Paper No. 15-003.
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undertakings, in Spain – for the universal service provider), functional separation
for vertically integrated undertakings (i.e. companies operating broadband and
providing wholesale access are not allowed to provide services to end-users) and
extensive reporting duties. Table 3.6 provides an overview of the respective
contractual clauses per country. Cross-subsidisation safeguards seem to be less
widespread than safeguards against overcompensation: there are fewer instruments in
general, and they are used only under selected funding schemes in some of the
countries under examination.
Table 3.6 Typical contract clauses – cross-subsidisation
Contract provisions
Separation of accounts
Functional separation
Reporting duties
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PL




3.4.2. Competition
Competition related concerns are especially pronounced in the context of public
funding of NGAN development. This is due to the different nature of public funding of
NGAN and basic broadband networks. Public funding of basic broadband networks is
aimed at the correction of a market failure because basic broadband markets are
sufficiently mature in terms of coverage, take-up and competition. By contrast, in the
application to NGAN, public funding assumes a driving role because, with few
exceptions (i.e. the Netherlands), the respective markets are emerging. 123
Crowding out private investments
Taking market maturity into account, and keeping in mind that the competitive market
should take the lead in NGAN deployment, the main competition related issue linked
to public funding is the crowding out of private investments. Against this backdrop,
the (i) strict timeframe for the assessment of an alleged market failure (three years)
and (ii) possibility of public funding of projects in grey and black areas, are
questionable. While for the mature market of basic broadband three years may be a
sufficient time horizon that allows to definitely establish unprofitability of an area and
the necessity of public intervention, this time period may not suffice for a private
investment decision in an emerging market of NGAN. 124 The risk of crowding out is
high for grey and black areas, i.e. areas where a business case exists for at least one
private investor. 125 Crowding out of private investments may occur because public
funding appears to intervene with the natural business case of the already active
private investor(s) and to steer demand and technology developments. Therefore,
developments
on
the
“immature”
markets
shall
be
closely
observed.
Monopolkommission (2013) even recommends excluding urban areas from the areas
eligible for public support for broadband deployment. 126
In anticipation of the effect of crowding out investments, the majority of public
funding schemes target underserved (rural) areas that can be considered white
123
Gómez-Barroso J.L. and Feijóo C. (2012). Volition versus feasibility: state aid when aid is looked upon
favourably: the broadband example. European Journal of Law and Economics 34: 347-364.
124
Ibid; and: König C. and Fechtner S. (2009). The European Commission’s hidden asymmetric regulatory
approach in the field of broadband infrastructure funding. European State Aid Law Quarterly 4: 463-472.
125
König C. and Fechtner S. (2009). The European Commission’s hidden asymmetric regulatory approach
in the field of broadband infrastructure funding. European State Aid Law Quarterly 4: 463-472. See also
other publications (details in Annex B): Julien, Pouyet & Sand-Zantman 2010; Cave & Martin 2010; Florence
School of Regulators 2011; Briglauer & Holzleinter 2014; Analysys Mason 2015.
126
König C. and Fechtner S. (2009). The European Commission’s hidden asymmetric regulatory approach
in the field of broadband infrastructure funding. European State Aid Law Quarterly 4: 463-472.
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areas (i.e. areas where there is no private investment in broadband networks and
where none is foreseen within the three years horizon) 127, even though at the Member
State level this definition is adapted to the national circumstances (for instance,
France differentiates between zones conventionneés and zones non conventionneés)
and may include additional economic criteria. In some countries, the conditions for
projects eligible for public funding in white areas are further rendered more specific
and require that they connect a certain amount of end users.
Public investment in broadband deployment in grey and black areas is possible in
Germany, Italy and Poland. In Poland, it is possible only for basic broadband (see
Table 3.7). In Germany and Italy, additional conditions need to be met for projects to
be funded in grey and black areas. In Germany, it needs to be proven that demand for
much higher bandwidth was not met (for black areas) or that the existing provider is
not going to upgrade its network (for grey areas); additionally, in both situations, the
transmission speed shall at least double as a result of the publicly funded project. In
Italy, there are basically no NGA networks, and publicly funded projects in grey and
black areas of basic broadband shall allow for a significant improvement (upgrade/
step change) of the infrastructure.
It appears, however, that most currently ongoing projects take place in white areas.
The risk of crowding out investments is higher in those countries where municipal
undertakings can be beneficiaries to a subsidy or where local authorities may carry
out the broadband construction project themselves (France, Germany, Italy and
Poland). To reduce this risk, the action by the authority or municipal undertaking is
allowed only when no private undertaking has expressed interest in the tender call or
when the public entity can provide the works cheaper than any private company.
The bottom-up, market driven approach to the award of public funding in the
Netherlands appears to guard against the risk of crowding out private investments.
The procedure of subsidy award is initiated by a private company that sees a business
case in a specific area that is supported by public funding and submits the respective
application to competent local authorities. The application contains both the project
description and justification for the subsidy. After receiving the application, the local
authority invites other private companies to submit competing offers. Local authorities
do not design a call for tender, but select a project among the offers received.
Table 3.7 Areas eligible for a publicly funded broadband deployment
White areas
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Monopolkommission (2013). Telekommunikation 2013: Vielfalt auf den Märkten erhalten.
Sondergutachten 66.
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Foreclosure of the market and prevention of infrastructure based competition
Besides crowding out private investments, provision of broadband infrastructure at low
prices due to the public subsidy may prevent potential competitors from deploying
their own network or from continuing to operate it (König & Fechtner 2009), which
may lead to foreclosure of the market at the infrastructure level and throttling or
prevention of infrastructure-based competition, which, in the case of NGAN, is limited
in most countries. Infrastructure based competition is also influenced by technological
choices that might be made even in an indirect manner (for example, by referring to
specific data transmission speeds) when planning public investment projects. 128
Preference for a particular broadband technology may also result in strengthening of
the incumbent. The literature suggests that a technologically neutral design of public
investment projects, including mobile, satellite and a mix of technologies, but which
also take into account local conditions, would benefit the development of
infrastructure based competition. 129
Focusing the funding schemes and their implementation primarily on white areas
(see Table 3.7) shall not only prevent such anti-competitive developments, but also
promote infrastructure based competition by deploying broadband infrastructure
where none exists or is planned in the next three years. The majority of currently
ongoing projects take place in these areas. Development of networks in grey areas
may also strengthen infrastructure based competition, especially in areas where the
incumbent is the only provider. However, the developments in grey areas need to be
closely observed because public funding may have the opposite effect: by undermining
the business case of the existing private investor, infrastructure based competition can
be slowed down.
128

Falch M. and Henten A. (2010). Public private partnerships as a tool for stimulating investments in
broadband. Telecommunications Policy 34: 496-504.
129
König C. and Fechtner S. (2009). The European Commission’s hidden asymmetric regulatory approach
in the field of broadband infrastructure funding. European State Aid Law Quarterly 4: 463-472. Other
publications (see details in Annex B): Gómez-Barroso & Feijóo, 2010; Monopolkommission 2013; WIK 2015.
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Competitive procedure for selection of a subsidy recipient is an adequate
mechanism to curb the potential foreclosure. In all countries, public tendering is
employed in order to determine the undertakings that will receive subsidies for
broadband deployment projects. As Table 3.8 130 demonstrates, open tender is the
most popular public procurement procedure.
Table 3.8 Procedure characteristics - type of procedure
DE

ES

FR

IT

NL

PL

Accelerated Restricted

0

0

0

1

0

0

Awarded without prior publication

0

0

3

0

0

0

Competitive Dialogue

0

2

0

0

0

0

Negotiated without competition

8

0

2

1

0

0

43

5

49

2

31

6

0

0

0

0

1

0

51

7

54

4

32

6

Open contest
Restricted contest
Total

Awarding procedures differ in their exact design, especially in the case of
decentralised implementation of funding schemes. As long as the awarding procedure
is designed in a transparent, non-discriminatory and technologically neutral manner,
responsible authorities have a certain degree of discretion over the precise formulation
of awarding criteria, the form of cooperation with the beneficiary and, ultimately, the
type of the contract that is concluded.
However, competition remains modest, and in many cases the number of bidders for
broadband deployment subsidies is limited to one or two with the notable exception of
the Netherlands (see Table 3.9 and detailed explanations in annex C).
Table 3.9 Number of bidders
Number of offers
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FR

IT

NL

PL

0

0

0

0

0

7

0

1

26

0

13

1

2

0

2

18

1

12

2

4

0

3

4

0

4

1

12

0

4

1

0

2

0

3

1

5

1

0

4

0

3

1

6

0

0

4

0

0

0

7

0

0

1

0

0

4

1

0

3

0

0

0

0

4

1

0

0

0

51

5

44

4

31

6

8
More than 10
Total

130

131

For the dataset and methodology for creation of Figure 3.1 see Annex C.
The particularly high numbers of bidders (over 10) in the Spanish and French cases can be explained by
a particularly lucrative location of the projects. For instance, in Spain it was an industrial area near Madrid.
131
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Strengthening the incumbent’s position
The use of public subsidies for broadband development may lead to a strengthening of
the incumbent’s position in the market or even allow leveraging of the incumbent’s
market power into an adjacent market. Incumbents enjoy competitive advantages due
to the economies of scale and scope of their ongoing market activities, ownership of
nation-wide legacy networks and other assets, market experience and marketing
expertise. 132 The choice and delimitation of areas eligible for public subsidies influence
investment profitability and, therefore, should be approached with caution. 133 For
instance, defining larger rural areas as eligible for public subsidies is likely to make the
incumbent the only viable bidder. 134 Awarding the broadband tender based mainly on
cost effectiveness grounds may not only favour the incumbent but also allows it to
entrench its market power and perpetuate it in another market (for instance,
NGAN). 135 Selection criteria are described in national funding schemes. According to
the documentation, in France, Germany and Italy the emphasis is placed on the
economical criterion (i.e. lowest price) – of course, only when all material criteria
required under the specific scheme (for instance, the number of households covered,
transmission speed in uplink and downlink) are fulfilled. However, the data show the
prevalence of a mix of economical and quality criteria for public procurement
projects (Table 3.10), which is an adequate measure to reduce the risk of playing to
the hand of the incumbent.
Table 3.10 Awarding criteria

Lowest price
Mix price and quality

DE

ES

FR

IT

NL

PL

49

0

1

0

8

6

2

6

48

2

24

0

The choice and determination of areas where a publicly funded project takes place
may depend on the level of the public authority that is competent to award
subsidies and overall responsible for implementation of the subsidised project. The
lower the level of the authority, the smaller the area over which s/he has jurisdiction
will be and thus the smaller the area eligible for public funding. The level of the
competent authority partially coincides with the sources of funding: it is decentralised
where local authorities are to make their own contributions (France is an exception)
(see Table 3.11 for the procuring authorities per country). In Italy, Poland (with
regard to the national scheme) and Spain there is a central authority that designs the
tender, awards the contract and monitors the realisation of the projects. In France,
Germany, the Netherlands and Poland (regional schemes), local authorities become
ultimately responsible for the expenditure. They organise competitive procedures in
order to choose projects by private undertakings, conclude necessary agreements, pay
the subsidy and monitor realisation of the projects. Very small projects may, however,
lack the benefits of economies of scale and scope, which can be overcome by
cooperation between individual local authorities (development of joint projects) and by
using synergy effects when projects are carried out in connection with other utility or
construction works.
Table 3.11 Purchasing Body
Ministry
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ES

FR

IT

NL

PL

0

0

15

1

0

0

132

Cave M. and Martin I. (2010). Motives and means for public investment in next generation networks.
Telecommunications Policy 34: 505-512.
133
Peha J.M. (2008). Bringing Broadband to Unserved Communities. The Brookings Institution Press.
134
WIK (2015). Competition and investment: An analysis of the drivers of superfast broadband.
135
Florence School of Regulators (2011). Study on Broadband Diffusion: Drivers and Policies.
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DE

ES

FR

IT

NL

PL

Regional or local authority

1

5

17

2

24

5

Body governed by public law

1

0

5

1

7

1

National or federal agency or body

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

5

0

1

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

51

7

54

4

32

6

Other
Not specified
Total

49
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In order to prevent the broadband network operator from foreclosure of retail
markets or leveraging of the incumbent’s market power contractual instruments
are used (see Table 3.12 for an overview per country). 137 All contracts awarded in
tendering procedures foresee open access at the wholesale level and pricing
benchmarks. Open access is usually required for a minimum period of time (for
example, 7 years), but the awarding authority can foresee a longer period based on
the nature of the project. In some cases, no limits are set on the open access
obligation (for NGANs in Germany, for FttX in Spain). Access prices should be
comparable to the prices in competitive areas. Unbundling may be also mandated by
the awarded contracts.
Table 3.12 Typical contract clauses - foreclosure of retail markets
Contract provisions

DE

ES

FR

IT

NL

PL

Open access













Early access for retailers



Benchmarking/ regulation of prices













Unbundling








Functional separation
Reporting duties






Distortion of the value chain and competition
Because the nature of the target of public investment impacts the structure of the
value chain itself, and consequently competition, 138 scholars warn against public
subsidies in the market segments closer to consumers (for instance, services level or
in access network). Less distortive are public investments in civil engineering and civil
infrastructure (i.e. that is shared with other utilities) 139 and in the backbone
network. 140
As already mentioned above, public investment under the national funding schemes is
limited to construction works (civil engineering, digging, passive infrastructure).
However, it depends on the country structure (or rather on the level of the
infrastructure development, landscape and network architecture) which parts of the
network can be funded. In all countries, deployment of distribution networks is
136
In the case of Germany, the purchasing body was Deutsche Telekom that appeared to subcontract
broadband deployment projects in municipalities in the East Germany.
137
Sector specific regulation can also be used by the national regulatory authority – independently from
public funding arrangements.
138
Florence School of Regulators (2011). Study on Broadband Diffusion: Drivers and Policies.
139
Vogelsang I. (2013). The Endgame of Telecommunications Policy? A Survey. Review of Economics 64(3):
193-269; Vogelsang I. (2014). Will the U.S. and EU Telecommunications Policies Converge? A Survey.
CESifo Working paper no. 4843.
140
Florence School of Regulators (2011). Study on Broadband Diffusion: Drivers and Policies.
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covered, but in Germany and the Netherlands, parts of the access network can also be
subsidised. One of the Italian funding models even supports construction of the last
mile.
Distortion of the level playing field
Public funding of municipal undertakings and deployment of infrastructure by local
authorities may adversely impact the level playing field. Municipal undertakings and
local authorities commonly function on a non-profit basis and are state-backed in
terms of their budgets (see on the availability of soft loans in Section 3.3), which may
give them a competitive advantage vis-á-vis private undertakings when they
participate in tenders to obtain public funding for infrastructure deployment. This is
especially the case where cost efficiency is the main awarding criteria of public
investment (i.e. when the public entity can provide the works cheaper than any
private company as is possible in Germany). To reduce the competition risks, local
authorities or municipal undertakings are allowed to deploy broadband networks only
in exceptional cases, namely when no private undertaking expressed interest in the
tender call (which is also possible in Germany under one of the funding schemes).
The compensation of costs of the universal service provider may also lead to
distortion of the level playing field. A universal service provider may obtain material
and non-material benefits by virtue of its universal service obligations and status.
Material benefits are incremental revenues (benefits from services associated with the
universal service provision, for example, call revenues paid by commercially viable
customers when calling the “no-viable” customers) and non-material benefits include
economies of scale and brand reputation. 141 To prevent these negative effects, the
calculation of the net cost of the universal service takes into account any market
benefit which accrues to a designated undertaking because of its position as a
universal service provider. Any intangible benefits shall be given an estimated
monetary value and deduced from the cost of the universal service (see Recital 20 and
Article 12 (1) of the Universal Service Directive).
Harmful collusions as a side effect
The literature also warns against the risk of harmful collusions as a side effect of a
public funding schemes’ design. To reduce deployment costs and time, and to promote
broadband (NGAN) development, public subsidy schemes encourage or even require
facility sharing and co-location. Such collaborations increase the risk of anticompetitive collusions between competitors. 142 The risk of harmful collusions is
reduced by the contractual obligations of reporting (see Table 3.12) and by the
monitoring obligation of the authority that granted public investment funding.
Monitoring obligations exist in all countries for at least the length of the awarded
contract. Furthermore, sector specific regulation, where applicable, and the possibility
of private and public enforcement of competition law shall be considered sufficient to
deal with this anti-trust problem.

141

Communication from the Commission of 27.11.1996 on Assessment Criteria for National Schemes for the
costing and financing of universal service in telecommunications and Guidance for the Member States on
operation of such Schemes. COM(96) 608 final, Brussels, p. 11.
142
Bundeskartellamt (2010). Hinweise zur wettbewerbsrechtlichen Bewertung von Kooperationen beim
Glasfaserausbau in Deutschland.
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4. Health Care Sector
4.1. Summary and main conclusions
Public services – In all selected Member States, the government takes responsibility
for providing health services to their citizens. As such, almost all hospital care
examined in the selected Member States can be considered as a public service in the
context of this study. However, there are substantial differences in the way
governments ensure access to hospital services. One of the major differences between
countries is the purchaser of health care. In countries such as the Netherlands and the
Czech Republic, the purchasing of health care is allocated to insurers, while in other
countries, such as Spain and Poland, it is the government or a health fund controlled
by the government that purchases care.
Funding – Even in countries with a major role for financing by insurers, there is still a
substantial role for funding by the government. Most funding concerns a direct
payment by the government. Governments use these direct payments to fund
operational costs and/or investments of hospitals, to fund care of hospitals that cannot
be provided cost-effectively based on standard tariffs/budgets or to fund the provision
of specific hospital functions. In addition to direct funding, the ex post funding of
deficits is a common phenomenon in all Member States that were assessed with the
exception of the Netherlands.
Efficiency and competition issues – The main instrument that is used to avoid
cross-subsidization is an accounting separation obligation. It is often difficult to assess
costs of hospitals, and accounting separation obligations can be difficult to apply in
practice. This is especially the case if only certain areas of hospital care are publicly
funded. Tenders to allocate public funding are scarcely used. The only example in the
selected Member States is the tendering of public private partnerships in Spain. As a
result of efficiency issues, competition issues can arise. The country analyses show
that the number of (formal or informal) complaints regarding the anti-competitive
effects of public funding to hospitals is limited. Nevertheless some general conclusions
can be drawn based on a theoretical analysis of potential competition problems. Direct
payments can result in overcompensation, which might provide hospitals advantages
in other markets (other hospital services or services to other market segments such as
care for privately insured patients). Ex post deficit compensation could result in the
same problems. From a theoretical perspective, ex post compensation can have
negative effects on dynamic efficiency, for instance, as hospitals that do not operate
efficiently are not forced to leave the market and there are limited incentives to
increase efficiency. This is only the case if inefficiencies are the source of the deficit. If
there are other factors that explain the difference between costs and revenues (e.g.
too low ex ante budgets), deficit financing does not necessarily result in negative
competition effects.

4.2. Introduction to the sector
4.2.1. Introduction
The focus of this analysis of the health care sector concerns the financing of public
services provided by hospitals. In all developed economies around the world, the
government is involved in ensuring the provision of basic health care services to
citizens. In many EU Member States public funding is given to hospitals for the
provision of public services, however the exact classification of public services
provided by hospitals and their financing differs widely. This chapter starts with a
discussion of the broader market environment in which hospitals operate. This
discussion makes clear that all Member States consider the provision of hospital care a
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public responsibility. However, there are substantial differences in the way in which
the hospital market is organized.
Subsequently the financing of public services provided by hospitals across selected
Member States is examined. This chapter ends with a discussion of efficiency and
competition issues that may be related to this financing of public services in the
hospital sector.
4.2.2. Market environment
In this section we describe the broader market environment in which hospitals, as
providers of public health care services, operate. This is done for each of the five
Member States examined (i.e., Germany, Netherlands, Spain, Poland and Czech
Republic). The starting point for understanding the market environment of hospitals is
the basic premise underlying the economics of health care; that is, governments
intervene in the hospital market to ensure equity of access and efficiency in health
care provision because of a large number of market failures related to (asymmetric)
information problems, externalities, public goods and market power. Governments
may respond to these market failures in different ways, which generally take four
main forms: (i) regulation; (ii) public financing; (iii) public production; and (iv) income
transfers to users of services.
The focus of the study is on (ii) public financing. However, both (i) regulation and (iii)
public production (or public ownership) may have an (indirect) impact on the way a
health care service provided by hospitals is financed, and thus on the competitive
process in the hospital sector. Therefore, in describing the market environment, we
not only focus on the way health care services provided by hospitals are financed, but
also pay attention to the regulatory framework and the ownership of hospitals.
Common features and current trends
The market environment in which hospitals operate can be characterised by a number
of features and trends common to almost all developed countries:
 The uncertainty and potentially very high cost of medical expenses for the individual
gives rise to the prevalence of health insurance. Health insurers are thus the main
purchaser of the health care services provided by hospitals, and hence are a crucial
party for hospitals (Folland et al., 2013). In countries where the government
operates a national health service there is a less prominent role for insurers;
 High levels of government ownership (both of health insurers and health providers)
and regulation exist to correct for the large number of market failures, meaning that
a large share of hospitals to be publicly owned, and they all operate in a highly
regulated market (Folland et al., 2013);
 Health expenditures as a share of GDP are rising (Folland et al., 2013) (due to
technological innovation and ageing populations, among other things), meaning that
health expenditures account for an increasingly larger share of a country’s economic
resources. Hospitals account for a substantial share of total health expenditures. In
the context of growing concerns over sustainability of the health care system, many
countries have implemented, or are in the process of implementing structural
changes, often towards the use of market or quasi-market mechanisms in an effort
to drive / stimulate efficiency. As a result, the role of public authorities in the direct
financing of hospitals is diminishing. (Rechel et al., 2009);
 The global recession and European debt crisis resulted in budget cuts and financial
difficulty in many EU countries. In the health sector, this translated into budget
reductions and cost containment reforms that were not necessarily related to
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efficiency targets or long term goals, thus causing a strain on resources for publicly
funded hospitals (Clemens et al., 2014).
Traditional classifications of health care systems
To better understand the market environment of hospitals within different countries,
and compare and contrast these, it is useful to have a framework in which features
and characteristics of health care systems can be classified. A well-known
classification of European health care systems are the Bismarck systems of social
insurance, the Semashko centralised systems of the (ex)-communist countries and the
Beveridge systems of national health services. These three systems of national health
services are the basic models of health care systems dating back to the introduction of
public health care systems in Germany in 1888 (Bismarck), in Russia in 1918
(Semashko) and in the United Kingdom in 1942 (Beveridge). Systems of health care in
European countries have generally followed one of these three basic models and
therefore can be grouped into one of the three classifications. Figure 4.1 outlines the
key characteristics of each of the traditional classifications of health care systems, as
per their original design.
Figure 4.1 Traditional classifications of health care systems

Bismarck

• compulsory health insurance for low-income workers to protect against work-related
accidents and disability, and loss of income during illness
• financed partly by employers and partly by employees
• role of the state is to determine the conditions that govern the relations between sickness
funds, providers and consumers
• sickness funds responsible for the execution of the (health) plan
• relations between sickness funds and health care providers governed by contracts

• intends to guarantee free access to health care for the entire population
• highly centralised and funded by the state budget - with emphasis on geographical
distribution of services throughout the country
• role of the state is to provide free medical care to all
Semashko • facilities are state-owned and managed by district and regional authorities
• hospitals and outpatient clinics are budgeted, and physicians are salaried
• parallel system of occupational health care for groups of population, such as industrial
workers and military

Beveridge

• intends to guarantee free access to health care for the entire population
• highly centralised and funded by the state budget
• role of state is government and execution of the heatlh care system
• facilities are state-owned and managed by district and regional authorities
• hospitals and family doctor clinics are budgeted, and physicians are salaried
• government regulation less strong than in Semashko - more room for private health care
providers and private insurance, paid by the patient (out-of-pocket)

Source: Marree, J. & P.P. Groenewegen (1997), Back to Bismarck: health care systems in transition,
Avebury, Aldershot, chapter 1: pp. 3-9.

Figure 4.2 shows the classification of the health care system in each of the Member
States examined in this study, according to the traditional Bismarck, Beveridge and
Semashko classifications.
Figure 4.2 Traditional classifications of health care systems for select Member States
Germany
• Bismarck
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Netherlands
• Bismarck

Spain

Poland

• Beveridge

• Semashko /
Bismarck

Czech Republic
• Semashko /
Bismarck
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Notice in Figure 4.2 that Poland and the Czech Republic have a mixed classification of
Semashko and Bismarck. This is because, after the political revolutions of 1989, which
saw the breakdown of the communist regimes, the health care systems of the
“Semashko countries” (including Poland and Czech Republic) shifted away from the
Semashko system. Two key influences determined how the health care systems of
each of these countries changed; (i) the history of the health care system of that
country i.e. the pre-communist system, and (ii) the country that was used as a frame
of reference in drafting plans and developing possible solutions and reforms (Marree
and Groenewegen, 1997). The Czech Republic historically had a Bismarck health care
system, which was replaced after the Second World war with the Semashko system,
and later restored once again after 1989. Poland had introduced a modest social
insurance system based on Bismarck in the 1920’s. In the post-communist era,
although somewhat later than other countries, Poland took steps towards a more
decentralised organisation of health care provision and a Bismarckian insurance
system (Marree and Groenewegen, 1997).
The Bismarck and Beveridge health systems have also undergone significant change
since their inception. A focus in many Beveridge countries has been on introducing
market mechanisms in an attempt to move towards (regulated) competition and
increase efficiency. Bismarck countries have generally followed two lines of
development, namely the extension of coverage from the low-income working
population only to nearly the whole population, and expansion of the insurance
package.
Given that the health care systems in many countries have changed considerably over
time, the Bismarck, Semashko and Beveridge classifications should be considered as
traditional classifications that provide a useful background to explain some remaining
features, but they do not necessarily provide an accurate reflection of the current
health care systems in European countries.
Alternative classifications of health care systems
As the traditional classifications of health care systems are no longer fully
representative of the current health care systems in Europe, nor are they sufficiently
sophisticated to capture the full complexity of health care systems as we know them
today, an alternative classification system is needed to better describe the market
environment of hospitals. A three step approach, as proposed by Van de Ven et al.
(1994), is outlined below, and each of the five Member States examined are classified
according to this classification system.
Step 1: Identifying the purchasers of care and health insurance system
In most health care systems in developed countries, there is a third-party payer in the
market for health care services. Third-party payers are any entity that purchases
health care services on behalf of the consumer (patient). It is important to understand
who is the purchaser of care in a given country’s health care system because a large
part of the funding for hospitals is provided through third-party payers, most often
health insurance companies (privately or publicly funded) but also employers or public
authorities directly. Figure 4.3 summarises the types of third-party purchasers of care
(i.e. the ownership forms of health insurers) in each of the member states examined.
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Figure 4.3 Purchasers of health care in select Member States
Germany
• Public and
private health
insurers

Netherlands
• Private health
insurers only

Spain
• Government, at
regional level
(17 regional
health
ministries), as
well as private
health insurers

Poland
• Government,
through the
National Health
Fund

Czech Republic
• 7 Quasi-public
health insurers

Third-party payers are organised through a system of health insurance, of which there
are many forms, such as public social security schemes, public tax-based health
insurance, private community-rated health insurance or private risk-rated health
insurance, any of which may or may not be mandatory (OECD, 2004). A distinction
can be made between Member States in which residents are either automatically
covered for a set of health services provided through national or local health insurance
(universal public tax-based health insurance), and Member States where residents are
covered through compulsory public social health insurance or compulsory private
health insurance. Any of these insurance systems may include the option for voluntary
private insurance for supplementary or complementary health care services. Figure
4.4 shows the health insurance system and the way this is financed in each of the five
Member States examined.
Figure 4.4 Health insurance system in select Member States
Germany

Netherlands

Spain

Poland

Czech Republic

• Public (social)
communityrated health
insurance for
the working
population (paid
50:50 by
employers and
employees),
with mandatory
private riskrated health
insurance for
high income
individuals who
opt out of the
social health
insurance
system. Also
sickness
insurance
scheme for civil
servants that is
often combined
with private
health
insurance.

• Private
mandatory
communityrated health
insurance for a
defined benefits
package (paid
by individuals),
with private
voluntary riskrated health
insurance for
supplementary
care.

• Universal public
health insurance
for a defined
benefits
package (tax
funded), with
private riskrated voluntary
health insurance
for duplicate,
complementary
and
supplementary
care. Also
mutual funds for
civil servants,
and compulsory
occupational
accident and
work-related
illness
insurance for
working people.

• Universal public
(social) health
insurance for a
defined benefits
package (paid
through
mandatory
wage-based
contributions),
with limited
private voluntary
health insurance
but large out-ofpocket
payments.

• Universal public
(social) health
insurance for a
defined benefits
package (paid
through
mandatory
wage-based
contributions),
with no private
health insurance
and limited outof pocket
payments.

Note: Classifications and definitions of health insurance are based on the OECD Proposal for a Taxonomy of
Health Insurance, 2004.

Step 2: Identifying the providers of care and health care funding
The way hospitals are financed and organised differs between and within Member
States. With regard to funding, two methods can be distinguished: national taxation
(Beveridge and Semashko) and insurance premiums from social health insurance
(Bismarck) (Marree and Groenewegen, 1997). Both funding models can also be
combined with insurance premiums from private health insurance. In terms of
organisation, hospitals can be publicly owned, privately owned or a combination of
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public and private ownership and can be not-for-profit or for-profit. Furthermore they
can be general hospitals or academic/teaching hospitals. Figure 4.5 describes the
funding and organisation of hospitals in each of the Member States examined.
Figure 4.5 Funding and organisation of hospitals in select Member States
Germany

Netherlands

Spain

Poland

Czech Republic

Insurance
premiums

Insurance
premiums

Taxation and
private insurance
premiums

Taxation and
Insurance
premiums

Taxation and
Insurance
premiums

Hospitals are*:
public (48%),
private for-profit
(18%), private
not-for-profit
(34%)

Hospitals are:
private, not-forprofit

Hospitals are*:
public (68%),
private for-profit
(31%), private
not-for-profit (1%)

Hospitals are*:
public (968),
other *** (560)

Hospitals are*:
public (64), nonpublic**** (50),
private for-profit
(72) and private
not-for-profit (2)

Teaching/acade
mic hospitals are
public (35
hospitals)

Teaching/acade
mic hospitals are
private not-forprofit (9)

Most general
public hospitals
are teaching
hospitals

Teaching/acade
mic hospitals (41)
are public (28)
and non-public
(13)

Teaching
hospitals are
private not-for
profit (10)

*Ownership breakdown of hospitals is based on number of beds for Germany and Spain, and on absolute
numbers of hospitals for Poland and the Czech Republic as number of beds is not available.
***Other includes private for-profit and private not-for profit hospitals as well as ‘non-public’ hospitals.
Non-public refers to hospitals transformed from publicly owned institutions managed by local governments
into companies owned by such governments with the further option to involve private investors (termed in
Poland as privatisation).
****Non-public refers to so called corporatized hospitals which have a legal form of a private business
corporation but majority of their shares are owned by regions, districts or municipalities.

Step 3: Inter-relations between purchasers and providers
There are differences in the way financing from third-party payers is channelled to
providers of care. In many health care systems, an increasing share of the total
budget of providers (i.e. hospitals) is financed based on a measure of output or
activity such as number of beds, number of patients or case mix (mix of patients
treated by a hospital)) 143, but fixed budgets often remain an important financing
mechanism for at least a part of the total hospital financing.
Funding can be channelled from third-party payers to health care providers in different
ways, i.e. according to the reimbursement model, the contract model or the integrated
model (Hurst, 1991). In the reimbursement model, the patient pays the health
provider and is then reimbursed by the insurer, thus removing any direct link between
the insurers and providers. With the contract model, there is direct payment of
providers by third-party payers based on contracts. The integrated model also involves
direct payment of providers, but via a vertically integrated organisation of financiers
and providers, usually in the form of budgets and salaries. It can be the case that the
differences between the contract model and integrated model are very small. Funding
can also come directly via consumers in the form of out-of-pocket payments, whereby
patients pay directly to the provider, either because services are not covered by the
existing insurance arrangements or due to the insurance system requiring copayments for certain services. Out-of-pocket funding may exist alongside any of the

143

A common activity measure is diagnostic related group or “DRG”. A DRG-system of classification is used
to identify the ‘product’ a patient receives. It can be used as an input in a payment system.
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three third-party purchaser models. Figure 4.6 describes the channels of financing
from third-party payers to providers of care.
Figure 4.6 Payment system of hospitals in select Member States
Germany

Netherlands

Spain

Poland

Czech Republic

• Contract

• Contract

• Integrated -->
Contract

• Contract, plus
out-of-pocket

• Contract

• Prospective
DRG based
contracts (in
majority) and
partly
negotiated
contracts.

• Prospective
DRG based
contracts
(partly) and
partly
negotiated
contracts .

• Prospectively
set contractprogrammes
(transitioning
from block
budgets to
activity based
contracts), with
retrospective
indicators.*

• Prospective
DRG based
contracts

• Prospectively
set case-mix
based contracts
with
retrospective
adjustments via
lump sum
payments.
Transitioning to
DRG based
contracts .

*However, Catalonia region is transitioning to a mixed capitation and pay-for-performance system.

The final addition to the classification pertains to whether there is price competition
between third-party purchasers (i.e., consumers can choose between different
insurers) and price competition between providers of health care (i.e., consumers
have a choice of different providers and can exercise that choice). Figure 4.7 is a
matrix which shows the presence or absence of price competition in the health care
markets for each of the Member States examined.
Figure 4.7 Price competition among third-party payers and hospital in select MS’s
Providers of Care
price competition
price competition
Third party purchasers

no price competition

Netherlands
Spain

no price competition

Germany

Poland

Czech Republic
Note: The placement of Member States is based on to the majority system of third-party purchasers and
providers, and not on adjacent markets. For example individuals in Germany, Netherlands and Spain can
opt for private insurance in place of (DE) or in addition to (NL and ES), and in these wholly private markets,
there is price competition for both third-party purchasers and providers of care.

By combining the payment system with the competitive state of play, Figure 4.8
classifies the inter-relations between third-party payers and health care providers for
each of the five Member States.
Figure 4.8 Classification of health care systems for select Member States
Germany
• Monopsonistic
contract model

Netherlands
• Competitive
contract model

Spain
• Bilateral
monopolistic
contract model

Poland
• Bilateral
monopolistic
contract model

Czech Republic
• Bilateral
monopolistic
contract model

Note: In Spain, Poland and the Czech Republic, the contracts with providers sometimes very closely
resemble the integrated model of block budgets. These systems are in transition towards more sophisticated
activity based contract models.
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4.2.3. Public funding of public services
The introduction to the financing of hospital in the selected Member States has shown
that there are considerable differences in the financing models between Member
States.
This study is concerned with the financing of public services provided by hospitals,
specifically, when this financing may impact the competitive process and efficiency in
the hospital market. For the purposes of this study, the term "public services" refers
to services for the benefit of citizens as a whole that are not sufficiently profitable on a
market basis and therefore require some form of support from the State through
funding, ownership or regulation. Based on this definition, all clinical care in the
selected Member States can be considered a public service as they all ensure a form of
access to hospitals for their citizens.
The focus of this report is on the public funding of hospitals. We put particular
emphasis on public financing that is not the main financing instrument in the health
care financing system. In Poland, for example, hospitals are usually funded by the
national insurance fund. This is the main financing instrument. However, there is also
direct funding provided by the government for the hospitals. In Germany, the
Netherlands, Poland and Czech Republic, hospitals receive remuneration directly from
patients via out-of-pocket payments and from health insurers via insurance premiums.
In general, clinical activities of hospital in these four countries cannot be considered as
services receiving public funding. However, there are exceptions to this general rule in
all selected Member States.
In identifying the public services provided by hospitals that are publically funded, it is
relevant to point out that hospitals are not only active on the market for clinical health
care services but also in some adjacent markets. These markets are often of a “noneconomic” nature, such as research and teaching, which makes them irrelevant from a
state aid perspective. However, they cannot be completely ignored as it can be
complicated to make a distinction between the costs and revenues of those activities
and clinical hospital care. We will explore this in more detail in the analysis of
efficiency issues.

4.3. Classifying financing and supporting mechanisms
Based on these definitions and considerations, as well as the classification of financing
mechanisms in chapter 1, we have identified public funding mechanisms of hospitals
as outlined in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Public funding of hospitals (only mechanisms explicitly intended to fund hospitals)
Mechanism

Supporting instruments

Financing

Direct payments:
Funding of investments

DE

NL





Non cost-effective care
Support

for

specific

ES

PL

CZ


















health

functions

(not



covered by insurers)
Fiscal advantages
Compensation of net costs
Ex post deficit coverage



Guarantees
Soft loans
Alternative market benefits

Table 4.1 shows that the main instrument for public support is a direct payment. This
instrument can be used for a number of purposes. Based on the direct payments used
in the selected Member States, we have grouped them into three categories. Table 4.2
explains the kinds of services that are covered by each of these categories. In four out
of the five countries, hospitals can receive deficit compensation directly from the
government. The exception is the Netherlands where insurers are responsible for
supporting hospitals if there are no other hospitals in proximity that can take over
clients from a bankrupt hospital. In the selected Member States, none of the other
financing mechanisms are used as an explicit instrument to fund hospitals. Although
fiscal advantages are not explicitly stated as a funding mechanism for hospitals, there
can be differences in the way public and private hospitals are fiscally treated.
Table 4.2 Typology of direct funding
Types of direct funding

Explanation

Funding of operation costs / capital

There

investments

operations, with investment financing usually taking the form of a

is

often

a

split

between

financing

of

investment

and

direct payment from the government to hospitals.
Non cost-effective care

The government may provide funding support to hospitals in low
density areas, or for some specific clinical activities, where demand is
too low and thus health care services are not cost effective for
hospitals.

Support for specific health functions

There is often a distinction made between general care and highly

(not covered by insurers)

specialised care (including academic hospitals and training of medical
professionals), with the latter often receiving direct government
funding.

The financing mechanisms are described below.

Germany
Financing of hospital infrastructure
In the “dual-financing” model, operational costs are covered by insurers. Investment
costs are directly funded by the federal states for university hospitals and hospitals
included in state hospital planning (“Plankrankenhäuser”). Hospitals with a supply
contract (“Krankenhäuser mit Versorgungsvertrag”) and hospitals without a supply
contract receive no investment cost financing from the federal states. Local
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governments can choose to fund capital investment of hospitals, but they do not have
any obligations to do so (see also deficit financing).
Ex post deficit coverage/ Non cost-effective care
Local governments can provide financing to cover deficits. Certain service provisions
cannot be provided cost effectively based on the compensation for medical procedures
from insurers due to low demand, yet they are necessary to ensure a sufficient health
care provision for the population. This care can be funded in the form of a “contract
service guarantee incentive by insurers”. 144 Local governments can also choose to fund
care that cannot be provided cost-effectively.

Netherlands
Financing of hospital infrastructure
Insurers are responsible for the funding of hospitals (operational and capital costs). In
the past, hospitals received financing for their capital costs from the government. This
form of direct funding has / was ended, however until 2016, hospitals may continue to
receive compensation from the government to smooth the transition.
Beginning in 2017, insurance funds will be fully responsible for covering all costs of
medical procedures, including operational and capital costs.
Support for specific hospital functions
Hospitals can receive direct funding (“availability contributions”) 145 from the
government for certain hospital functions. This funding is mainly aimed at specialised
care of teaching hospitals (i.e. university medical centres or “centres of excellence”).
Other examples of funding include support for a major incident hospital and trauma
medicine.

Spain
Funding of operational costs / financing of hospital infrastructure
Spain operates a public system (single payer) with public and (quasi)-private
hospitals. The majority of hospitals are publically funded.
Spain has started to contract some services in some regions out to private hospitals
using PPP (public private partnership) constructions. These PPP’s can cover either the
construction or the operation of a hospital (or a combination). The region of Catalonia
in Spain is moving towards a new financing arrangement based on a mixed payment
system of capitation 146 and fee-for-service. To avoid commonly known problems with
traditional capitation schemes, financing is linked to health plans and includes
morbidity adjustments. There is, however, a concern that this system may induce
under-provision of services by hospitals in the absence of choice given to patients in
choosing providers.
Ex post deficit coverage
Deficits of hospitals can be covered by the government (both for public and private
hospitals).
144

“Sicherstellungszuschlag“ according to §11 and § 17(1)6-8 Krankenhausfinanzierungsgesetz.
In Dutch “beschikbaarheidbijdragen”. Availability contributions are aimed at health care that cannot (yet)
be funded by contributions from insurers. It is the only instrument for direct public funding of care.
146
In a capitation system a provider gets a set amount for each person in its service are per period of time.
The amount of compensation is not dependent on whether or not that person seeks care.
145
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Poland
Financing of hospital infrastructure
In Poland operational costs are covered by insurers. Hospitals can obtain direct
funding for investments.
According to newspaper reports, the Polish government is considering to abolish the
public funding of private hospitals. In that case, the national insurance fund will be
obliged to limit funding to public hospitals. 147
Ex post deficit coverage
In Poland many hospitals have been transferred from public hospitals to (quasi)private entities. As part of the privatisation process (“corporatization”), deficits of the
former public hospitals are compensated. Between 2011 and 2014, a total of 174
public hospitals were transformed into (non-public) capital companies.
Support for specific hospital functions
Certain specific highly specialised medical procedures are directly funded by the
government and not by the insurance fund. The government also provides funding for
life support treatment of the uninsured.

Czech Republic
Financing of hospital infrastructure
Insurers are responsible for the funding of hospital operational and capital costs. In
exceptional circumstances, the government provides “capital investment subsidies” for
public hospitals.
The act on not-for-profit hospitals is currently being prepared, which, if enacted,
stipulates that public not-for-profit hospitals have to conclude contracts with all
insurance funds, whereas private and corporatized (privatized) hospitals do not have
to conclude contracts with all insurance funds.
The Czech Republic has introduced a new DRG reimbursement mechanism, based on
which hospitals will be reimbursed for the provision of in-patient care. In 2014, a new
initiative called the DRG Restart was introduced which aims to implement the new
functioning DRG by 2017. The DRG reimbursement mechanism will likely be
introduced gradually, with risk corridors 148 being gradually phased out.
Ex post deficit coverage
Non-investment subsidies for public hospitals in threat of bankruptcy (theoretically
also for private hospitals).

4.4. Identification of competition and efficiency issues
In this chapter, the general health system in selected Member States was described.
The analysis showed that all Member States use public funding to support hospital
services. The aim of this section is to identify competition and efficiency issues that
can arise due to the application of these financing mechanisms. Please note that
efficiency and competition issues sometimes overlap. Beside that, the legal (State aid)
147
Source: http://metrocafe.pl/metrocafe/1,145523,19333979,leczenie-tylko-panstwowe-pis-utrudnidostep-do-lekarzy.html.
148
With a risk corridor only a part of the budget of a hospital is based on fee-for-service. This reduces the
risk that the revenues of a hospital drop substantially compared to the situation with a global budget.
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perspective could be different from the more abstract economic point of view, which is
followed here.
Within the hospital sector, many competition and efficiency problems can arise. Some
of these are connected to financing arrangements, while others are not. There is a
considerable body of literature on competition and efficiency problems associated with
the hospital sector, however, existing literature generally does not consider the source
of financing and its potential link to competition and efficiency. This explains why the
following analysis is based on observations in the selected Member States with
relatively few references to existing literature.
4.4.1. Efficiency issues
The country studies include an analysis of measures that Member States use to ensure
that the amount of compensation is efficient and does not exceed the net costs of
providing the public services. The previous chapters showed that in the public
financing of broadband and the waste sector, tenders are often used. This is one of
the mechanisms that can be used to avoid overcompensation. In the selected Member
States, tenders are scarcely organised to allocate public funding to hospitals.
An exception to this rule is observed in Spain, where tenders are used to select Public
Private Partnerships (PPP’s). If a sufficient number of companies participate in the
tender, this ensures a competitive process and results in an efficient market outcome.
However, one of the challenges is that the number of firms that participate is often
low (CNC, 2013). This is not a problem that is restricted to Spain. Even in large
countries projects can be so large that few organisations may be able to bid for them
and manage service delivery over extended periods of time (Barlow et al., 2013). One
of the drawbacks of applying PPP’s is that they can be administratively burdensome.
In a review of the use of PPP’s in health care, Barlow et al (2013) note that managing
myriad relationships across private and public boundaries and over extended periods
is administratively demanding. They also point out that it is difficult to monitor the
level of quality that partnership parties are required to achieve. In health care, quality
is often difficult to observe, which makes it difficult to base contractual arrangements
on the quality of the service delivered. This implies that tendering might be insufficient
as a means to avoid overcompensation.
Another instrument to prevent overcompensation is accounting separation. Accounting
separation between services of hospitals that receive public funding and those that do
not receive such funding can be used to assess the costs of carrying out the public
service. Table 4.3 shows if there is an obligation to apply accounting separation in the
selected Member States.
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Table 4.3 Cost accounting separation obligations in selected Member States
Is there an obligation?
Netherlands

Yes*

Germany

Yes.**
The examples of entrustment acts that were found contain an accounting separation
obligation.

Spain

Hospitals are expected to have separate accounts according to payers

Czech Republic

Public not-for-profit hospitals are obliged by law to keep separate accounts of their
public and private activities, if any private activity is carried out (private activities
includes e.g. pharmacies)

Poland

No obligation (but it is recommended to keep separate accounts for health fund and

commercial revenues by non-public hospitals).
* Netherlands: The general framework of the Dutch Healthcare Authority requires hospitals to provide
insight in the actual costs of the compensated services. If the level of compensation exceeds €125.000
health care providers have to submit an overview of costs accompanied with an assurance report. An
exception is the compensation for the education of medical specialists. Hospitals only have to provide an
overview of the number of FTE’s as the level of compensation per FTE is not based on actual costs but on
budgeted costs.
** Germany: The ‘manual’ on SGEI’s of the ministry of health includes a section on cost accounting
obligations, Bundesministerium für Gesundheit (Federal Ministry of Health) (2013): Finanzierung der
Daseinsvorsorge und Europäisches Wettbewerbsrecht – Auslegungs- und Anwendungshilfe zur praktischen
Umsetzung der Finanzierung von Leistungen der Daseinsvorsorge im Gesundheitswesen im Einklang mit den
maßgeblichen Regelungen im Europäischem Wettbewerbsrecht.

Although there are often accounting separation obligations for hospitals, it is difficult
to assess if these obligations are applied in practice. In general, there seems to be a
considerable risk that reported costs of hospitals are not limited to hospital care but
also contain the costs of providing other economic or non-economic services.
An alternative to an accounting separation obligation is to forbid the hospital that
receives public funding to provide services other than the public services that are
funded. A number of private hospitals in the Spanish region of Madrid are for example
prohibited from providing services with a ‘”private character” (CNC, 2013). In Poland
public hospitals are not allowed to deliver services to self-paying clients.
In the public financing of hospitals, an upfront definition of the compensation level is
often implicitly used as an efficiency incentive to avoid overcompensation. This upfront
definition can take the form of a specific budget for a hospital or a budget for the
available amount of public funding. The use of “budgetary pressure” might be an
explanation to why few other mechanisms were found to avoid efficiency issues.
Issues in the measurement of efficiency of direct funding
Compared to, for example, the funding of broadband (Chapter 3), there are few
measures to avoid overcompensation. Although there are accounting separation
obligations, it can be difficult to apply this separation in practice. There are a number
of reasons why the assessment of efficiency is difficult in health care.
From an economic perspective the measurement of efficiency requires insight into the
inputs and outputs of the production process. Given that in most countries direct
financing or deficit funding is the main source of funding, the inputs are relatively
straightforward to measure. However, the measurement of the output of hospitals is
much more difficult. The output of hospitals consists of the quantity of services and
the quality of those services. Compared to waste and broadband, the quality
dimension of hospital care is less transparent. This makes it more difficult to specify
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on which quality dimensions the public service is based. To measure and compare the
quantity of services provided by hospitals DRG-systems have been developed in the
last decades in many countries, but these systems are not flawless.
Even if the quantity and quality of services would be known it can be difficult to assess
what the costs of providing these services are. Cost accounting is notoriously difficult
for hospitals. As Michael Porter and Thomas Lee notes in a much quoted article (Porter
and Lee, 2013):
“For a field in which high cost is an overarching problem, the absence of accurate cost information in
health care is nothing short of astounding. Few clinicians have any knowledge of what each component
of care costs, much less how costs relate to the outcomes achieved. In most health care organizations
there is virtually no accurate information on the cost of the full cycle of care for a patient with a
particular medical condition.”

This explains why, even when a standardized DRG (diagnostic related group)classification is used, there can be large differences between hospitals in terms of
costs allocated to similar DRG’s. 149 Swan Tan et al. (2014) analyse variations in cost
accounting systems in 12 countries. They conclude that there exists no “best”
accounting system and that there are major differences between the countries.
Moreover, seven out of the twelve countries included in the study have no national
costing guidelines, which makes variation in accounting practices between hospitals
more likely.
If public funding is targeted at the general functioning of hospitals and not at specific
services, it is relatively easy to assess whether the amount of support is equal to the
costs incurred to carry out the public service. Cost accounting is not a problem in that
case. An efficiency analysis requires an accounting statement of the hospital in order
to enable a comparison of the costs and the amount of public funding. The efficiency
of public funding that is targeted at specific functions of a hospital is more difficult to
assess. In these cases, an accounting statement of the hospital as whole is no longer
sufficient to assess the efficiency but rather an accounting separation between the
functions of the hospital is required.
An example of the difficulties of applying accounting separation is the public support
for emergency care (e.g. in Germany and the Netherlands). The efficiency of the
public funding can only be analysed if there are separate accounts between the
emergency unit and other departments within a hospital. This requires that common
costs be allocated to the emergency unit and other departments, which is not a
straightforward exercise. Without detailed guidelines there can be considerable
differences between hospitals in the way they allocate costs. Cost accounting becomes
even more difficult when the public support that is provided targets a service that is
spread over multiple departments in a hospital. For example, in the Netherlands,
public funding is provided for “specialised services” of teaching hospitals. These
specialised services are not described specifically by the Dutch government, which
makes it difficult to allocate costs to those services as it is unclear what should be
covered by insurance funds and what services are covered by the public funding. Even
if the specialised services would be clearly defined, it remains difficult to allocate costs
to those services. Another example is the required separation of accounts between
payers (public funding and funding from insurers) in Spain. Cost accounting systems

149
A DRG-system of classification is used to identify the ‘product’ a patient receives. It can be used as an
input in a payment system.
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are generally not refined enough to make a distinction between the costs of providing
care to privately paying patients and other patients.
Finally, it is worthwhile to point out that hospitals that receive public funding do not
necessarily also benefit from overcompensation. In each of the countries analysed in
this study, there are a limited number of buyers in the market (i.e., a national
insurance fund or insurers). This means that these buyers have some degree of
buying power. There is a theoretical possibility that they may leverage their buying
power to extract the overcompensation from hospitals. Consumers can benefit from
this when it results in lower insurance rates, which depends inter alia on the level of
competition in the insurance market.
Differences between financing mechanisms
In case of deficit compensation, it is not possible to include efficiency incentives as
compensation occurs for activities that have been provided in the past. It is possible to
assess if the compensation covers the costs of providing the public services or any
other costs. Such an assessment requires separate bookkeeping for the public service
concerned.
Brekke et al. (2015) use a theoretical model to analyse the effect of “soft budget
constraints” (i.e., ex post changes of the budget are possible). This model is based on
a Hoteling model with hospitals that differ in location and face demand uncertainty.
Soft budgets are introduced by assuming, with some degree of probability, that the
government (sponsor) will bailout the hospital ex post if it runs a deficit. The bailout
probability measures the softness of the budget. The authors show that softer budgets
weaken incentives for cost efficiency. The reason for this is that a higher bailout
probability reduces the expected deficit in the high-demand state and weakens the
incentives for hospitals to expend effort on cost reductions. In their model the effect of
soft budgets on quality incentives is ambiguous.
Although the literature on soft budgets of hospitals is limited, it shows that, compared
to other funding mechanisms, there is a serious risk of associated efficiency issues to
emerge. From an efficiency perspective it makes sense to introduce a no-bailout policy
and to set the terms and conditions of public funding ex ante.
4.4.2. Competition issues
In general there is no competitive mechanism to allocate public funding to hospitals
with the exception of PPP’s in Spain. Therefore the analysis of competition issues
focuses on possible effects of public funding on the competition in the hospital market,
not on the allocation of the funding to hospitals.
Although much has been written about competition issues in general, the available
literature covering competition problems due to public funding of hospitals remains
limited. There are considerable differences in the degree of competition between
hospitals in the selected Member States. For example, both Poland and Spain have a
system based on a national health fund and public hospitals with only limited
opportunities for other hospitals to enter the market. In the Netherlands, and to a
lesser extent in Germany, there is competition between hospitals and insurers, and
consumers can be selective in the hospitals they contract. However, even in those
countries, many (local) hospital markets cannot be described as fully competitive as
hospitals have some degree of market power and the market is not fully transparent.
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This has important implications for the analysis of competition issues that are caused
by public funding mechanisms. It is more likely that competition issues arise in
hospital markets that are more competitive. The following discussion of competition
issues is based on the assumption that the market is competitive. We use the
classification of competition effects introduced by Friederiszick et al. (2006) for an
analysis of (potential) competition problems due to public funding of hospitals. This
analysis is mainly based on theoretical arguments. 150
Table 4.4 (Potential) competition issues due to public funding of hospitals
Direct

Deficit

funding

funding

Funding

Non

capital

effective care

investments
Reducing

cost-

Support

for

specific
functions

effective

competition

by

supporting













inefficient production
Reducing

effective

competition

by

distorting

dynamic incentives
Reducing

effective

competition

by

increasing









market power
Distorting
location

production
decisions

and
across

Member States

Direct funding
In this chapter we make a distinction between direct funding of investment, non costeffective care and the support provided for the delivery of specific health functions.
Funding capital investments
Capital costs represent a significant part of the operating costs associated with
running a hospital. Therefore, the public funding of hospitals can potentially have an
impact on the production and location decisions made by hospitals and, in turn, distort
the competitive process. This is obvious for health care systems where the
government also directly funds the operational costs. In health care systems where
there is competition between hospitals and/or insurers, this is less obvious. In
Germany, for example, hospitals receive funding for operational expenditures from
insurance funds. Funding for capital costs follows the funding for operational costs and
is based on the state hospital planning.
Funding of capital investment that does not follow market demand for the services of
a specific hospital can potentially result in the distortion of production and location
decisions within and across Member States.
There is also a risk that hospitals will use publicly financed infrastructure for services
other than those public services for which public funding is intended, for example, to
150
In the analysis of public funding in selected Member States attention is paid to evidence of potential
competition problems (legal cases, newspaper reports, etc.). A general observation that can be derived from
these country studies is that the number of complaints is rather limited, also considering the substantial size
of the hospital sector.
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provide care to privately insured patients. CNC (2013) notes that hospitals may also
obtain competitive advantages due to economies of scale as a result of public funding.
Public funding may allow hospitals to operate at a larger scale than hospitals that do
not receive such funding which may result in comparatively lower costs.
Funding non cost-effective care
With “non cost-effective care” we refer to public funding of hospitals for services that
can not economically be provided based on standard market conditions. This concerns,
for example, hospitals that operate in less densely populated and/or relatively small
service areas. In such cases, public funding can bridge the gap between the revenues
that stem from “competitive conditions” and the actual costs incurred to service the
area concerned. Competition problems can arise when the amount of public funding is
higher than necessary to cover (efficient) costs. This can reduce effective competition
as inefficient hospitals remain on the market. Note that this can also potentially have
an impact on dynamic incentives as it may discourage hospitals to enter the market.
It is not very likely that the support of non cost-effective care has a substantial impact
on location decisions across Member States as, at least in the countries included in the
case study, this type of funding is not aimed at hospitals that operate across borders.
Funding specific functions
In paragraph 4.3 we provided examples of public funding of specific functions. In the
Netherlands, Poland and the Czech Republic some specialised services such as hospital
care in teaching hospitals is publicly funded. There is a risk that the public funding not
only increases the market power of the hospital for the specific functions concerned
but also for other services of the hospital. The funding of specific functions might
contribute, for example, to the funding of common costs with ‘ordinary’ services of the
hospitals concerned (cross-subsidization). This allows the hospital to operate in the
market competitively vis-à-vis hospitals that do not receive public funding.
Compared to the other types of public funding, the risks to distorting location
decisions across Member States are higher. The reason is that the funding is targeted
at highly specialised care. It is likely that this is also the type of care for which
patients are most likely to be willing to travel between Member States.
As with the other types of public funding, the risk of competition issues arising as a
result of public funding can be reduced by avoiding overcompensation. This requires
insight into the “specific” functions that are covered by public funding. That insight can
only be obtained if the specific functions are clearly described and hospitals apply cost
accounting separation.
Deficit financing
Deficit compensation is a financing mechanism that is generally used alongside other
financing mechanisms such as direct public funding or funding by insurers. Compared
to direct funding, it has a limited share in the funding of hospitals.
Deficits arise when revenues are lower than costs. This can be a result of overly high
cost levels (compared to other hospitals) or relatively low revenues. A hospital with
relatively high cost levels can be explained by the specific type of care the hospital
delivers or the patient group it services (the case mix). Deficits arise if hospitals are
not adequately compensated for delivering care via other financing mechanisms. Note
that it is not always clear when the deficits (and possible inefficiencies) arise. This is
the case in Poland, for example, where deficits are compensated as part of the
privatisation process as a way to start with a clean sheet. These deficits are not the
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result of a low budget or inefficiencies in a single year but have been built up over a
longer period of time.
There is a theoretical risk that deficit mechanisms result in the support of inefficient
hospitals. This would also influence dynamic incentives in the long run as it would
allow an inefficient hospital to stay on the market. This is only the case if inefficiencies
are the source of the deficit. If there are other factors that explain the difference
between costs and revenues, deficit financing does not necessarily result in negative
competition effects. Ideally, the level of compensation is set ex ante, which provides
more efficiency incentive for the operator to deliver its services efficiently than ex post
financing. This is why there is a general trend in all selected Member States to
implement a prospective payment system. However, it can be difficult to determine
the adequate level of compensation ex ante if the number of patients or the cost per
patient is unknown. In that case ex post financing of a part of the costs of the hospital
might be a second best solution to compensate hospitals. Note that governments also
use their ownership of hospitals and regulation to steer hospitals and mitigate the risk
of inefficient delivery of care by hospitals.
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5. Cross-sector synthesis
5.1. Introduction
This report analysed the financing of public services in the waste, telecom and hospital
sectors. These sectors have in common the fact that, in the selected Member States,
the government influences market outcomes by supporting specific public services. In
this chapter we analyse the common characteristics of the funding models in these
sectors as well as similarities in efficiency and competition issues related to these
funding models. The aim is to gain insight on competition and efficiency issues that
specific financing mechanisms have in common across sectors. The figure below
summarizes the findings presented in the previous chapters to this report and
provides the structure for this chapter.
Figure 5.1 Relationship between financing mechanism and competition and efficiency issues

Note(*): Please note that the efficiency and competition issues sometimes overlap. Besides that: there may
exist a ‘problem’ from an abstract, economic point of view, while the legal (State aid) perspective can be
different.

The analysis of the financing mechanisms of public services starts with the definition
and scope of the public service. Thereafter the specific mechanisms that are used to
finance the service are listed. Public funding can result in competition and efficiency
issues. A number of mechanisms can be used to mitigate the risk that one of the
competition and efficiency issues materialises. In this chapter, these mechanisms are
listed and described. After this, the efficiency and competition issues are discussed,
which sometimes may show some overlap.

5.2. Definition and scope of public services
The starting point for the analysis of the financing models is the definition of public
services. This definition is important as it determines what is publically supported and
what is not. In general, there is considerable uniformity in the definition of the
particular public service within a sector across the selected Member States. This is
especially the case for broadband. A possible explanation for this is that, compared
to the other sectors, there is more harmonisation across the EU of the legal
framework. For the waste sector, the differences in the scope of the public service
mainly relate to the actual definition of the service (e.g. whether or not recycling is
covered) and the definition of the waste flow (e.g. whether or not commercial waste is
covered).
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As all governments take responsibility for the provision of hospital care, hospital care
can be considered a public service. However, there are substantial differences in the
way hospitals are funded in the selected Member States. Where the government
directly funds hospital care, it is not always clear what exactly is part of the public
service and thus subject to public funding. Firstly, there are differences between
Member States in terms of what is considered hospital care and what is not. Secondly
there are differences in the scope of hospital services that are covered by (mandatory)
insurance or national health schemes. Thirdly, if specific functions of hospitals are
funded, the separation of costs of those functions from other costs, which are not
publicly funded, is complicated. Fourthly, compared to waste and broadband, the
quality dimension of hospital care is less transparent. This makes it more difficult to
specify on which quality dimensions the public service should be based.

5.3. Funding mechanisms of public services
Governments can use a number of instruments to support public services. The focus of
this report is on financial support. The table below summarizes the financing
mechanisms that are used in the different sectors in the selected Member States. In
all sectors, “direct funding” is the main support mechanism. This is a very broad
category: a direct payment can take many forms ranging from a contribution to a
hospital in a single year to a long-term investment in broadband. Other financing
mechanisms are less common. For example, “Ex post deficit coverage” is used in a
number of countries to fund hospitals and also to fund landfills (waste) in the
Netherlands; the “compensation of net costs” is used in Spain for broadband;
“Guarantees and loans” appear to be used to a limited extent for broadband (in
Germany, France and the Netherlands) and in waste (Poland)’and “Alternative
market benefits” are used in all the selected countries to fund waste services. All
financing mechanisms are discussed in the previous chapters (which contain the
analyses on a sectoral level) and are not repeated here, as it is not possible to draw
cross-sectoral conclusions based on these observations in a single sector.
Table 5.1 Funding mechanisms
Mechanism

Supporting instruments

Waste

Broadband

Hospitals

Financing

Direct payments







Fiscal advantages
Compensation of net costs
Ex post deficit coverage

 (ES)




(NL,
landfill)
Guarantees and soft loans

 (PL)



Alternative market benefits

Note that an empty box in Table 5.1 does not necessarily mean that the specific funding mechanism is not
used at all in any of the countries included in the study. Our analysis is focused on the main instruments
that are intended as a funding mechanism for public services.

5.4. Efficiency and competition issues
In this section the efficiency and competition issues which arise from the financing of
the different public services are assessed. Please note that the identified issues do not
always fully classify as efficiency or competition issues, but sometimes have some
overlap. Beside that it is important to realise that there may exist a ‘problem’ from an
abstract, economic point of view (which is done in this study), while the legal (State
aid) perspective can be different.
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A. Efficiency issues: overcompensation and cross-subsidization
If the compensation for the provision of public services exceeds the net costs (plus
reasonable profit) that are necessary to deliver the services, there is a situation of
overcompensation. Overcompensation may further lead to cross-subsidization which
means that public support is used to provide services other than the public services
that are publicly funded. Overcompensation and cross-subsidisation can be considered
efficiency issues. This report describes various measures that governments can apply
to reduce the risk of efficiency problems, which are listed in the next table.

Table 5.2 Direct funding: measures to avoid overcompensation and cross-subsidization

Tender procedures

Waste

Broadband

Hospitals

 (private entities, in: Poland



Only in Spain (PPP)



Generally: yes

also public entities)
Accounting separation obligation

(mainly for public providers,
but not very strict)

Functional separation



Clawback mechanism



Reporting duties



Specific

efficiency

incentives



(including penalties)

Whereas in the waste and broadband sectors tenders are a common mechanism to
select the (private) entity that is entrusted with delivery of the public services, tenders
are scarcely used as a selection mechanism for the funding of hospitals. The exception
is Spain, where a tender is a standard practice in public-private partnerships. Tenders
can be organised in many different forms and the success of tenders in avoiding
overcompensation and cross-subsidization depends on the design of the tender
procedure as well as the number of competitors that can submit a credible bid. In the
waste sector tenders are generally the only measure to avoid efficiency issues. In
broadband governments apply a combination of ex ante (tenders) and ex post
instruments (such as the clawback mechanisms). A likely explanation for this is that
there is more uncertainty about costs in this sector and fewer candidates that are able
to participate in tenders. Moreover, incumbents often have a strong position and are
vertically integrated. Due to these circumstances, the tendering mechanism alone may
not be seen as sufficient to ensure an efficient outcome, resulting in the use of ex post
instruments such as clawbacks. Nevertheless, safeguards to prevent efficiency issues
are not applied consistently or systematically. For example, in broadband, only the
competitive selection is used in all countries, while the clawback mechanism is used
only in a few countries. In general, despite vertical integration of incumbents and
participation of municipal undertakings, safeguards against cross-subsidisation seem
to be used even less than the safeguards against overcompensation.
For hospitals and broadband, there is often an accounting separation obligation.
Although there are often these types of obligations for hospitals, it is difficult to assess
if they are applied in practice. In general, there seems to be a considerable risk that
reported costs of hospitals are not limited to hospital care but also contain the costs of
providing other economic or non-economic services. This results in a lack of
transparency as it can be difficult to assess whether the public funding does not
exceed the net costs (plus reasonable profit), which can result in overcompensation
and cross-subsidisation. In the public financing of hospitals, an upfront definition of
the compensation level is often implicitly used as an efficiency incentive to avoid
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overcompensation. This upfront definition can take the form of a specific budget for a
hospital or a budget for the available amount of public funding. As this “budgetary
pressure” is an indirect instrument, which is often not explicitly targeted at ensuring
efficiency, we have not included it in Table 5.2.
The other mechanisms are only used in one of the sectors included in this study,
which makes a cross-sectoral comparison infeasible. An analysis of efficiency issues is
included in the sectoral analyses in the previous chapters. In general, ex post deficit
coverage and compensation of net costs (plus reasonable profit) are the best
mechanisms to ensure that the amount of compensation does not exceed the actual
costs incurred, as the compensation is ex post. However, there is a clear lack of an
incentive to reduce those costs if any deficits are covered (see also the discussion of
competition issues below).
B. Competition issues
Public funding as such may lead to a distortion or reduction of effective competition,
especially when it relates to the efficiency problems of public service providers. Our
analysis shows that there are a number of ‘competition issues’ that can be related to
the two main financing models we identified, i.e. direct payments and ex post
compensation (compensation of net costs or deficit coverage). Please note that, while
these issues can be seen as a (theoretical) ‘problem’ from an abstract economic point
of view, the legal perspective of the EU regulatory (state aid) framework can be
different and does not have to result in any actual legal ‘problem’. 151
We start with the general observation that public funding, as with any other public
intervention, may distort effective competition where there is scope for competition.
This means that the competitive process can only be distorted where market
mechanisms are used to set prices or quantities. Moreover, public funding may
hamper the development of effective competition in markets which are not (yet) open
for competition. The three sectors under study are characterised by different degrees
of liberalisation and intensities of competition. The broadband market (as a part of the
electronic communication market) was fully liberalised and is competitive 152, especially
at the service level; the waste sector is relatively open for competition and the level of
competition in the health care system (or hospital market) is limited in some of the
selected Member States. The latter might be one of the main explanations as to why
there is a limited amount of literature or public documentation on competition issues
due to the public funding of hospitals. For the waste and broadband sectors, there is
more literature available on competition issues due to public funding. For the
broadband sector, the available literature is mainly of a theoretical nature as the roll
out of broadband networks only recently started.
Issues related to direct payments
The category of direct payments relates to various forms of funding, both for private
and public service providers. The cross-sector analysis shows that competition issues
(or risks of distorting competition) mainly arise (i) at the moment a public service
provider is selected or assigned or (ii) after the public service provider has been
selected and the service is operational.

151
This relates for example to the fact that the regulatory SGEI-framework for hospitals is different from the
waste and broadband sectors. Another difference is the fact that and ‘efficiency’ is not a (legal) compatibility
criterion for the compatibility of the state aid. Also tendering of services is not always (legally) obliged, like
for example for a lot of hospitals.
152
Please note that there exist differences in the level of competition between countries and market
segments.
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Ad (i) Issues related to the assignment of the public service
Within the context of effective competition, the moment a public service provider is
designated is very important, as it has a market impact for many years. Within the
waste sector it is possible to repeat the assignment process after a couple of years.
Investments in broadband networks are intended for the long term as, in the absence
of infrastructure competition, broadband networks have the characteristics of a natural
monopoly.
Our analysis shows, however, that a competitive selection mechanism is not
always used. On the one hand, competitive tendering is used in the broadband sector
and in a large part of the waste sector (for private entities). On the other hand, it is
common practice in the waste sector (and to some extent also for hospitals) that
public service providers are assigned and funded without any selection process. From
an economic point of view, this often results in a static situation: although there can
be changes in the level of funding to hospitals (for example), there are few changes in
the allocation of public funding. Please note that from a legal (State aid) perspective
this may not necessarily be a problem. The main competition issues we observe relate
to the existence and strengthening of market power due to inadequate tender
designs and the difficulty in creation of competitively neutral tenders. In all three
selected sectors we identified a risk that the incumbent providers have an advantage
over other potential providers. In the waste sector, for example, the large vertically
integrated waste management companies (which are frequently privatized companies)
are often better positioned to win a tender procedure, which is also the case in the
broadband market. In the few examples of public tenders in the health sector, this
was also a problem, as it resulted in a limited number of contesters in the tender.
A specific issue for broadband is that public funding may result in the crowding out of
private investments. The risk of crowding out is high for grey and black areas, i.e.
areas where a business case exists for at least one private investor. The risk of
crowding out investments is higher in those countries, where municipal undertakings
can be subsidy beneficiaries or local authorities may carry out the broadband
construction project themselves.
Ad (ii) Issues after the assignment of public funding
Other competition issues relate to the situation when the public service provider is
designated and the service is operational. Here, a distinction can be made between (a)
competition issues in the market at which the public funding is aimed and (b) issues in
other adjacent markets, which can be different product markets or different
geographical markets.
Competition issues may occur in the market at which public funding is aimed if one of
the market players receives funding while others do not. This can be the case, for
example, when hospitals receive funding from local governments and the size of the
market is not local but national (or even European). Public funding can in that case
provide a competitive advantage in the competition for patients and funding with
hospitals in other regions. Public funding, especially when given to municipal
undertakings, may distort the level playing field by providing unfair competitive
advantages and strengthening the market position of the recipient. The latter risk is
significant due to economies of scale and scope, in particular in relation to incumbents
or vertically integrated undertakings. Please note that this can be a seen as a problem
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from an abstract economic point of view, but not necessarily also as a legal (state aid)
problem. 153
In the broadband and waste markets, distortion of effective competition is also
likely in adjacent (geographical or product) markets. Especially when strong safeguard
mechanism are lacking (e.g. 'separation of accounts), entities that receive public
funding can use the proceeds from overcompensation to compete in those markets.
Strengthened by public funding, companies may leverage their market power
towards adjacent markets or foreclose access to the market by competitors. In order
to prevent this from occurring, contractual instruments are used in broadband
deployment projects. All contracts awarded in tendering procedures foresee open
access at the wholesale level and pricing benchmarks. Unbundling and functional
separation may be also mandated by the awarded contracts. In the health sector,
problems of cross-subsidization might occur, for example, when the funding of
hospital care to some patients is publicly funded, whereas the funding of other
patients is not. In case of overcompensation, the hospital can use its position as a
provider of a public service to compete in other markets, for example in the market
for privately insured patients. Another example is the funding of specific functions of
hospitals. The funding of those functions might increase the competitive position of
the hospital in the market for other hospital services. In the waste sector there are
examples of providers that use their market position in the collection market to obtain
a competitive position in other downstream markets.
Issues related to ex post compensation
Ideally, the level of compensation is set on an ex ante basis and also gives certain
efficiency incentives. However, this is not always possible and in some cases (e.g.
hospitals) the service providers are (also) compensated for deficits on an ex post
basis. In some cases this mechanism is used in combination with an ex ante tender
procedure. 154 This does not have to result in competition problems, as differences
between (budgeted) costs and revenues may be caused by various factors, e.g.
difficulties in the ex ante estimation of the actual use. However, if ‘inefficiencies’ in the
operation are the main source for apparent deficits, the ex post compensation may
support inefficient service providers. This may, as a result, distort the overall level of
efficient competition, e.g. by creating entry barriers for more efficient providers.
Please note again that this is mainly a (theoretical) risk for the distortion of
competition, which is not necessarily a legal (state aid) problem.

5.5. Lessons for policy development
Holistic approach - A first important lesson for policy development is that an
analysis of the broader market environment is essential in the (economic) assessment
of efficiency and competition issues due to public funding. It is difficult, for example,
to assess the likelihood of efficiency and competition issues for hospitals without
taking into account the design of the health system and the role of public and private
players. Even when the market environment is comparable and similar instruments
are applied to avoid overcompensation and cross-subsidisation, there may be
differences in the way these instruments are applied, and thus their effects on
efficiency and competition issues.

153
The provision of state aid has always a certain ‘selective’ character, and within the rules of the state aid
framework individual enterprises may be granted ‘advantages’ compared to other competitors. However,
this does not have to result in a (legal) breach of the EU state aid rules.
154
This is for example the case for the universal service for telecom in Spain: while the service provider is
selected via a selective tender procedure and the actual bid is the basis for the calculation of compensation,
the compensation is also (re) calculated on an ex post basis.
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Avoiding overcompensation and market distortions – The study shows that there
exist risks for overcompensation and distortion of competition. In order to limit these
risks, the set-up of the system can be strengthened in a number of ways. First of all, a
more precise definition of the actual public service will reduce conflicting public/private
activities and limit the range of competition distortions (in terms of what markets may
be affected). At the same time, a clear definition of the public service would
strengthen the measures to avoid overcompensation and cross-subsidisation.
Secondly, there is room for improved use of the safeguarding measures, such as a
more consistent implementation of accounting separation and increase of the
transparency (e.g. by introducing/ imposing stronger reporting and monitoring duties
for awarding authorities). Finally, the use of the competitive selection procedure could
be used more frequently / consistently, in order to reduce information asymmetry and
the risk of overcompensation. In this respect the tendency of tendering large service
packages seems to limit effective competition.
Future analysis - Differences between sectors appeared to be smaller than
differences between countries. Efficiency and competition issues manifest themselves
differently due to the market structure including the degree of market liberalisation
and the maturity of the market. This makes the analytical framework developed in this
report a suitable instrument to analyse likely efficiency and competition issues in the
public financing of waste, broadband and hospitals outside the selected Member
States. The framework may be less suitable to apply to public funding and related
competition and efficiency issues in other sectors.
Data availability - A practical remark can be made about the availability of
information. Information regarding the financing of public services and obligations
towards entities that receive public funding (such as accounting obligations) is in
general not very easy to find as this information is not collected in a systematic way
across Member States. This renders cross-country/cross-sector studies more difficult.
We recommend that this information be collected in a more structured way in order to
facilitate future assessments of efficiency and competition issues as well as compliance
with the state aid rules.
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Annex A: Overview of experts
In this annex we present the experts who contributed to this report. The Ecorys
project team consisted of Robert Haffner (project leader), Kimberley van den
Bergen, Katelyn Price, Harry van Til, Lars Meindert, Rachel Beerman and Olga Batura
(University of Bremen). The project team was supported by an advisory group of
three people: Ilaria Mosca (Ecorys), Wolter Lemsta (Delft University of Technology)
and Antonio Massarutto (University of Udine/Bocconi). Andreas Reinstaller of the
Österreichisches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung (WIFO) was involved as quality
controller and coordinator for this framework study.
For the data collection in the selected sectors and Member States, Ecorys was
supported by a group of sector experts. These experts are listed below.
Country

Expert

Waste
DE

Jakob Weißenbacher (BiPRO)

ES

Raquel de Luis Iglesias / Tania Gómez (Ecorys)

FR

Jean-Yves Burgy (RECOVERING)

IT

Antonio Massarutto (DIES, University of Udine)

NL

Kimberley van den Bergen (Ecorys)

PL

Anna Górecka-Ojdana (Ecorys)

Telecom
DE

Olga Batura (University of Bremen/Leuphana University of Lüneburg)

ES

José Luis Gómez-Barroso (UNED – Spanish National Distance Education University)

FR

Jean Paul Simon (JPS Public Policy Consulting)

IT

Nicola Matteucci (Marche Polytechnic University, Ancona)

NL

Nicolai van Gorp (e-Conomics and Ecorys associate)

PL

Iwona Windekilde (Centre for Communication, Media & Information Technologies)

Health
CZ

Jana Votápková (Institute of Economic Studies, Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles University
in Prague)

DE

Vera Winter (Hamburg Center for Health Economics, Universität Hamburg)

ES

Laura Pellisé (Center for Research in Economics and Health at Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

NL

Harry van Til (Ecorys)

PL

Agnieszka Makulec (Ecorys)
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Annex B: Sources
B1. Overview of approached stakeholders
As part of the data collection phase for the waste sector, Ecorys approached a
number of stakeholders in order to request specific (public) data or to ask whether
they experienced any efficiency or competition issues. An overview of the stakeholders
approached is presented below.
Country

Organisation

DE

BDE - Private sector organisation

Extra info

Remark

ES

Ategrus - The Spanish Technical Association for Waste

Written

Management and Environment

received.

Competition Authority (Comisión Nacional de los Mercados

Interview

y la Competencia

information received.

Amroice - Coalition of local authorities, associations and

Brief

companies in the field of waste, energy and heating

information received.

FR

Competition Authority (Autorité de la concurrence)

Contacted by Ecorys, but they

IT

Utilitalia - National federation of utilities providing public

Contacted by Ecorys, but they

services in the sectors of environment, water and energy

did not address specific issues.

Vereniging Afvalbedrijven – Representation of public and

Brief

private entities in municipal waste management

received.

KIGO - National Chamber of Waste Management

Contacted by Ecorys, but they

Contacted by Ecorys, but they
did not address specific issues.

ES
FR

reaction/

information
conducted/

written

reaction/

did not address specific issues.

NL
PL

reaction/

information

did not address specific issues.
PL

Competition Authority (UOKiK, the Office of Competition

Written

and Consumer Protection

received.

reaction/

information

With regard to the health sector, a few number of Polish stakeholders were
approached, i.e. the Polish ministry of Health (department of the Healthcare System
Organisation) and the statistical organization CISOZ. The health fund (NFZ) was also
approached, but this did not result in an actual interview.

B2. Literature
The detailed references to literature used throughout this report are presented in the
sector chapters via footnotes. A brief overview of the main sources used per sector is
presented below.
General references
 Averch, Harvey; Johnson, Leland L. (1962). "Behavior of the Firm Under Regulatory
Constraint". American Economic Review 52 (5): 1052–1069. JSTOR 1812181;
 Biondi et all, ‘The Law of State Aid in the European Union’, 2004, p. 82-83;
 Commission Directive 80/723/EEC on the transparency of financial relations
between Member States and public undertakings, OJ L 195, 29.7.1980, p. 35;
 Commission Staff Working Paper, ‘The Application of EU State Aid Rules on Services
of General Eocnomic Interest since 2005 and the Outcome of the Public
Consultation’, (2011) Brussels;
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 European Commission, ‘Communication from the Commission on the application of
the European Union State aid rules to compensation granted for the provision of
services of general economic interest’, 2012/C 8/02;
 European Commission, ‘Green paper on services of general interest’, COM (2003)
270 final;
 Pesaresi, N., Sinnaeve, A., Guigue-Koeppen, V., Wiemann, J., Radulescu, M.,, ‘The
new state aid rules for SGEI: the Commission decision and Framework of 20
December 2011’;
 Wolf Sauter, ‘Public services and the internal market: building blocks or persistent
irritant?’ TILEC Discussion Paper DP 2014-022, p. 7. See also: Sauter, ‘Public
Services and the Internal Market: Building Blocks or Persistent Irritant?’, European
Law Journal, Volume 21, Issue 6, pages 738–757, November 2015.
References waste
 Actu Environnement, ‘Les coûts de gestion des déchets ménagers explosent’,
November 2012;
 ACM (2015). ‘Sector study market & government’, available at
https://www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/publicatie/13959/Sectorstudies-Markt-enOverheid/;
 AGCM (2008). Indagine conoscitiva sul mercato dei rifiuti da imballaggio, IC26,
www.agcm.it;
 Andretta A., (2010). Le Tariffe per il recupero e lo smaltimento dei rifiuti urbani per
tipologia e caratteristiche degli impianti, Regione Emilia-Romagna, Autorità
regionale per i servizi idrici e i rifiuti urbani, Bologna;
 Antonioli B., Massarutto A., (2012). The municipal waste sector in Europe: shifting
boundaries between the public sector and the market, Annals of Public and
Cooperative Economics;
 Autorité de la concurrence, ‘Quelles limites à l’action des éco-organismes au regard
du droit de la concurrence?’, September 2013, Actu environnement;
 Bakker, K. (2015), ‘Waar moet al dat afval heen?’, KplusV organisatieadvies,
available at: http://www.kplusv.nl/over-kplusv/artikelen/waar-moet-al-dat-afvalheen/;
 Bataille and Steinmetz (2014), ‘Kommunale Monopole in der Hausmüllentsorgung‘,
p. 4;
 BDI (2007), 'Services of general interest: the state as beneficiary‘, available at:
http://bdi.eu/media/presse/publikationen/Publikation_Daseinsvorsorge__Englische_Fassung.pdf;
 Bel, Fageda, and Warner, ‘Is private production of public services cheaper than
public production? A meta-regression analysis of solid waste and water services’,
2010, Journal of Policy Analysis and Management, issue 29 p. 553–577;
 Cassa Depositi e Prestiti (2014). Rifiuti – Obiettivo Discarica Zero, Studio di settore
05, Cassa Depositi e Prestiti, Roma;
 Cerrina Feroni G. (2014). Produzione, gestione, smaltimento dei rifiuti in Italia,
Francia e Germania tra diritto, tecnologia e politica, Quaderni Cesifin – Fondazione
Alberto Predieri, Giappichelli, Torino;
 Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y la Competencia, Resolución Expte. S/0429/12
RESIDUOS, July 2015;
 Dijkgraaf and Gradus, ‘Efficiency effects of privatising refuse collection: be careful
and alternatives present’, discussion paper, November 2011. Later this article was
published in Applied Economics Letters: ‘Cost advantage cooperations larger than
private waste collectors’, Volume 20, Issue 7, 2013;
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 Ecorys, ‘Evaluatie Wet Mark ten Overheid 2012-2015, September 2015 (to be
published);
 Eunomia, “Costs for Municipal Waste Management in the EU”, final Report to
Directorate General Environment European Commission, 2001, available at
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/pdf/eucostwaste.pdf. Heinrich-BöllStiftung und VKS im VKU: In- und Outsourcing in der kommunalen Abfallwirtschaft.
Studie über Make-or-Buy-Entscheidungen / In- and Outsourcing in municipal waste
management. Study on make-or-buy decisions. VKS-Information 75, Berlin 2010;
 HSM Polska Sp. z o.o. ‘Rynek gospodarki odpadami po wprowadzeniu rewolucji
śmieciowej”, stan na wrzesień’ (Market of waste management after introduction of
waste revolution’), 2014;
 ItaliaDecide (2013). Ciclo dei rifiuti. Governare insieme ambiente, economia e
territorio, il Mulino, Bologna;
 Jaarboek Afval, May 2014, F.K. Noordhoek, published by Uitgeverij Noordhoek B.V.;
 Kwink. Group, ‘Nulmeting wet markt en overhead’, eindrapport, 1 mei 2013;
 Laaser, C.-F., Rosenschon, A. (2015). Der Kieler Subventionsbericht: Eine
Aktualisierung bis zum Jahr 2013/2014. Nr. 547/548 | Juli 2015. Institut für
Weltwirtschaft Kiel, p.46, https://www.ifw-kiel.de/pub/kd/2015/kd547-548.pdf,
accessed 8 January 2016;
 Moretto A. (2010). La regolazione degli impianti di trattamento e smaltimento dei
rifiuti urbani in Veneto, in Atzori A., Baroni P., Levorato A., Moretto A., 2010, La
regolazione e il controllo dei servizi di gestione dei rifiuti urbani, Franco Angeli,
Milano;
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 OECD (2013), Policy Roundtables, Waste Management Services, Competition Law &
Policy, OECD, DAF/COMP (2013) 26; Competition issues relating to waste collection
services, competition questions in tender procedures, competition issues in disposal
services, including incineration, competition issues associated with producer
responsibility;
 Rebel, ‘Toekomstscenario's voor afvalverbranding in Nederland 2015 – 2022’ (future
scenario’s incineration), study for the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and
Environment, January 2015;
 The Court of Middelburg, 13 August 2010, Zeeland Seaports/ Martens
Havenontvangstinstallaties B.V., LJN, BN9817;
 Utilitatis, (2012). Green book. Aspetti economici della gestione dei rifiuti urbani in
Italia, Utilitatis, Roma.
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Annex C: Assessment of procurement data
C1. Introduction
In this annex, we present the results of the assessment of public procurement data as
published in the Member States of the European Union. This assessment is based on
public procurement contracts and notices as published in the Tenders Electronic
Daily (TED), the supplement to the Official Journal of the EU ("OJ S"). 155 These TED
public procurement data cover primarily, but are not limited to, contracts and notices
above the European thresholds. 156
For this assessment, we used an extract of TED public procurement data covering the
period 2010-2014. The main basis for our analysis was the Common Procurement
Vocabulary (CPV) code 157, which serves as a standardised classification of all
requirements for supplies, works and services. These CPV-codes are used in such a
way that, in principle, all individual procurement contracts have a single CPV code that
best describes the contract (besides other codes). Despite the fact that this TED public
procurement data is vulnerable to low quality entries (e.g. mistakes, inadequate use
of CPV-codes), it allowed us to assess in more detail the procurement data for a
number of waste and broadband contracts.

C2. Waste services - procurement data analysis
Given the CPV-classification, we selected a number of relevant waste services, which
are presented in Table 1. In total, 19.561 procurement contracts were identified using
the services codes below for the six selected countries between 2010 and 2014.
Table 1 Relevant CPV codes
CPV code

CPV description

90500000

Refuse and waste related services

90510000

Refuse disposal and treatment

90511000

Refuse collection services

90511100

Urban solid-refuse collection services

90511200

Household-refuse collection services

90512000

Refuse transport services

90513000

Non-hazardous refuse and waste treatment and disposal services

90513100

Household-refuse disposal services

90513300

Refuse incineration services

90514000

Refuse recycling services

90530000

Operation of a refuse site

90531000

Landfill management service

90533000

Waste-tip management services

As explained above, the TED database allows the entry of multiple additional CPVcodes per contract (besides the main CPV-code). For example, if a refuse disposal and
treatment (9051000) contract covers both refuse collection services (90511000) and
refuse transport services (90512000), it is likely that the contract manager has
155

Tenders Electronic Daily, see: https://open-data.europa.eu/nl/data/dataset/ted-1.
Please note that the thresholds changed as of 1 January 2016, see: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/singlemarket/public-procurement/rules-implementation/index_en.htm#t1.
157
Common Procurement Vocabulary, see: http://simap.ted.europa.eu/cpv.
156
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entered both latter codes as additional CPV codes as well. It is therefore important to
get an overview of how many additional CPV codes are mentioned in the contract if we
want to achieve a proper insight into the waste services procurement market. This
overview is provided in Table 2.
Table 2 number of observations per relevant CPV code
CPV code

Germany

Spain

France

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

90500000

1.894

104

5.265

192

160

1.409

90510000

948

49

1.471

457

411

397

90511000

669

37

1.235

421

55

1.186

90511100

582

76

531

446

6

261

90511200

603

24

1.555

137

38
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90512000

736

95

1.832

355

31

1.034

90513000

744

52

2.833

140

41

163

90513100

42

3

236

20

14

1.064

90513300

70

13

75

3

2

12

90514000

1.010

4

700

77

19

508

90530000

11

2

52

15

1

20

90531000

8

8

30

1

21

0

90533000

0

6

31

15

0

620

TOTAL

7.317

473

15.846

2.279

799

6.960

In the remainder of this annex we present the results of the analysis for specific
indicators:
 Type of purchasing body (table 3);
 The number of bidders per tender in % (table 4);
 The type of procedure (table 5);
 The award criteria used (table 6);
 The share of domestic winners (table 7);
 The duration of the contract (table 8);
 The average value per country (table 9a-9f).
Table 3 Notice characteristics – Purchasing Body
Germany

Spain

France

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Ministry

1%

2%

5%

3%

3%

6%

Regional or Local authority

55%

38%

40%

39%

68%

53%

Body governed by public law

30%

10%

12%

21%

24%

18%

National agency or office

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

Regional or local agency or office

1%

5%

0%

2%

1%

2%

Total known

87%

55%

57%

65%

96%

80%

Other

13%

44%

17%

32%

3%

20%

Not specified

0%

1%

26%

3%

2%

0%

Total (in %)

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Total (absolute)

3.238

413

10.415

1.749

782

2.964
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Table 4 Award characteristics - Number of bidders (in %)
Germany

Spain

France

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1

6%

15%

23%

30%

6%

38%

2

15%

15%

31%

25%

14%

25%

3

17%

22%

23%

16%

28%

16%

4

17%

20%

12%

11%

23%

10%

5

15%

9%

5%

6%

16%

6%

6

13%

7%

2%

4%

6%

3%

7

5%

3%

1%

3%

2%

1%

8

4%

6%

1%

2%

1%

0%

9

2%

1%

0%

1%

1%

0%

10

2%

1%

0%

1%

1%

0%

More than 10

3%

0%

1%

1%

2%

0%

# of observations

2.562

316

7.658

1.495

744

2.853

Table 5 Procedure characteristics - type of procedure
Germany

Spain

France

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Accelerated Negotiated

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

Accelerated Restricted

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

Awarded without prior publication

0%

0%

1%

1%

1%

2%

Competitive Dialogue

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Negotiated with competition

1%

0%

1%

0%

0%

0%

Negotiated without competition

1%

1%

1%

3%

0%

3%

Open Contest

97%

98%

96%

86%

98%

93%

Restricted Contest

1%

0%

0%

8%

1%

1%

Total number of observations

3.238

413

10.411

1.749

782

2.964
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Table 6 Procurement characteristics – award criteria in 2010-2014
All

9050

9051

9053

Germany

# obs
2977

Lowest Price

2%

2%

2%

4%

Economically Advantageous

98%

98%

98%

96%

Spain

355

Lowest Price

46%

48%

43%

78%

Economically Advantageous

54%

52%

57%

22%

France

8139

Lowest Price

59%

65%

58%

75%

Economically Advantageous

41%

35%

42%

25%

Italy

1520

Lowest Price

17%

10%

19%

7%

Economically Advantageous

83%

90%

81%

93%

Netherlands

773

Lowest Price

45%

55%

44%

15%

Economically Advantageous

55%

45%

56%

85%

Poland

2917

Lowest Price

95%

96%

97%

71%

Economically Advantageous

5%

4%

3%

29%

Table 7 Award characteristics - Share of domestic winners
Domestic

Germany

Spain

France

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

99,20%

100,00%

99,23%

99,68%

99,47%

99,93%

0,32%

0,53%

0,07%

Cross-border
0,80%
0,00%
0,77%
Note: based on approximately 19.000 observations.
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Table 8 Contract characteristics – contract duration
Contract duration

Germany

Spain

France

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

0 ≤ 1 year

33%

33%

13%

25%

21%

47%

1 ≤ 2 year

12%

23%

4%

25%

13%

37%

2 ≤ 3 year

15%

6%

24%

23%

5%

14%

3 ≤ 4 year

17%

18%

38%

3%

40%

1%

4 ≤ 5 year

8%

2%

15%

16%

6%

0%

5 ≤ 6 year

6%

9%

3%

2%

12%

0%

6 ≤ 7 year

6%

1%

2%

2%

3%

0%

7 ≤ 8 year

0%

3%

1%

1%

0%

0%

8 ≤ 9 year

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

9 ≤ 10 year

3%

1%

0%

2%

0%

0%

10 ≤ 15 year

0%

1%

0%

0%

1%

0%

15 ≤ 20 year

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

20 ≤ 25 year

0%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

# of observations
238
138
2.539
464
173
1.025
Note: There were 10 observations with a duration above 25 years (8x 36 years, 1x 48 years and 1x 60
years). This was manually changed to 3, 4 and 5 years respectively due to a probable mistake in the coding
of the contract entry in TED. Due to these corrections, the average duration across all countries reduced
from 37,3 months to 36,6 months. Please note that these are averages across all codes in Table 1. If we
look at refuse incineration services and landfill management services, for example, the average contract
duration is almost 11 years.
Table 9a Contract characteristics - average value in thousand euro (Germany)
All
2010

1.599
(90)

2011

3.313
(58)

2012

2.443
(57)

2013

1.384
(60)

2014

2.072
(60)

9050
1.565
(34)
4.038
(29)
3.739
(27)
2.090
(27)
2.810
(31)

9051
1.631
(55)
2.675
(28)
1.299
(29)
819
(32)

9053
952
(1)
150
(1)
598
(1)
412
(1)

1.282
(29)

-

Table 9b Contract characteristics - average value in thousand euro (Spain)
All
2010

3.694
(37)

2011

1.267
(42)

2012

2.460
(49)

2013

2.095
(57)

2014

3.779
(62)

9050
1.057
(15)
951
(13)
1.218
(16)
1.023
(17)
848
(12)

9051

9053

5.491
(22)
1.092
(27)
3.054
(30)
1.753
(38)
4.484
(48)

5.694
(2)
3.140
(3)
17.727
(2)
4.435
(2)
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Table 9c Contract characteristics - average value in thousand euro (France)
All
2010

1.981
(586)

2011

2.163
(558)

2012

3.458
(479)

2013

3.888
(478)

2014

2.683

9050
1.704
(243)
1.552
(211)
2.304
(203)
2.200
(196)
2.240

9051
2.160
(337)
2.538
(341)
4.337
(274)
5.118
(278)
2.838

9053
3.156
(6)
2.307
(6)
334
(2)
1.094
(4)
26.810

(496)
(209)
(285)
(2)
Note: There were two observations with a reported contract value of above 1 billion euros in France. These
were deleted in this analysis of the involved contract values, as they are clearly outliers and likely to be
wrongly reported.
Table 8d Contract characteristics - average value in thousand euro (Italy)
All
2010

3.283
(207)

2011

3.282
(232)

2012

6.578
(246)

2013

5.772
(250)

2014

7.125
(213)

9050
759
(12)
5.154
(18)
3.786
(34)
4.329
(31)
21.168
(21)

9051
3.468
(190)
3.183
(208)
7.085
(210)
5.976

9053
2.328
(5)
1.111
(6)
781
(2)
-

(219)
5.607
(185)

5.108
(7)

Table 9e Contract characteristics - average value in thousand euro (Netherlands)
All
2010

1.613
(13)

2011

1.222
(15)

2012

2.977
(25)

2013

3.187
(21)

2014

957
(10)
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9050
1.531
(1)
583
(4)
5.238
(7)
1.942
(3)
520
(1)

9051

9053

1.620
(12)

-

1.454
(11)

-

2.098
(18)
3.533
(17)
1.015
(8)

1.048
(1)
932
(1)
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Table 9f Contract characteristics - average value in thousand euro (Poland)
All
2010
2011
2012
2013

9051

656

970

374

(75)

(28)

(41)

789

1.818

440

9053
1.121
(6)
611

(86)

(21)

(59)

363

495

203

850

(141)

(42)

(83)

(16)

1.644
(691)

2014

9050

1.198
(417)

2.162
(359)
1.696
(212)

962
(297)
611
(184)

(6)

2.126
(35)
1.317
(21)

C3. Telecom services - procurement data analysis
The dataset for Tables 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 is based on the TED database. This
Annex explains how these data were extracted and analysed as well as the limitations
of the results.
The process of obtaining data on tendering procedures employed for the distribution of
public investment funding proved to be a challenging task. Firstly, there are a large
number of projects (for instance, hundreds in France and Germany) being
implemented or in preparation in the six countries under examination. Secondly, in
some countries (Italy, Netherlands, Spain) there is no central repository of all projects
that is publicly accessible. Thirdly, even where there is a public repository
(Germany 158), it contains information about calls for tenders, and in order to obtain
precise information about tendering procedures and contracts, one needs to search
websites of the responsible local authorities.
Therefore, in order to obtain the necessary information for all countries, the TEDdatabase was used. The data from TED is, however, limited to public procurement
procedures, which do not always overlap with the tendering procedures used for the
awarding of public investments. Public procurement refers to the purchasing by a
governmental authority of goods, services or works from a company. In the course of
most broadband deployment projects, governmental authorities do not purchase, but
subsidise (a part of) investment; the executing company often becomes the owner of
the constructed network. This difference explains the limited dataset that was
obtained as a result of our analysis of the data from 2010 till 2014 for all six countries.
The analysis focused on six relevant CPV codes that were often used in connection
with other codes (see below).

158
See the official website – overview of ongoing and finalized calls for tender for Germany
https://www.breitbandausschreibungen.de/publicOverview and a separate repository for Bavaria:
https://www.breitbandausschreibungen.de/publicOverviewBayern (1766 entries).
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Relevant CPV codes and number of observations per relevant code
CPV code

CPV description

DE

ES

FR

IT

NL

PL

32560000

Fibre-optic materials

48

2

6

1

0

0

32561000

Fibre-optic connections

2

1

21

1

32

0

32562000

Optical-fibre cables

0

3

14

1

0

1

32562100

Optical-fibre cables for information transmission

0

2

4

0

0

0

32562200

Optical telecommunication cables

0

0

8

1

0

5

32562300

Optical-fibre cables for data transmission

1

4

6

0

0

0

51

12

59

4

32

6

Total

The data therefore has a technological bias to fibre, however it can still be considered
representative for this study. The decision to focus on fibre is based on the following
grounds. Firstly, the selection of all possible telecom infrastructures would have
corrected for the technological bias. However, the resulting dataset would have been
too broad and would have included many instances of network construction unrelated
to broadband. Secondly, even being de jure technologically neutral, many national
schemes favour fibre de facto as the most future-proof technology. Thirdly,
considering for what layer of the network public investments are planned under the
national schemes (mainly – distribution network), fibre 159 is the most logical choice.
The first results (758 entries) were refined by examining the short descriptions of
projects. Procurement procedures were excluded that were limited to purchasing of
goods and deployment of non-public broadband networks (for instance, at university
campuses, R&D facilities, on ministries’ sites and so forth) because they are not
covered by public utility tasks. The remaining projects refer to the deployment of fibre
infrastructure in (parts of) villages and towns or larger areas.
The refined set of data was analysed with regard to the type of award procedure
(Table 3.8), the body organising the award procedure (Table 3.11), award criteria
(Table 3.10) and number of bidders (Table 3.9).

159
Copper wire or mobile technologies are unlikely to provide the necessary bandwidth and transmission
speed (for the distribution network layer), especially with regard to NGAN. Cable is, however, a possible
alternative, but there is a risk of confusion with broadcast networks.
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